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Abstract
Title: Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture
Author: Ondrej Doule, Ph.D.
Major Advisor: Marco Carvalho, Ph. D.

This research project is focused on a system design theory and practice of the most
complex environment that a human-system architect can ever encounter. It is the
environment of the spaceship cockpit or cabin that is affected by forces of propulsion and
gravity accelerations and freefall while the direction and magnitude of gravity change
during the flight. Furthermore, the hyperbaric, restrictive environment of Intra Vehicular
Activity spacesuit adds another layer of complexity. In off-nominal or emergency
situations, these environmental effects combine, which results in specific human-system
interaction requirements. Considering human-system integration requirements on safety,
comfort and efficiency of communication between human and on-board system, some
communication techniques and devices (input, display) will perform better than others and
some will be disqualified completely.
The goal of this project is to develop new design guides that will be part of empirical
knowledge base for space vessels cockpit and cabin architecture. This is achieved using a
custom built, office-size human spaceflight simulator. The space system architecture
guides are demonstrated on a concept of a spaceship cockpit and a custom input device.
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Chapter 1: Human Spaceflight Background
1.1 Introduction
Spaceship or manned spacecraft architecture is an interdisciplinary, underdeveloped and
complex area of human space systems design that includes system architecture, humansystem integration (HSI) and aerospace systems engineering of artificial systems in the
extreme environment of space. Due to its multi-faceted complexity and risky environment
that seeks for industrial standardization, the individual parameters of the human
spaceflight (HSF) extreme environment are being simulated in separated or isolation
fashion. The HSF environment characteristics are very difficult to simulate together.
There are limited means of simulating individual parameters or integrated space flight
profiles and emergency situations. The context of this domain is introduced in this chapter
(Chapter 1).
This research area is subject to number of constraints. The understanding of the HSI in
HSF is related to access to general architectural, conceptual design requirements. Due to
the small size of the commercial human spaceflight industry the normative frameworks
are currently governed mostly by NASA standards in USA and GOST standards in Asia
and EU. The HSI in spaceship cockpit and cabin requires thorough humans-in-the-loop
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(HITL) testing in vehicle simulators, or environmental simulators such as parabolic
flights, neutral buoyancy facilities, centrifuges etc.
A contribution to enabling and enhancing research in HSI HSF is proposed through a
development of a novel HCD simulation tool titled Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Simulator
(ASCS). This tool integrates simplified research-focus of adaptable cockpit environment
with simplified environmental simulation of variable gravity, and it can operate in any
standard office space (hence, minimum requirements on infrastructure and cost in
comparison to existing vehicle simulators). The main features of the proposed simulator
are:
I.

Unique flexibility in terms of definition of space flight profile and spaceship
type by orienting the cockpit environment in a 360° pitch range (adaptable).

II.

Enabling space vehicle adaptation and re-configuration (spaceship)
according to existing or current space vessels under development. Its physical
adaptability enables the reconfiguration of seating ergonomics, and the
placement of a variety of display and input devices in a variety of positions.

III.

Integration with a spacesuit is a key feature. The installed hyperbaric
system enables tests and simulation with an IVA (Intra Vehicular Activity)
suit inside the cabin or cockpit.
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This original simulation tool, ASCS, allows for repeated runs of preset simulation
scenarios in pre-configured vehicle. To elicit normative architectural guides data, this
research tool is used in a number of trials where research subjects perform monitored
space vehicle control tasks in different simulated environments. These tasks are performed
in a specific flight phase. Phases that can be simulated include takeoff, microgravity
maneuvering and a simplified Entry, Descent Landing (EDL) sequence, using different
interfaces while being subject to dynamic transitions between the environments.
Qualitative and quantitative data elicited from individual simulations was reported and
recorded, evaluated for patterns and similarities, and finally synthesized in structured
design guidelines. The evolution of the ASCS custom simulation tool is described in
Chapter 2. The HITL simulations, data recording, analysis and synthesis using ASCS is
explained in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 is summarizing the main objective of this project, the Adaptive Spaceship
Cockpit Architecture (ASCA) guidelines. The purpose of the ASCA research is to indicate
architectural elements, or in other words, define generic, normative recommendations,
design drivers or guides for design of human spaceflight space vehicles affected by
variable gravity while using protective pressurized IVA spacesuit. This data is further
demonstrated through a simplified concept design of an input device and an industrial
space rescue pod (safety capsule) to show a practical application of the proposed
guidelines for HSI HSF in Chapter 5.
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The selection of extreme environment parameters such as variable g and use of IVA suit
stems from scenario-based design that emphasizes emergency situations as primary
requirements for the conceptualization of any human-space vehicle. This philosophy was
motivated by interviews with retired astronauts, who were involved in NASA STS Orbiter
test flights and who clearly pointed out that any manned system should be conceptualized
around emergency scenarios.
This project’s goal is to support the understanding of spaceship cockpit fundamentals,
while focusing on Human-System Integration (HSI) in variable gravity (g) (gravity in
different directions and magnitudes) to accelerate the development of safe HumanSpaceflight (HSF), not only for professionally trained astronauts, but also for commercial
travelers, also called Space Flight Participants (SFP).
Certain components of space travel or of the space vessels’ flight profiles create a very
high health risk and may cause serious injury, significant discomfort or other hazards.
These risks are amplified by certain chosen design approaches and by the limited
knowledge about HSI in a spaceship cockpit and cabin. Some drawbacks of the past
cockpit-cabin vehicles include:
-

STS Orbiter - orbital vehicle system:

lacks robust emergency escape, e.g.,

ejection system (started with STS5)
-

Soyuz TMA orbital vehicle systems control: extreme confinement, use of display

controller-stick, lacks information and control accessibility, and lacks reusability
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-

Virgin Galactic & XCOR suborbital vehicles: excessive g-load for minimally

trained passengers (6.2g)
-

Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic suborbital vehicles: cabin design may not

account for use of spacesuits (e.g., interfaces for spacesuits would have to be considered;
good knowledge and accessibility to the spacesuit technology would have to be secured
and familiarity (maturity of use) would need to be reached).
Space weather, national security, crew and SFPs’ safety, high operational cost and
currently low number of fully functional vehicles precluded this domain from developing
as fast as other industries that do not have to cope with such complex operational context
and novel technology. Nonetheless, the USA Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
policy strategies indicate interests of both industry and public sector regarding
Commercial Space Transportation (CST) and HSF developments in the near future.

1.2 Human and Environmental Extremes
Human system integration in spaceship cockpit includes considering system autonomy,
adjustable levels of automatic assistance, extreme environment systems control,
subsystems redundancy and emergency and safety systems in the space environment.
Developing a new human-system architecture requires thorough consideration of the
human spaceflight environment, spacecraft systems and human condition during
spaceflight operations.
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The human body is affected by numerous environmental extremes during the spaceflight,
such as g forces acting on the human body during the launch or atmospheric re-entry, a
sudden transition to microgravity after the launch, radiation environment and omnipresent
confinement of the space vessel interior. The most prominent environmental extremes are
the variable gravity levels and transition from hypergravity to microgravity. The human
body gradually adapts to the microgravity environment, and after a long flight, a period of
re-adaptation and training is necessary to be able to perform normally again in terrestrial
gravity. An important fact is that human adapts to most of the environmental extremes.
The adaptation process is very individual in terms of duration, comfort/discomfort levels,
and overall health measures. Therefore, the past systems were not fully relying on human
system control and the human-spaceship integration was treated by simple human-system
separation rather than integration. The spaceship systems were/are controlled mostly from
the ground or are automated. NASA has recently identified gaps related to humans-system
integration for long duration spaceflight. One of the research interests is full crew and
spaceship autonomy when ground control support is not reachable (e.g., travel to Mars),
(NASA HRR, 2014). Such design requirements will be also applicable at the Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) in the future, when heavy traffic and individual vehicles will not be under full
supervision of the ground control.
The LEO flight profiles consist of several operational steps that can be summarized
according to vehicle function: take-off, orbital insertion, cruise, docking, undocking,
emergency, and a return sequence: entry descend and landing (EDL) during atmospheric
entry and return to planetary surface. The flight profile can reach high complexity for deep
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space / interplanetary flight. The definition and execution of flight profiles depend on the
vehicle design configuration (horizontal take-off and landing, vertical take-off horizontal
landing, vertical take-off and vertical landing etc.). The number of stages and their
functions (single stage, two-stage to orbit, trans-lunar / trans-mars insertion stage etc.) is
influenced by several other parameters such as the mission goals, mission length, number
of crew, level of vehicle system reusability and others. Where possible, due to orbital
dynamics, human spaceflight should include emergency abort and crew escape options
which would also place most of the requirements on the physical system resilience,
control and overall systems coupling, redundancy and contingency planning. While the
emergency escape scenarios in LEO were considered and studied for both blunt body and
winged vehicles, deep space missions will preclude rapid return to Earth options.
Therefore, a higher requirement on emergency systems in terms of higher level of
autonomy, redundancy, their task allocation for execution, and emergency scenarios
redundancies with high overall system resilience. The requirements on the artificial space
vessel environment design should thus consider five space environment-derived,
architectural ordering principles:
-

Level of gravity / acceleration

-

Atmosphere - exterior / interior

-

Level of autonomy

-

Level of ionizing radiation shielding

-

Level of thermal shielding
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The acceleration frame of an individual, whether experienced as gravity on Earth or due to
vehicle maneuvering, determines the main ordering principle for definition of human’s
physical environment. Spaceflight exposes the human crew to a variety of g levels and
directions for a variable period of time. Human-system integration should therefore
support operations across these gravity levels, which may attenuate or exaggerate human
condition, perception and motion, leading to errors in spacecraft control without a
dynamic task allocation to automation. Different environmental and life-critical systems
topics are described in the following chapters to introduce the context of the spaceship
cockpit complexity.

1.2.1 Hypergravity
Hypergravity is a state where the acceleration is higher than the acceleration induced by
terrestrial gravity. Humans have a high endurance to hypergravity in different orientations
to the force vector. We define the chest-to-back force as the X axis, the left-right as the Y
axis and the head-to-toes direction as the Z axis. Humans have demonstrated the highest g
tolerance in the X axis, followed by Z and Y axes. Individual tolerance depends on
hypergravity training, and individual body configuration and physiology. While many
consider 3gX as “fun” and motion (hands and feet) is still possible, higher g load “nails”
the human operator to the chair, causing potential discomfort and disabling the nominal
mobility of arms and feet while palms fingers and eyes can still actively perform motion
tasks (Parker Jr. & West, 1973).
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1.2.2 Microgravity
Space adaptation sickness (SAS) typically follows initial motor activities in microgravity
as astronauts learn to interpret proprioception without a veridical “down” reference. SAS
symptoms include problems with orientation, nausea and vomiting. Microgravity
environment also challenges the organizational layout design of habitable environments,
whether large or small in volume, independently of function. Human system interaction
requires the consideration of SAS, as well as possible problems with motion, perception,
etc. It is well known that artificial gravity could prevent most problems connected with
SAS, nonetheless, the microgravity environment is more interesting for scientist (and
possibly also for future SFPs) than artificial gravity. In addition, habitats utilizing
centripetal force and providing artificial gravity without Coriolis Effect are estimated to be
too costly and have not been developed beyond technical concept phase (Dorais, 2018).

1.2.3 Ionizing Radiation
In LEO, the van Allen belts provide significant protection from radiation exposure at
levels that may not be comparable for deep space missions. The human-system integration
should consider radiation shielding of the space vehicle, operations of its systems in
radiation extremes due to Solar Particle Events and Galactic Cosmic Rays and provide
sufficient cognitive support for the radiation extremes mitigation strategy, shielding
control, and/or autonomous operations in case of impaired human function due to
radiation effects.
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1.2.4 Atmosphere
The Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) must operate as a reliable
system on board of a crewed spacecraft. While enhancing levels of redundancy of this
system using mechanical pumps (such as on board of Soyuz spacecraft) or bioregeneration principles, failure of the ECLSS would require a rapid transition into a
readily available pressurized system. Thus, a spacecraft control and display systems
should be operable in vacuum as well as in an environment with a toxic atmosphere, by a
suited crew and/or other means of environmental control, such as independent wearable
sensors and displays. The topic of ECLSS system redundancy is particularly important in
emergency scenarios that require evacuation or separation from the main life supporting
system.

1.2.5 Vision and Eye Movement
Human vision changes in microgravity and hypergravity environments, causing inaccurate
assessments of distances and location in microgravity (Shelhamer & Zee, 2003) or during
the propulsion phases that affect human by vibrations (Adelstein, et al., 2008).
Furthermore, long term spaceflight can lead to the degradation of vision through
unidentified processes (Marshall-Bowman, Barratt, & Gibson, 2013). Vehicle control
displays that provide simple and clear symbology and minimize eye movement could
improve the understanding of displayed information.

1.2.6 Proprioception
Alterations in variable g can dramatically impact the sense of proprioception, a sense
evolved and tuned to operate in a 1g environment. This can affect orientation, dynamic
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visual acuity and the amount of time required to read visual displays. Proprioceptive
illusions have been reported by several astronauts and the need for further research in this
area has been identified. In microgravity, human-system assistance may be required to
provide the required proprioceptive and cognitive clues (Clément, 2008) and astronaut
movements might need to be minimized when controlling the spacecraft.

1.2.7 Motion
Certainly, g-forces during spaceflight impact human motion and motor strategies. Large
transitions between gravity levels can cause proprioceptive problems worsened by motion,
but adaptation to specific levels can occur (Wood, Loehr, & Guilliams, 2011). For
instance, the interplanetary flight profile of the trip to Mars will include a number of
gravity levels for variable durations, that will include periods of adaptation but also short
epochs of acceleration for the human body. Should events cause unexpected or higher than
planned accelerations, the crew may not be able to compensate. An example of such a
situation could be the collision of two spacecrafts or an impact by a micrometeoroid that
would divert the spacecraft from its travel path and could cause uncontrolled tumbling of
the vehicle. In such a case, the crew should be able to control the vehicle and return it to
its nominal state if the automated systems would fail.

1.2.8 Anthropometry
The seated position inside the spaceship supports the crew during launch, EDL and
emergency induced g-loads. The Soyuz TMA capsule seat inserts are custom made for
each astronaut to provide maximum, optimum support during the strong impact (g-load)
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associated with an emergency escape from the launchpad or a ballistic reentry. The
nominal seating position in the space shuttle vehicle provided normal support through a
lightly padded seat that accommodated seated astronauts in their IVA spacesuits (Figure
3). Both vehicles have different flight profiles. In reduced gravity, seats become
unnecessary in terms of the g-load risks mitigating function and become a supporting
point of reference for activities during other phases of the flight. Anthropometry
associated with seating restrictions spans to the cognitive and physical control of the
system during all spaceflight phases. Seat and restraint designs must consider not only
safety but also a high level of cognitive, physical (reach and task zones) and sensory
support and definition of the physical system within the physically and cognitively
accessible environment (Figure 1, Figure 2), (Dorneich, M.C., C., & Olofinoboba, 2011).
Dorneich et al. indicate different anthropometrical reach zones/levels based on g-load.
While above 3gs, only a wrist system input is possible, 2-3gs allow for a hand-wrist
system input in a ±30° forward oriented cone, and for g-loads below 2gs, the
recommended input also includes the shoulder and the arm.
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Figure 1: Comparative analysis and investigation by author of seating anthropometry in
aviation and space vehicles with graphical depiction of the field of view outside (yellow cone)
the vehicle and view of the pilots’/astronauts’ control panel (green cone).

Figure 2: Virtual definition of the reach zones in different g-load environments by Dorneich
et al. (from left to right >3g, 2-3gs, <2g, microgravity)
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Figure 3: Shell seat in Soyuz spacecraft (left, NASA2, 1975), STS Commander's seat (right,
NASA, 2014).

1.3 Simulation Means and Tools
The environment of space vessel is a challenge for simulation and modeling. The main
difficulty lies in simulating different gravity levels that span from terrestrial to lower than
terrestrial gravity (hypogravity), near zero gravity i.e., microgravity and also higher than
terrestrial g hypergravity.

1.3.1 Microgravity
Human spaceflight is an activity limited to a very small sample of people, who are, in
addition to being preselected based on their physical and cognitive skills, thoroughly
trained and pre-conditioned (prophylactic and therapeutic countermeasures) for the
microgravity activities. In addition to having a restricted sample of research subjects, there
is a limited number of research opportunities due to significant differences between
missions. Since the human body is not affected by microgravity in nominal terrestrial
environment, ground based simulation methods were developed to help understanding at
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least some effects of microgravity. Ground based simulations of microgravity are based on
the understanding of:
•

Physiological responses of the human body to microgravity

•

Motion perception, resistance and proprioception in microgravity

Simulation tools such as drop towers, parabolic flights neutral buoyancy facilities and
body suspension systems are higher fidelity tools allowing short duration simulations. Bed
rest and bed rest with Head-Down Tilt (HDT) tilt tables simulating intra cranial pressure
(ICP) and intra ocular pressure (IOP) based on post flight and in-flight measurements are
suitable tools for longer than few seconds simulations, for a much lower cost. Short
duration microgravity flight research, 1g supine and 1g -6° HDT research identified that
microgravity induced ICP is higher than the ICP in upright position in 1g but lower than
ICP in 1g in supine position. In other words, in microgravity, the ICP stabilizes in
equilibrium between the 1g upright and 1g supine positions which may influence optic
remodeling due to overall higher ICP. (Lawley, et al., 2017). However, the IOP has not
been measured and there is currently no standard that would justify a specific HDT angle
(Sundblad, Orlov, Angerer, Larina, & Cromwell, 2016)
A comparative research of different HDT angles by Russomano identified that -34° HDT
generates the most similar acute IOP to the IOP measured after 15 minutes in microgravity
(Russomano, Dalmarco, & Falcão, 2008). This 34° HDT angle also has an influence on
optic remodeling. Therefore, this HDT angle was chosen in this study as a baseline for
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simulation of an acute transition to microgravity in an office environment using this HDT
approach, since it immediately distorts visual perception in close resemblance to real
microgravity. Simulation systems providing HDT environment were used by NASA for
the design and evaluation of cockpit systems since the Mercury mission (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Mercury motion simulator for evaluation of the system controls ( (NASA, The
History of the NASA Mercury Program and the Apollo-Soyuz Joint U.S. and Russian Space
Mission, 2011)

1.3.2 Hypergravity
Underwater simulators provide an environment without atmosphere, with a possibility of
Extravehicular Activities (EVA) simulation in simulated reduced gravity (by neutralizing
buoyancy). These simulations do not include acceleration peaks, psychological risks
connected with total isolation, or loss of resources and communication with ground
support. Parabolic flights can provide short periods (i.e., ~40 sec) of microgravity
bracketed by ~85 sec of hypergravity (typically at ~1.8 G), while centrifuges allow for
sustained hypergravity exposures. Although centrifuges can sustain high Gs, the rapid
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rotation rate required to generate the G-forces can cause significant disturbances to the
vestibular system, lowering the fidelity of the simulated environment due to the presence
of the Coriolis Force. High fidelity aviation simulators such as the Vertical Motion
Simulator (Figure 5) at the NASA Ames Research Center (Moffet Field, CA) are ideal for
human system integration during flight phases that required human input and control.
However, their capability includes only limited degrees of motion, minimum HDT and
high operational cost and can provide only brief microgravity simulation by freefall or
hypergravity in a variety of directions for very short periods of time.

Figure 5: NASA ARC vertical motion simulator cockpit view with Crew Exploration Vehicle
software, thruster controller in the center of the image (Credit: author, 2008).
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1.3.3 Variable Gravity
Variable gravity is a term used in this project to describe the environment of a spaceflight
profile that includes different levels and directions of gravity including microgravity,
hypogravity, hypergravity and terrestrial gravity. For example, a flight profile to Mars is
an environment affected by variable gravity and it must respond to it by providing support
systems to the crew that mitigate any risks associated with gravity changes, in level and in
direction (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Variable gravity environment (g-load) during mission to Mars and back to Earth
(Doule, 2010).
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1.4 Human-Vehicle Integration
1.4.1 Automation
Humans are capable of resoling of unpredictable situations using improvisation, creativity
and inventive thinking. Automated systems can analyze large quantities of data in parallel
processes in very short time. Combining both elements into a cohesive socio-technical
team can enhance pattern recognition and analyses of complex unexpected events. The
crew must have confidence in the system communication and at the same time the system
should have confidence in the information communicated by human. The information is
communicated based on trusted competencies and the procedural guidance is sought in
off-nominal scenarios, when learned competences do not suffice. Machine learning of
communications and actions based on previous experience between crew and system
automation can enhance adaptation and improve trust by providing relevant information
while allowing the human agent’s attention and goals to change according to system state
and context (Rasmussen, 2000).
Spacecraft communication systems should not only support individual Human-System
Information
acquisition

Analysis and
display of
information

Decision on
actions to be
taken

Actions
implementation

Figure 7: System information processing and execution; see Appendix I for adapted Scale of
Degrees of Ethical Automation from Sheridan.

Integration (HSI) but also crew-computer interaction (keeping an eye on each other to
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confirm the team performance). The communication displays should hence allow for rapid
information through unique symbology that translates numerical data of individual
subsystem sensors into the higher states, object levels, processes and even possible
situations providing a quick holistic system state overview within the given context, crew
operations, and relevant scenario. At the same time, the computer communication should
allow for dynamic adaptation, and require specific human actions based on system or
human needs to accomplish selected/given goals while providing maximum performance
efficiency (Rasmussen, 2000).
The levels of system automation and supervision by human operator were suggested and
implemented (Sheridan & Parasuraman, 2005) in real world cases to define scales and
degrees of automation (See Appendix A., Figure 7) and flow of information processing
and execution that are well applicable to artificial systems.
The supervision of the primary system does not have to be performed by the crew. It can
be performed by another automated system and an internally distributed and selfsupervised system may provide the highest levels of redundancy (as per STS Orbiter on
board computer). The distribution of functions between human and artificial system in the
spacecraft should have a high level of re-allocation capacity. Deep space missions will
bring humans into unpredictable scenarios that may never have been tested in terrestrial
conditions. Hence, highly flexible function allocation is necessary, and the system should
be ready to perform actions fully automatically as well as under full control of human
operators. The levels of automation can be selected and distributed according vessel
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system state, mission requirements and primarily human operator goals or interests. The
human operator should be at all times informed about the level of system state and
automation i.e., adaptive automation.
To ensure an efficient and safe work environment, the activation of levels of adaptive
automation (autonomy distribution) shall respond to human-system agreement and
scenario requirements based on mutual monitoring of action and state/condition between
human (physiological, goals) and the spacecraft system (system health) (Wood, Loehr, &
Guilliams, 2011).
Dynamic task allocation based on mutual understanding of human and spacecraft agents
can be mediated through communication layers between the spacecraft systems and
crewmembers such as a personal monitoring agent like the Attentive Remote Interaction
and Execution Liaison (ARIEL) developed by NASA JSC (Martin, et al., 2003).
To summarize, automation is not perceived as a replacement for pilots but as an
evolutionary step that allows higher precision and safety (as an example, see the Starliner
cockpit on Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Cockpit simulator of the CST-100 Starliner of Boeing (Siceloff, S., 2014).

Justin Kerr, manager of the Spacecraft Office for Commercial Crew Program, explains the
way the human-system integration is conceived at Boeing as a distinction of human and
machine actions (Siceloff, S., 2014):
"We really want these vehicles to need very little interaction by the crew…We
have, though, added manual control capability in the event the automated systems don’t
work, because the best computer in a spacecraft at those times is the human."
The ASCA project considers this premise as a valid HSI design requirement and
therefore further focuses on an experimental input device research to identify possible
benefits or drawbacks of human input in the simulated HSF environment that may
realistically be projected in a variety of off-nominal, or emergency scenarios (see example
Table 1).
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Table 1: Example of human-system input rules in the past spaceships.

Mission

Manual human
input / function

Non-optional

Optional

Mercury

Re-entry altitude
input

Yes

No

Apollo

Landing on the
moon

Yes

Yes

STS

STS Orbiter
landing

No

Yes

1.4.2 Past and Current Spaceships’ Input Devices and Display
Ergonomics
The first Russian spaceship input device for spaceship control (Vostok) has been designed
by the Russian aeronautical institute of ergonomics. The design resulted in the most
accurate input device setting motion of the vehicle by referenced controller and identical
motion of hand in terms of position and orientation. The difference between the Vostok
hand controller and the Mercury hand controller is related to organizational strategy of the
spacecraft’s human-system integration. While the Russian approach considered an
additional dimension of motion in microgravity and regarded motion on the orbit around
the Earth within the initial concept, the American approach stemmed from aviation
because test pilots were the first astronauts. Hence, with the Vostok controller, the hand
was in a natural horizontal, anatomically locked position (pronation position), while the
Mercury controller had a side-stick controller for a vertically positioned palm (neutral
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position) (Figure 9). The right hand controlled atmospheric flight, and the left hand was
responsible for microgravity flight, with selectable roll, yaw and pitch axes.

Figure 9 : Vostok controller with horizontal holder situated in direction of longitudinal axis
of the motion – left (Dick & Launius, 2006), center (credit: author), Mercury movement and
orientation controller (right center (NASA, Mercury Spacecraft Three-Axis hand Control
form Project Mercury Indoctrination May 1959 - Project Mercury Drawins and Technical
Diagrams, 2004)), interior of the Mercury spacecraft right hand controller (Penland, 2018).

The display devices were represented by analog gauges, a globe was representing the
Earth and showing the current position of the vehicle, supported by alignment visors
(window).
The Soyuz TMA spacecraft is equipped by two three-directional motion controllers one
for directional orientation and the second for translational motion. The Space Shuttle
(Figure 11) rotational hand controller adapted the traditional aviation control stick
(genuinely driven by test pilot’s recommendations) by rotating it in the yaw direction to
“ergonomically” match the neutral position of the arm when flying in pressurized
spacesuits. This skews the controller actuation from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle.
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The Space Shuttle also included other aviation relics such as rudder and brake pedals for
atmospheric flight and landing (Figure 10).

Figure 10 : STS rotational hand controller for atmospheric flight (on the left), and STS
orientation and translation controller (Williams, Sterling, Fisher, & Atkins, 2008), (center
right photo credit: author) and orientation and translation controller for Soyuz that has two
almost identical devices (right), (Tiapchenko, 2001).

Figure 11 : STS Endeavour Cockpit view (credit: author).
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1.4.3 Spaceship Emergencies and Redundancies
Spacecraft architecture should always enable emergency escape and control during offnominal situations, especially in remote environments of long-duration space flight. The
spacecraft system will require a much higher level of redundancy than the LEO systems
that can rely on a passive ballistic atmospheric re-entry in case of critical systems failure.
A number of levels of redundancy can be defined, where a complete separation from the
stranded vehicle represents the highest level, i.e. 100% redundancy of the system.
Structurally and spatially, such a solution is technically very complex and also very
expensive. However, it has been considered in the form of ejection seats that were
implemented in early human spaceflight, and in the form of ejection and separation
capsules (Figure 12 left) that provide a temporary and much safer environment to the crew
in an emergency situation. Similarly to small personal ejection capsules, concepts of a
larger ejection compartment for the whole crew were considered for STS but have never
been implemented due to high cost and requirements on technology reliability and system
mass. An emergency escape tower system (Figure 12, right) has been used in the history
of NASA spacecrafts and is currently being used in the Soyuz launcher system carrying
Soyuz TMA, and a similar system also supports the Chinese Shenzou spacecraft. Such a
system is also considered for Orion and for Space-X vehicles that also take-off and land
vertically. Obviously, the type of emergency escape system is fully dependent on the
vehicle’s flight profile and its structural architecture configuration and capacity e.g., large
winged bodies such as the Space Shuttle cannot be supported by an emergency escape
tower.
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Figure 12 : Concept of Hermes spacecraft emergency escape system (center) based on B58
bomber escape capsule - left (Rowe, 2018). NASA Apollo Emergency Escape Tower (Launch
Escape system) deployment (right)

1.4.4 Space Transportation System (STS aka Space Shuttle)
The Space Shuttle Orbiter was developed for a total crew of 7 including a Commander
and a Pilot, with a large cargo bay capable of carrying over 20 metric tons of payload. No
similar reusable “space truck” system was ever developed. The vehicle’s cockpit went
through three major updates maximizing the use and efficiency of the glass cockpit in the
latest configuration.
The shuttle’s systems required instantaneous monitoring and data interpretation. Since the
STS Orbiter did not have enough computing power on board, the data were monitored and
analyzed by both the crew and ground control, and ground control provided the analytical
power. The system was managed through instant radio connection between the crew and
ground control (except during a portion of re-entry when the shuttle was covered by
plasma during deceleration).
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Data File

Figure 13 : Sequence of cognitive processes in time for resolution of off-nominal task in STS
Orbiter (McCann & McCandless, 2005).

McCann observed that astronauts of STS Orbiter spent between 25 and 50 percent of their
time comprehending the data on the cockpit displays (McCann & McCandless, 2005). The
onboard computer analyzed sensors data only by comparing it to specific pre-set limits
and when the data ran out of those limits, the onboard computer informed the crew by
auditory and visual alerts, followed by a sequence of processes performed by the crew to
resolve the problem (Figure 13). The complexity of the situation was increased by the fact
that the onboard computer was not able to distinguish between faulty readings, faulty
sensors and actual off-nominal states that could generate quite complex situations (while
astronauts were trying to develop their situational awareness). The biggest obstacle for
higher level of automation and the reason for limited autonomy was the limited computing
power on board. System redundancy has been resolved by five onboard computers that
have been equipped with two different versions of the software, developed by two
different companies. The human operator served as a third level of redundancy (McCann
& McCandless, 2005) while supplemented by the onboard system should human operator
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fail. The main design drivers for the Space Shuttle orbiter also included (Burghduff &
Lewis, 1983):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Requirement on one crew member full control possibility
Requirement on full operation of the shuttle with only two crewmembers
Ease of reach, management and visual control of necessary subsystems especially
during launch and atmospheric re-entry
Possibility of crew override of automated systems
Possibility to control and command safety procedures
Illumination settings appropriate to activity in both interior and exterior
Maintainability and replaceability of the displays and controls
Microgravity environment risks related to contaminants or extraneous materials
migration around and through subsystems
Material flammability and toxicity requirements

For a better understanding of the cockpit functionalities a full-scale foam mockup was
constructed. During the Orbiter’s cockpit design (Figure 14, Figure 15, Table 2), the
human factors team was providing feedback on the display and controls layout, but it was
not given a high priority as stated in:
“Early in the D&C1 design process, it was discovered that existing human factors D&C
requirements should be used as guides and not firm design requirements. With JSC crew
station engineers and flight crew participation in the design process, many of the human
factors requirements were modified to produce a much “better” D&C system design.”
(Burghduff & Lewis, 1983)
An example of the much more human-centered approach using the human factors
expertise in the DC (Table 2) design is the use of yellow pointers implemented in the

1

Displays and Controls
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flight control electromechanical displays, such as Surface Position Indicator. The original
white point indicators were not visible enough by the crew, hence their suggestion to
change the color. Another example of human factors implemented by the crew was the
lighting of the switches and annunciator after activation that were not visible due to the
sun glare. It is obvious that Human Factors served as a minimal fine tuning of the interior
aspects that were highly critical, but human requirements were not brought up to the early
design processes. The positions of the controllers were determined based on the priority
reach during the hypergravity period. The secondary driver was the need for the controls
to be placed so that they could be used or viewed when the crew was strapped to the seats.
The Head Up Display (HUD) was integrated mostly for approach and landing aid
(integrated for the first time on STS-6). Overall the number of types and the total number
of input devices and switches was excessive and the future HSF vehicles may strive for
unification of input systems (Table 2).

Figure 14 : Forward of the Orbiter cabin with the Early Display and Control system layout
design (Jenkins, 2012), (Williams, Sterling, Fisher, & Atkins, 2008).
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Table 2 : Summary of types of controls and display devices in STS Orbiter’s cockpit.

CONTROLS IN STS ORBITER (count
over 2100)
Toggle
Pushbutton
Thumbwheel
Rotary switches
Potentiometers
Keyboards
Circuit breakers
Hand controllers

DISPLAY DEVICES IN STS ORBITER
COCKPIT
Circular and vertical meters
Tape meters
Mechanical talkbacks
Annunciators
Flight control meters
Digital readouts
CRT monitors

Figure 15 : Aft Cockpit with payload bay windows in the center (Jenkins, 2012), (NASA,
2014)

The aft cockpit (Figure 15) is designed to serve three different purposes:
1. Mission station
2. On-orbit station
o On-orbit function:
▪ Overhead window and payload bay window
▪ Displays and controls for rendezvous, docking, lighting, TV,
communications
o Remote Manipulator System function
▪ Shares the display and control for TV, lighting control and communication
with the On-orbit section
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▪ Two 3 degree of freedom hand controllers
▪ Setting of the view form 7 cameras in the payload bay on 2 monitors
3. Payload station
o Payload displays and controls (except lighting and audio)
The middeck had the least critical function, accommodating circuit breakers, cockpit
maintenance, middeck audio access, lighting controls and airlock controls. The Orbiter
enhancement studies put a lot of emphasis on better systems integration and higher levels
of automation in the form of a multifunctional cockpit. Programmable keyboards and
screens and more automation of the systems were also envisioned in this first Orbiter
cockpit and it was estimated that the crew workload would be greatly reduced e.g.:
-

Remote power switches would eliminate 400 circuit breakers

-

Voice commands could be used during peak periods, possibly providing
significant help during Remote Manipulator System operations.

-

Multipurpose screens would eliminate dedicated screens

1.4.5 Soyuz TMA
The Soyuz TMA spacecraft (spaceship) can carry up to three astronauts and it has been
designed to be controlled by a minimum crew of two (see cockpit interior on Figure 16).
The spacecraft can be fully controlled by the crew without ground control inputs in certain
phases of the space flight. The vehicle motion can be controlled by two controllers placed
below the information and control panel (right and left controllers) for yaw, pitch, roll
orientation, and for three-axis translation.
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Figure 16 : Soyuz TMA cockpit interior with the Neptune console (credit: author).

Its information and control systems are equipped with a system located in the central
module (re-entry blunt body shaped vehicle) that has been several times updated over the
history of the vehicle. The Neptune ME is the latest, fifth version of the console using
most advanced space rated computing and human computer interfaces (Tiapchenko, 40
Years of Manned Space Flights, Stages of Development and Characteristics of
Information Display Systems for Russian Spacecraft, 2001). The console is utilizing two
flat screens (Figure 17) and the human-system integration is based on the concept of
hierarchical objects presentation and complex activity de-composition, as well as its
hierarchical goals and tasks presentation. In the display design, the requirement of
displaying information relevant to the activity has been considered. The principle of onescreen–one-task has been applied, dedicating one display to one task to speed up cognitive
processing. The use of an activity management control software system enabling
multitasking has been considered.
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Figure 17 : Soyuz control panel systems tests and control screen layout. Screens are shown in
two different configurations – default (menu-like) configuration on the right. (Tiapchenko,
MIT, 2003)

The displays include 58 different formats (Figure 17). While the left screen provided 8
colors, the right screen is a black and white display. The screen has a graphical user
interface display with a custom display area, and a standard menu on the top and on the
bottom. The default screen provides an overview of functional screens and display
configurations.
The main functions of the information displays of the Neptune (Figure 16) console are:
-

Provision of information supervision of the spacecraft subsystems and, navigation

and in-flight information, propulsive mass margins, condition of the ECLSS and
consumables, fuel, voltage status
-

Provision of the spacecraft movement control (rendezvous, docking, tactical

maneuvering, orientation, during descent and landing)
-

Radio controls
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-

Auditory and visual emergency and error warnings

-

Video transmission and display such as from external TV cameras

-

Manual fuel load controls

The console systems are controlled by buttons, command keys, and a decimal keyboard
located on the console. Similar to the Space Shuttle overhead panels, this system has a
number of constraints and limitations when operating during variable gravity, and
especially during hypergravity phases of the space flight such as take-off or entry-descentlanding sequence.
The display screens are controlled by two identical custom input devices that allow fourdirection motion of the mouse cursor on the display screens by pushing on four arrows
located on the input device pad wired to the Neptune console (Figure 18). There are two
controls for the activation and cancellation of a command. The pad is designed to be used
with two hands / thumbs wearing spacesuit gloves, but it can also be controlled by one
hand. The input device can be moved freely around the spacecraft interior within the limit
of the cable work and it is designed to function comfortably during all phases of the flight
or emergency scenarios including depressurization (Tiapchenko, MIT, 2003). The
Neptune Console system software allows for execution of external software (e.g., service
programs), connection to external sensors, trouble shooting and maintenance of
subsystems, as well as connection and interaction with a personal computer.
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ENTER

CANCEL

HANDLE
Homing nob

Large buttons designed
for spacesuit gloves

Figure 18: Neptune Display screen input device designed for easy control in spacesuit gloves
(Tiapchenko, MIT, 2003).

1.5 HSF Simulation Perception Models
The simulation of HSF requires a structural approach to understanding human information
perception, distortion i.e., mental modeling. For the purposes of this project, a custom
model was created inspired partially by the Neuro-Linguistic Programming theory by
Bandler and Grinder interpreted through HCD methods for Virtual Reality (Jerald, 2016),
(Roberts, 1985).
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Figure 19: ASCA mental model / Data distortion model.

One of the main principles of this project is to comprehend how the spaceflight participant
or astronaut perceives and responds to information using certain input systems. The
perception and distortion model presented on the two figures (Figure 19, Figure 20)
represents a theory suitable for this project, showing that each individual has a different
perception of reality (or VR, or AR) based on numerous different mental or physical
stimuli. While the mental model provides or emotional reasons why humans act and
“distort” the objective reality, the physical model provides stimuli that relate to physical
environment affecting human behavior. These two models are used as a basis to
explanation human condition and action during simulation. These models are not
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considered to be comprehensive but rather generic, responding to the need of a simplified
HSF simulation and supporting the simulation results data comprehension.

Figure 20: ASCA physical model / Data perception model
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Chapter 2: Methodology & Custom Simulation Tools
Human-system integration and related human-system interaction in the space vessels’
cockpit depends on the overall vehicle configuration, flight profile, flight phases, the
vehicle’s primary function, capacity and flight duration, the requirements on redundancies
and the mission goals within the local environment and in the mission context. In human
spaceflight, the spaceship is conceived to accommodate and protect its human crew.
Therefore, the crew must be the main focus of the mission and system design. The human
astronaut or passenger is no longer perceived as a payload that could cause a problem or
that unnecessarily complicates the mission. The existing normative frameworks that
support the design and development of HSF vehicles include recommendations from
NASA, GOST, FAA, SAE, ISO (see list of Acronyms), and standards that have mostly
been developed in the context of government-operated space vessels. For Commercial
Space Transportation, normative frameworks are currently under development at the FAA,
SAE, AIAA, ASTM International and other organizations, in collaboration with industry.

2.1 General Research Approach
A set of fundamental building stones was required for the author to develop a more
specific normative spaceship cockpit architecture. Therefore, selected experts in the field
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were consulted regarding general HSI history, theory and practice. A survey was
conducted amongst professional astronaut pilots and tests pilots. Interviews with former
astronauts and STS Orbiter test pilots Scott, Springer, and McBride were performed to
understand the level and efficiency of human-system integration in the past STS Orbiter
cockpits, from the pilots’ perspective. The interviews were focused on autonomy, control,
and human performance during the spaceflight. These surveys and interviews provided
essential insights for the system design drivers definition and for the design concepts
generation. The synthesized data acquired via interviews and questionnaires are listed in
the table below (Table 3).
Table 3: Qualitative data on human-system integration in Space Shuttle Orbiter cockpit
gathered through interviews with astronauts Scott, Springer and McBride (interviews
performed by Doule during 2013; publication reference: Appendix D1. Publications:
Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture (AIAA Space Forum, 2016))

Critical feedback on STS Orbiter cockpit control and interaction
Astronaut

CAPT Winston
Scott

Col. Robert
Springer

CAPT Jon
McBride

Automation level

OK

OK

More automation
would be preferable

Activities during
launch and EDL

Nav & Comms2

Nav & Comms

Nav & Comms

Emergency: vehicle
control, SM / sys
monitoring –
intervene when

Emergency: vehicle
control, SM

Emergency: vehicle
control, SM

2

Nav & Comms: Navigation and Communication; SM: Systems Monitoring
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necessary
Ease of control

OK

OK

Nominal OK

Reachability of
some controls
problematic

Emergency:
overhead panels
difficult to reach
during 3g

Perception during
transition from
hyper to
microgravity

No immediate
issues, discomfort
during adaptation
period.

No difficulties –
thanks to thorough
fighter pilot
training, long NB3
training

Immediate slight
spatial
disorientation, fast
adaptation (1day)

Controls layout

Some controls out of
reach,

Control stick
would be better on
side (control axis
decoupled to side)

Some controls were
out of reach

Displays should
provide
information
relevant to
immediate context
Suggested controls
and their
placement

Adaptive controls
and displays, WFD4
displays, and voice
commands

No overhead panels,
more automation,
placement of
controls in field of
view

Ideally in lower
sector without need
to lift arms.

Usefulness of eye
tracking in hyper,
microgravity

Yes, allow gaze
independent trigger
control, consider
light settings

Yes, for specific
tasks

Possibly useful. It
was used already 30
years ago – it has
number of
constraints: clearly
distinguish gaze,
activation etc.

Crucial controls
integrated in seat

Yes

Yes

Yes, combine with

3

NB: Neutral Buoyancy;

4

WFD: Whole Flight Deck
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for higher control
efficiency / safety

voice control

Seat as a life boat

Yes, in principle but
more common are
life boats for more
than one person

Yes, but consider
maturity of
technology,
complacence and
training

Yes. Originally
implemented in
STS1-4 but
abandoned due to
high cost and low
TLR5

Direct robotics
support
(exoskeleton)

Yes – for seat
configuration,
consider inflatables

Yes, but consider
efficiency and
complexity of the
system increasing
risk of failures

No – Increase of
complexity inside
cockpit is not
desirable

Based on the interviews and follow-up discussions with these experienced astronauts, a
numbers of emerging design drivers were immediately identified:
Astronaut McBride emphasized that the overall human-system design should have started
with a focus on a sufficiently redundant emergency escape system. He also noted that
Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) and high costs did not allow this development
strategy for the STS system. He noted that easier vehicle control and systems monitoring
is very important (easier than STS control systems).
Astronaut Springer noted an important fact about cultural influences in the cockpit
design of the STS, which was largely influenced by military fighter aircrafts. The current
cockpit design should dissociate from that aviation culture, as aircrafts are developed to

5

TLR: Technology Readiness Level
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serve different purposes.

Current spaceship cockpit designs should seek for useful

interaction and integration solutions that are specific to the environment, context and
dedicated purpose.
Astronaut Scott emphasized that the spaceflight phases should be reflected in the control
and display systems, as the astronaut attention changes. Adaptive mutually aware systems
would fulfill such a requirement. The concern regarding data overload and data relevance
provided by the cockpit systems should be addressed with high priority.
The normative foundation stones of ASCA can be found in the gaps and propositions
identified above. These main concepts serve as fundamental guides for the simulations
and for the simulator development:
1. Cockpit systems should be able to function in complete independence when
relevant, in terms of autonomy and safety, to ensure a possible emergency escape
from the vehicle. The system should be conceptualized as self-contained microvehicle that supports human survival in any possible life-threatening scenario.
2. The Space Vehicle control should be simplified as much as possible (reference to
the high number of switches and controls in the STS cockpit).
3. The cockpit systems must be designed according to their context, the extreme
environment they must perform in, the human cognitive and physical ergonomics,
and the functions they are supposed to control. Any re-use or adaptation of the
COTS system or other products emerging from other non-HSF industries should be
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avoided or thoroughly tested in simulations and real-world environments, as they
introduce cultural bias and false assumptions regarding their use
4. The HSF flight profile environment is characterized by forces of different
directions and magnitudes, that affect human ergonomics. The design of input and
control systems, and the overall human-system integration should reflect the
context of the variable g forces as well as the unpressurized and pressurized
spacesuit environments.

2.2 Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Simulator Creation and
Evolution
The knowledge of the HSF flight profile extreme environment and of the possibilities of
human interaction in these environments is highly critical to develop normative guides to
HSF vessels design according to the four concepts listed in chapter 2.1.

To better

understand the complex environment of the HSF flight profile, a completely new
simulator was conceptualized. The Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Simulator (ASCS) is an
environmental simulator providing low to mid fidelity HSF context, allowing human-inthe-loop simulations. The ASCS strives to become a valuable piece of laboratory
equipment that can simulate low fidelity human spaceflight, with a focus on variable gload and hyperbaric environment of the spacesuit. One of the main goals was to design a
simulator that would require minimum operator and user training (one day, simulation
included). To simulate the motion of a space vessel on orbit, during take-off and during
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maneuvering, a 360° motion capability is required. One of the off-the-shelf market options
would be a human gyroscope. However, this system has limitations and must be improved
to provide 3-axis control and 3-axis free motion at the same time. The current human
gyroscopes are not designed for full motion freedom, as they are over-constrained systems
(see Figure 21) subjects to Gimbal lock (loss of degree of freedom in certain positions).
Furthermore, none of the off-the-shelf systems provides the full motion control, powered
rotation and loadbearing structure that would be required for the simulator to provide a
possibility to steer the vehicle and to provide a light sensation of microgravity and
hypergravity in a variety of scenarios.
There are only a few commercial enterprises that offer human gyroscope design and redesign services, including fabrication. These off-the-shelf systems are available in a
variety of configurations, with maximum one axis motion drive, while speed and direction
control are manual or operated by a computer. All existing COTS systems are considered
insufficient, even for a simple simulation of an HSF profile. Therefore, the Adaptive
Spaceship Cockpit Simulator (ACSC) is proposed to overcome the limitations of the
existing human gyroscopes. Such a simulator will allow a low fidelity simulation of the
unconstrained motion and = gravity changes occurring during human spaceflight. The
whole system’s orientation and motion control can simulate hypergravity (<90° position),
microgravity (<180°), 360° motion and tumbling, and the full ship motion control in these
environments with limited motion ranges.
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2.2.1 General System Design Requirements
Human gyroscopes and spinning chairs are currently mostly used for astronaut neurovestibular endurance training by NASA and ESA, or for fun in entertainment parks
(Figure 21). The ASCS design requirements enhance the human gyroscope hardware to
provide control of the motion system and testing (visual, haptic, voice human input and
machine output, etc.) in a relatively unconstrained environment. (see complete Design
Requirements and Statement of Work document on page 191, Appendix B1. Statement of
Work and Design Requirements.)

2

1

3

4

Figure 21: Uncontrolled tumbling in NASA 3-axis trainer also called human gyroscope on the
left (credit: CNN). Scheme of human gyroscope on the right: 1. Steering wheel connected to
largest ring, 2. Motor connected to (1.), 3. 1m clearance required, 4. Stabilization beams.

The ASCS main design requirements were defined as follows:
-

Capacity to perform repeated and frequent operations in an office environment,
with a high number of research subjects, without major pre-screening

-

Hypergravity simulation by orientation
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-

Microgravity and tumbling simulation by orientation

-

Motion control from the inside and outside of the simulator

-

Use of IVA spacesuit inside the simulator

-

Transport of the system through an office door without major disassembling

2.2.2 Environmental Design Requirements
The justification of the ASCS, its design requirements and efficacy of simulation are
explained through three environmental concepts in the following subchapters:
Hypergravity, Microgravity and Tumbling.

2.2.2.1 Hypergravity
An ideal simulator for hypergravity would be a linear accelerator. However, such a
simulator requires a long track to achieve high fidelity simulation of the g-load over a long
period of time. Such a simulator is not readily available. Therefore, a centrifuge is used to
simulate high g-load and to simulate the dynamic transition between a variety of g levels
and directions. Unfortunately, the short arm spin of the centrifuge introduces disturbing
Coriolis forces that may significantly affect simulation fidelity. Furthermore, a centrifuge
is a costly and very large system. Human gyroscopes can be considered a very small type
of centrifuge (Table 4). They cannot provide a g-load environment comparable to the
centrifuge systems, but they can provide an imitation.
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Table 4: Comparison of Centrifuge and human gyroscope for simulation of hypergravity
(preferred parameters are in bold).

Simulation
Mean
Constraint
Technology
Cost
Size
Quality of
simulated
environment
Safety

Centripetal
Force
/ A] Centrifuge

Reorientation

High
Large
Medium-High

B] Human
(ASCS)
Low
Small
Low

Medium

High

gyroscope

Based on a simple comparative analysis of the hypergravity simulation means, the human
gyroscope is more accessible for an office space laboratory environment. It is considered
that the cockpit systems and interaction media used within such simulator could be
transferable to a centrifuge system to achieve higher fidelity simulations.

2.2.2.2 Microgravity
It is almost impossible to simulate microgravity conditions on Earth. Microgravity is an
effect of an object and the reference system in a free fall; hence simulation in free fall is
the most accurate. Parabolic flights simulate a microgravity environment for repeated
periods of 20-40 seconds, allowing for the testing of systems or short experiments
destined for space. Another option for simulation of microgravity is underwater
simulation, in a so-called Neutral Buoyancy (NB) facility. These facilities primarily allow
astronauts to practice their motion in microgravity, but their simulation capability is
somewhat limited. Suspension systems or Head Down Tilt (HDT) systems (Table 5) are
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the least invasive and least expensive option, and they have the advantage of allowing a
long duration simulation. Some of these functional and operational principles of these
facilities can be interpreted by human gyroscope:
Table 5: Comparison of simulation means of microgravity environment (preferred
parameters are in bold).

Simulation
Means
Constraint
Technology

Buoyancy
/ A] Neutral
buoyancy

Cost
Size
Quality of
simulated
environment
Safety

High
Large
Low

Freefall

Reorientation

B] Parabolic
flight

C] Human
gyroscope via HDT
(ASCS)
Low
Small
Low

High
Large
High

Medium
Medium
High
.
Although the human gyroscope, provides the lowest simulation fidelity, its small size and
low cost make it a valuable tool for early simulations. Furthermore, the human gyroscope
control and interaction systems can later be transferred to a parabolic flight platform to
enhance its performance.

2.2.2.3 Tumbling
Uncontrolled tumbling of the space vessel in orbit is a life-critical situation that could
occur for example after an impact with space debris, micrometeoroids, or because of a
propulsion system error. The endurance to tumbling is trained in human gyroscopes in
national space centers (see Figure 21) and can be simulated to some extent, e.g. in a
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vertical motion simulator at NASA Ames Research Center, or in ground computer
simulators without 360° freedom of motion.

Table 6: Comparison of simulation means of tumbling environment.

Simulation
Visual
Mean
illusion
Constraint / A] PC
Technology
simulator
Cost
Low
Size
Small
Quality
of Low
simulated
environment
Safety
High

Reorientation Reorientation
B] Robotic
arm
High
Large
High-Medium
(axis limit)

C] Human
gyroscope (ASCS)
Low
Small
Medium – High (axis
limit)

Medium

Medium

For tumbling as well as for hyper- or microgravity, the human gyroscope seems to be the
most effective mean of simulation.
Therefore, the human gyroscope was selected as the major concept driving the
development of the ASCS in order to design a system with a set of capabilities different
from any existing training system:
- the system allows for a fully unconstrained 360° motion, with full control of all
axes
- the system allows for low-cost simulation operations, and longer duration of
simulations (one hour)
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- the system allows for safe simulations in a nominal laboratory/office room
environment

2.2.3 ASCS concepts
Throughout the development of the ASCS system, various approaches led to the discovery
of more detailed design requirements and drivers, which were progressively incorporated
and integrated to this complex but non-invasive HCD simulation tool. The six design
phases and the concepts behind them are introduced in the following subchapters.

2.2.3.1 ASCS v1
The first version of the ASCS was conceived as a simple cylinder that would only allow a
one axis rotation (pitch). This minimalistic and very affordable solution could provide a
good testing platform for input devices in a variety of positions, but it would be bulky and
lack the simulation benefits of direct vestibular feedback. Therefore, this concept (v1) was
abandoned (Figure 22).

Figure 22: ASCS v1 one-ring system.
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The ASCS one-ring system (Figure 22) was an intermediate concept to verify the needs of
the human-system setup inside the motion system. It enhanced creative thinking and led to
conclusions such as the decision that a projection system with a projection screen would
be more convenient from a mechanical standpoint, because it reduces the number of
moving parts and the total mass. However, this decision raised issues related to the
availability of suitable COTS systems. The seat system was also designed to be adjustable
for a variety of human postures and neutral seating positions. The feet should be well
locked and supported by a platform to allow the participants to perform the Hook
maneuver (high g-load maneuver that prevents draining blood from the head) if needed.
Although this system does not pose such a high g-load threat, the leg support should be
implemented, as it is a critical design driver. The body and legs restriction system has
been used according to the Silverbird concept (Doule, 2008) to deploy from the bottom
rather than from the top (as is habitual in roller-coaster cabins). The ground or bottom
system requires less force for an emergency deployment (in gravity environments) and
decreases the risk of overhead collisions (related to spacesuit limited visibility).
Furthermore, armrests were identified as an important feature for arm support and for
integration and testing of input devices. This first simulator version also led to the
identification of sizing requirements regarding room space and overall system height. This
first version also helped extending the knowledge about the overall cost of the system.

2.2.3.2 ASCS v2
The second version of the ASCS was composed of three concentric rings interconnected
with electric drives and mechanical breaks on rotation axels (Figure 23). All drives were
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programmable and could be controlled from inside or outside of the system. Four
mounting platforms allowed for testing of custom displays, projection and sensor systems.
Custom and adjustable armrests and leg supports allow for testing of a variety of input
devices in extreme environment and allow for a variety of anthropometric adjustments.
Since the height of the entire system is below 2.5, it can be integrated in a nominal
laboratory environment. The main drawback of this system is related to its 3-axis
configuration. Such a system is subject to a g-lock (loss of degrees of freedom) and hence
requires a re-alignment of the rings during the motion (background motion). Other
drawbacks include the actual bulkiness of the system and the weakness of the proposed
motors, preventing the simulator from being able to accommodate anactual human
payload.

Boom with mounts for
display/projection systems

3 axis drives & breaks for
full 360° unconstraint
motion control

Stabilization frame

Connectivity to
programmable
console
3 concentric rings

Adjustable
armrest with
USB support
and mounts

SIDE

FRONT

Adjustable leg support
Figure 23: Scheme of the second version of the spaceship simulator.
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2.2.3.3 ASCS v3
The next version of the ASCS design introduced one important engineering feature that
lies in the unconstrained motion principle. The solution is based on radial engines for the
first ring (blue ring as a teethed wheel on Figure 24) which possess engineering challenge
in transmission of the power to the central part of the simulator (the entire system is
spinning) that requires power for computer, display and selected input devices to be
transferred through a large diameter slip ring.

Figure 24: ASCS v3 - System for unconstrained 360° motion system without a risk of
immediate gimbal lock – enhanced ASCS v2.

This concept was developed in collaboration with the College of Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, under the supervision of Professor Matthew Jensen. This design offers a 4axis solution, mitigating the gimbal lock problem, and it can also be accommodated in an
office environment. However, this option was not selected for its implementation due to
its very high complexity, long development time and possible high cost mostly due to the
non-COTS tooth wheel invention (that has been filed for a provisional patent).
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2.2.3.4. ASCS v4 and v5
The next two concepts were developed in collaboration with the Orlando companies
Industrial Smoke and Mirrors and NAVMAR. Both fulfilled the requirements on
performance but failed in size and cost, with estimates reaching hundreds of thousands of
dollars.

2.2.3.5 ASCS v6 Final Concept
Finally, a functional technical solution was developed in 2015 in collaboration with the
company Servos and Simulations (SS), after 1.5 year of collaboration with external and
internal engineering experts. SS specializes in designing powered, fully controllable
human gyroscopes using electric motors and concentric rectangular structures. After
consultancy with SS, the ideal solution was determined, in the form of a scaled down 4axis system. This system was further simplified using only 2 axes for pitch and combined
and limited angle roll and yaw. While slightly decreasing simulation fidelity, this design
solution significantly increased the system fabrication feasibility and decreased the cost by
a factor of ten. The simulation goals are primarily focused on HSI in microgravity
environment and during the transition between gravity and microgravity. These
environments are generally the most difficult to comprehend from the perspective of
human physical and cognitive ergonomics. The design of interfaces destined to operate in
these environments is an architectural challenge, especially with the spaceship systems
relying on human-system interaction. The decreased simulation fidelity caused by the
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reduction of the number of axes of rotation is a not only economically but also
scientifically well justified solution. While the microgravity scenario is simulated by
HDT, the orientation and the translation motion in microgravity, when required, is
achieved using thruster jets, and can be perceived as slight sideways accelerations
(sidekicks). Therefore, there was even no critical need for a 360° roll/yaw motion in this
project. Additionally, the horizontal and longitudinal axes rotation can be well perceived
when the plane of roll and yaw motion is combined, and the two perpendicular axes of
rotation are inclined by 45 degrees. For convenience, this combined roll and yaw axis with
be called “raw” (see Figure 25). During the simulation, the user perceives both the force
feedback in the raw axis and the visual feedback in roll or yaw axis, which is enough for
microgravity orientation simulation.

“Raw”

Z - Yaw
X - Roll
45°

Y - Pitch

45°

Figure 25: ASCS v6 motion capabilities relative to traditional Cartesian system (Roll, Pitch,
Yaw). ASCS is implementing Raw is a combination of Roll and Yaw axes for economic
purposes and with minimal impact on simulation fidelity.

Ultimately, this solution was chosen by prioritizing certain design requirements for the
simulator motion and control systems. The final system constitutes a small “IndustrialAdaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture by Ondrej Doule, 2018 | page 56 /264

type, Human Spaceflight Rescue Pod” for simulation of off-nominal, non-emergency
and emergency scenarios such as:
-

Manual Docking to Rescue Spaceship

-

Analog Control of the Rescue Pod During Descent

-

Mitigation of Uncontrolled Tumbling

These scenarios have one common feature: the spacesuit. An IVA spacesuit is a backup
life supporting system worn during major life-critical events or flight phase changes,
where the risk is increased beyond nominal risk. In the automotive industry, the spacesuit
could be compared to a racing gear, which is not worn during regular use of cars, but is
used during risky use of racing cars. In aviation, an analogy can be made between the
spacesuit and a parachute, or a personal floating vest placed under the seat cushion in a
passenger airplane. It is not a risk mitigation tool but rather a rescue tool. In human
spaceflight, the spacesuit fulfils both functions, preventive as well as rescue tool for
scenarios such as:
-

Sudden cabin de-pressurization

-

Atmosphere contamination

-

Life support systems failure

-

Any type of accident resulting in spaceship life support systems malfunction
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This scenario-based design approach allowed the author to develop and build a highly
complex simulator with a very small budget and in a relatively short period of time, while
complying with all the following critical design requirements:
1. Simulation of critical flight profile parameters and scenarios that include the
following environmental parameters:
o

Variable gravity environments by orientation of the system

o

Controlled motion from the pilot and from the manager ‘s station

o

Possibility to integrate a spacesuit (increase of simulation fidelity by
providing a hyperbaric environment and adding the cognitive and
physical ergonomics and dexterity characteristics of the spacesuit system)

2. Portability – the simulator must fit in a nominal office room environment, and
must be able to pass through an office door without major disassembly
3. Low cost (50-65$k)
4. Accessible to broad public without major training
The architectural focus on emergency and off-nominal scenarios does not, of course,
exclude nominal scenarios. The ASCS platform has an infinite potential to be used for
nominal scenarios on various fidelity levels in the Human-System Integration field, as
well as in automotive, aerospace or naval industries.
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2.3. ASCS Technical Description
Although designed and fabricated with requirements on maximum subsystems integration
and portability, the simulator has five major components. These subsystems will be
explained in the following subchapters:
1. Mechanical components
2. Electrical and computer subsystems
3. Air supply and management subsystem
4. Audio subsystem
5. Software subsystem

2.3.1 Mechanical Components
The simulator is equipped with two motors, one for 360° Pitch and one for 20° Raw
motion (see Figure 25), (Figure 26), (Figure 27). The motion system has been developed
in collaboration with the Florida-based corporation Servos and Simulation.
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Display and sensor
variable gravity &
adjustable holder

Display
placeholder
Moving frame

Tank holder

.5 HP electric
motor
Belt transmission

2 HP electric motor

Stabilization
platform

Figure 26: Simplified model of the custom motion simulator ASCS - axonometric view from
top back.

This final motion base with two degrees of freedom that fits a nominal office door and can
be operated by one user is an application of a minimalist but very effective HCD.
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Figure 27: Actual functional ASCS with software and functional external motion control,
pressure system and onboard cockpit control without a spacesuit. Simulator is oriented in 5°
HDT RS evacuation position and the screen is deployed.

The motion base is composed of static and moving frames, a custom designed screen
arm holder that allows for ergonomic adjustments and adaptation to a tested
hardware (e.g. display, sensor), a custom design air tanks holder mechanism, and a
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dashboard with the input device support pads and air pressure system (Subchapter
2.3.3). For the five degrees of freedom, ergonomically adjustable, and deployable screen
and sensors holder, a thorough investigation was performed on COTS products applicable
for the motion base. No COTS systems existed at the time of the ASCS system
development. Therefore, a custom design of an anti-gravity screen-arm holder was
developed (Figure 28), (Appendix B3. Custom “Anti-gravity” Screen Arm)

Figure 28: Custom design and built anti-gravity ergonomically adaptive and side-deployable
screen arm holder.

A custom-built air tank frame and holder was designed to support omnidirectional motion,
protect the tanks, ensure an easy detachment of the system from the motion base, and
improve tank portability. The custom air tank frame is attached to a COTS air tank
manifold (2x80ft3). Because of the weight of the system (45kg), the frame was equipped
with a wide roller at the bottom to improve mobility (see Figure 29, See Appendix B4 for
more details). The system was built from 3 mm steel to ensure its dynamic load stability.
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The only improvement required is to improve the resistance to dynamic loading during
transport: reinforcement between the roller and the handle is required to avoid bending.

Figure 29: Tank holder re-fill transport, use sketch – holder indicated in red on the left (blue
frame on the right).

The custom-designed dashboard is a deployable and adjustable component that also
supports the input device pads and the pressure and flow control board (see subchapter
2.3.3). The dashboard was designed for a minimum price and simple aluminum profiles
were used. Articulating joints would have eased the dashboard deployment and adjustment
process, but due to the limited budget, the entire dashboard was designed using “pin and
hole” articulations. It is composed of two attachments to the motion base chair (left and
right), two swingarms, and two over-knee horizontal L parts holding the three dash pads
(see Figure 30). The ASCS was operated only with the right pad since the left hand was
needed for the pressure control and monitoring on the spacesuit. There were no lefthanded research subjects, hence only the right pad was used. Each pad is equipped with
slots and holes for mounting the input devices semi-permanently, allowing different input
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devices to be tested (see Appendix B5 for more information). The dashboard was designed
as a highly adaptive platform for input devices but also gauges, small screens or switch
controls. Its height angle, distance from the user, as well as the angle of the pads can be
adjusted according to specific cockpit or cabin ergonomics needs.

Figure 30: ASCS dashboard drawing, top view on the three input device supporting pads.

2.3.2. Electrical and Computer Subsystem
The external power transformer provides 230V and the amplifier controls the provided
motion power (Figure 31). A custom PCI control system integrated with a Windows 7
operated PC functions as an interface between the amplifier and the PC. The data signal
and power for the motion base onboard systems is transmitted through a slipring system in
the center of the pitch axel. The current system has a limited wired data transmission
capability and only allows one system to be hardwired on board. This system is a simple
emergency switch that controls the ASCS software.
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Figure 31: Amplifier chassis (left bottom), Motion control computer (left top), motion control
PC station with a wired emergency stop button (bottom right), Transformer 110V to 230V
(center).

All other channels are used for the transmission of motor data transmitted to the motors
amplifier and the signal “interpreter”. The controller PC is equipped with two screens and
a wired emergency stop button (Figure 31). It transmits a video signal wirelessly using a
COTS radio emitter and a receiver for TV systems. This system causes a delay of a of 1-5
milliseconds in the transmission, in comparison to the input device signal transmission.
Therefore, the display screen lags the controller. This phenomenon can be perceived as a
purposeful part of the simulation because the sound response is immediate, and the
thruster activated motion is naturally perceived with a delay.
All tested input devices were Bluetooth wireless. There are currently three COTS input
devices available: joystick, numpad and trackball. The emergency button on board is the
only controller that is hardwired to the PC. The interconnection of the emergency and
power systems is explained on Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Scheme of ASCS electrical components interconnection, electrical systems control.

2.3.3 Air Supply and Management Subsystem (simplified ECLSS)
The system consists of an ECLSS dashboard with an integrated analog and digital air flow
control board. The ECLSS is reduced to air pressure-flow monitoring and control. The
spacesuit’s CO2 washout requirement (> 3 ft3/min) is supplied using high pressure air
tanks or a 5psi air compressor. The air supply system was designed to support highpressure and low-pressure air at the same time, for redundancy and safety purposes. The
air supply integration scheme is depicted on Figure 33 and the flow control and
monitoring dashboard are shown on Figure 34.
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Follow the airflow:
See the next figure

Figure 33: Scheme of the custom design and built air supply system integrated with the
motion base and spacesuit.

The spacesuit can be supplied with fresh air from a SCUBA type air tank system or by the
air compressor as a secondary supply option. The control board was initially integrated
with the air compressor as well as with the air tanks. After a few spacesuit pressure tests,
the air compressor was taken out of the control loop and a special manifold for direct
connection of the compressor to the suit was designed and built.
The reason for this change (in comparison to Figure 34) is related to the pressure losses
occurring in the complex air system that also includes one directional valves and high
pressure adjustable regulator, causing up to 5 psi losses, slowing down the spacesuit
pressurization.
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Figure 34: Scheme of the custom design and built air control flow dashboard. The blue audio
and emergency lights controls were not integrated.

This problem can be overcome through a more advanced design of the control flow, as
well as by using more advanced low-pressure system components.
The pressure and flow control board are mounted in the center of the dashboard. It is
inclined towards the research subject, in order to provide a comfortable viewing angle (see
Figure 35). The main valve is easily reachable with the left hand. The top round gauge (A)
is indicating the 140psi air pressure in the pressure system regulated by the first stage
regulator on the high pressure (3000 psi) air tanks. The bottom round gauge (B) is
indicating the 20psi air pressure regulated by the regulator on the dashboard. The digital
indicator (C) works as a confirmation of the airflow requirement. The pressure board has
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an overflow pressure valve that opens automatically if the pressure to the suit exceeds 30
psi.

A

C

B

Figure 35: Photo of the pressure and flow control board in action (A – system pressure, B –
spacesuit pressure supply, C – incoming air flow).

2.3.4 Audio Subsystem
Figure 34 also depicts the radio system input and output, the volume control and the
system power off. The original wired radio system was replaced with a COTS system
based on thorough research of devices used in aviation and automotive industry.
The wireless SENA Expand system (Figure 36), originally designed for mountain
climbers by a company specializing in motorcycle gear, was judged to be the most
suitable system for the noisy spacesuit operations.
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1. Spacesuited
Research
Subject
COTS SENA Expand:

2. Safety Officer

3. PI

Bluetooth 4-way wireless
system with integrated
VOX
4. Flight-test
Officer

Figure 36: COSTS SENA Expand wireless headset setup for the ASCS using spacesuit.

The main reasons for selecting this system to use inside the spacesuit helmet were its
seamless pairing with up to four-way conference members, its noise mitigation feature, its
physical ergonomics that ensure stability on heads of almost of any size, its water-resistant
design (washable), and its integrated voice activated push-to-talk function (VOX).
Spacesuits are usually equipped with wired systems to improve system stability, sound
clarity and are integrated in a head cap tightly strapped to the head. For our 30 to 90
minutes suited operations, the chosen wireless system works effectively. Additionally, the
SENA Expand system is compatible with traditional public intercom/radio systems,
should such system be used in the future, and it allows for remote volume control.
The audio system has two more components. The first one is a static loudspeaker
hardwired to the computer that provides ambient sound effects during the foreground
software activities. The second component is a sound shaker and stereo sound system
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implemented on the motion base and wirelessly controlled by the background and
foreground software. While the background software is primarily controlling the shaker
during the launch and other phase changes to simulate vibrations during the flight, the
stereo speakers provide secondary ambient sound effects, specifically to provide acoustic
feedback of the used controller (e.g., thrusters sound response).

2.3.5 Software Subsystem
The ASCS alpha software has very basic functions of background and foreground
operations. While the background software takes care of the environment i.e., positioning
of the motion base in a specific environment, the foreground software allows for screen
and input devices of the cockpit interaction and motion control in a pre-defined motion
envelope. The software developed for the ASCA project has very basic functionality and
the coordination between the two software applications is not automated. The ASCS could
potentially reach the level of very high fidelity of a professional spaceship simulator if
resources were invested to develop a high complexity software. As an HCD tool, the
ASCS can serve for the investigation of human-system integration and interaction in
human spaceflight.
The ASCS integrates two components where the hyperbaric environment is not
interconnected with the controller computer and runs purely on analog subsystems:
Hyperbaric environment of spacesuit (delta 1 - 2.5 psi). The spacesuit for Intra
Vehicular Activity (IVA) is only used inside the space vessel as a protection
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against atmospheric pressure loss or atmospheric contamination. It can be
operated pressurized or unpressurized.
Variable gravity environment of spaceflight profile simulated using a two-axis
motion base (pitch +-360deg, roll/yaw +-10deg). Each space vessel, spacecraft or
space shuttle, have different flight profiles. The ASCS can adapt to different
vehicles by redefining the background motion that simulates the vessels flight
profile. A flight profile is defined from launch to landing, no matter if starting on
a launchpad or a conventional runway. Each launch, orbital cruise and EDL
(entry, descent and landing) phase is characterized by different g-load magnitudes
and directions affecting the pilot or the space flight participant. The ASCS can, to
some extent, simulate different directions of the acceleration forces by repositioning the entire system.
The ASCS software comprises of two motion profiles:
-

Background motion: represents the flight profile by repositioning or orienting the
research subject

-

Foreground motion control: motion responding to the pilot’s input (MAX +- 10
deg pitch & MAX +-10 deg roll/yaw)

2.3.5.1 ASCS Operators and Motion Control
The ASCS software has two direct users (operators): The Flight Controller and the
Pilot/Research Subject (RS).
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A. Flight Controller – responsible for the control of the flight simulation programing,
selecting or directly controlling the background motion, and defining the flight profile
envelope of the pilot’s motion
B. Pilot – controls the motion using the foreground software from the inside of the motion
base
A detailed scheme of the system control, connectivity of the input devices, output devices
and emergency stop actuators is depicted on Figure 37: ASCS control scheme. The ASCS
background motion is defined through four fundamental positions and the transition
processes. Table 7 defines these positions selected based on a typical spaceship flight
profile, i.e., NASA STS Orbiter (Vertical Take-Off, Horizontal Landing). The positions
can be re-defined to fit any vehicle flight profile requirements in the future versions of the
software. The transition between individual background positions is performed in slow
motion. For example, in a scenario that simulates vertical takeoff and landing, a slow
motion transition is always performed when re-positioning throughout the flight phases
such as boarding in position #1 (0°), launch in position #2 (-70°), microgravity in position
#3 (-124°), EDL in position #4 (-50°), and back to disembarking/boarding in position #1
(see Table 7 for the position numbering and position description).
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Figure 37: ASCS control scheme.
Table 7: Definition of basic flight profile positions for the ASCA research.

Position

Scheme of the position and degrees of Description

number

rotation
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#1

0°- Nominal boarding position.

#2

-70° -Nominal launch position
with adjustable leg support for
Soyuz.

#3

-124° - Microgravity
environment simulation for any
spaceship.

#4

-50° - EDL

2.3.5.2 Baseline Scenario
A baseline scenario was defined as an optimal starting point from the perspective of
simplicity of operations and limited time for simulations.
The following simulation baseline scenario steps were defined (see Table 7):
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a. POSITION #1 idle in nominal position for BOARDING in 0° inclination,
i. WAIT FOR CONFIRMATION FROM SUPERVISOR TO START
SIMULATION
b. Slow motion to POSITION #2
i. Stay 30s in #2
c. Slow motion to POSITION #3
i. Stay in #3 – ALLOW PILOT INTERACTION: Targeting exercise 300s
max.
d. Slow motion to POSITION #4
i. Stay 30s in #4
e. Slow motion to POSITION #1
i. Lock – EXIT simulator

2.3.5.3 ASCS Software Operations
The ASCS background software (Figure 38) is composed of the main four pre-defined
positions (as per Table 7) that can be redefined (speed of transition, angle) or manually
launched by the Flight Controller. The future version of the software will allow for the
composition of custom scenarios outside the pre-set Simulation Baseline.

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
Figure 38: Background software GUI.

The ASCS is equipped with a Soft Emergency Stop (SSTOP), a Hard Emergency Stop
(ESTOP) and a Power Cut-off switch. The SSTOP and ESTOP status is displayed in the
software GUI. The SSTOP exact function is selected by the Flight Controller from the
following options based on the scenario/research/experiment:
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- Immediate motion stop (Emergency Stop or use of Maintenance software)
- Back to the boarding position (Position #1)
- Software termination
The motion control in the directions of PITCH and ROLL/YAW is possible by a COTS
Bluetooth input device such as a joystick, numpad or trackball from the seat of the pilot,
as well as from the position of the Flight Controller, and it is fully dependent on the type
of software used. When the simulator is oriented in pilot’s control allowable simulation
motion envelope (in our case, microgravity), the motion simulation functions as a forcefeedback on a spring loaded two-axis gimbal. The pilot controls the pitch and roll/yaw
using a type of compatible controller. When activated, the simulator response is similar to
the thrust of orientation thrusters in the Space Shuttle or Soyuz spaceships (pulse jets).
These thrusters do not generate a constant thrust, but rather single pulses. Moving the
controller generates a short low g-load impulse in the direction of the input device
activation and the pointer on the screen is accelerated in the given direction. Therefore, the
limitation to ±10° corresponds to the maximum possible motion to generate a simulated gload rather than a limitation on system orientation. The nominal use of the input device by
the pilot does not require the entire range of ±10°, but only a few degrees for the short
side-kicks. Immediately after use of the input device on the motion base (the thruster
activation), the base returns slowly to its neutral environmental background motion, in our
case, microgravity (124°). The force feedback function (Roll/Yaw ±10°) was not used in
the first Humans In The Loop Simulations (HITLS) performed in the scope of this project,
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due to the high complexity of the simulation and the low maturity of the overall system.
Nonetheless, the simulation results indicate that the force feedback could have been used
safely.
Summary of the features pilots will be interacting with and perceiving:
a. (Motion of Pitch and Roll/Yaw +-10° maximum) Not Implemented
b. CROSSHAIR has a fixed position on the cockpit screen
c. DESTINATION TARGET is moving at a constant speed towards the
CROSSHAIR on the cockpit screen
d. CROSSHAIR motion indicates perpetual motion between the vehicle
docking crosshair and the destination target (STATION DOCKING
PORT)
e. Pilot controls actuate only a small kick of virtual motion when the thrust
is used in pitch, roll, yaw, and the relative position of the CROSSHAIR
AND TARGET dynamically changes based on the input direction
f.

The goal of the targeting mission is to hit the target as fast as possible

2.3.5.4 Display Schematic
A destination target appears randomly on a background screen, 25 times or until the time
limit (5 mins) expires. The number of targets hits and the number of thrusts used (fuel
consumption) to hit the target is recorded. The position of the target is indicated by X and
Y coordinates (see Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Simulation software GUI concept (details undisclosed). Left screen is a scheme for
management of the flight phase change. Right screen depicts an input device navigation
principle during the simulation.

2.3.5.5 Maintenance Software
The maintenance software (see GUI Figure 40) developed by Servos and Simulations is
designed for independent positioning and control of the system.

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
Figure 40: Maintenance software GUI. Emergency stop indicators on the right side. Sliders
for speed and direction control of the motion.

2.4 Spacesuit
One of the main foundation blocks of this research is the methodology that emphasizes
emergency scenario-based design. The IVA spacesuit is an essential emergency tool used
during critical HSF phases as an additional level of redundancy, to prevent human injury
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in case of life support systems failure. To understand HSI in the spaceship cockpit
environment, it is important to understand HSI in the spacesuit environment. Therefore, it
is critical to be well familiar with the spacesuit subsystems, training and operations. The
spacesuit generates a number of requirements that HSI needs to consider during the
spaceship cockpit or cabin design, such as:
1. Hyperbaric environment
2. Modified physical ergonomics
E.g., Reduced sense to haptic feedback
3. Modified cognitive ergonomics
E.g., Limited visibility
4. Umbilical connectivity for air supply, coolant, communication system

2.4.1 Hyperbaric Environment
The spacesuit used in this project (see Figure 41) operates at maximum 2 psid (.13 atm),
which is 1.5 psid lower than the pressure used in a real suit. Therefore, this suit can only
be used in ground-based environments. For the ASCA experiment, the suit was
pressurized between 1 and 1.5 psid due to limited time and for consistency between the
participants of the experiments. The pressurization duration differs for each research
subject, due to the level of familiarity and/or the physiological capability to cope with
environmental pressure changes. A training option for hyperbaric environment is available
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at FIT in collaboration with the Hyperbaric Medicine Center. However, the pressure
differential inside the spacesuit is so small that such a training is not necessary. The
pressure differential of the environment of a real IVA suit during an off-nominal HSF is
roughly twice lower than the pressure differential experienced by any airline passenger. It
is important to note that no airline passenger is trained for the pressure change, and some
passengers suffer from middle ear pain or equalization issues. In summary, the hyperbaric
environment of an IVA spacesuit is less demanding than a common airline experience due
to two differences:
-

Lower overall pressure differential

-

Full control of the pressure differential or flow regulation

2.4.2 Physical Ergonomics
Every spacesuit changes the physical ergonomics of the user. As a second skin, the IVA
spacesuit provides an atmosphere envelope. Primarily designed to protect the user, it also
needs to allow for maximum mobility while seated. The mobility is closely related to the
operation of an input and control device.
The spacesuit used in this experiment is the latest model (2016) of the TerraSuit
developed by Final Frontier Design (FFD) corporation. It has all the features of a real
spacesuit, except for space-rated materials and different production processes. The
spacesuit’s structure provides a very high number of neutral positions and hence requires
minimum effort during motion. This design particularly enables fine motor capability of
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hands and fingers. The suit is composed of the following individual parts that are limiting
or reducing physical ergonomics (Figure 41):
-

Pressure garment enclosure with integrated ventilation system (Figure 41)

-

Paired glove assembly (3 sizes)

-

Boots or PVC sleeves

-

Communication cap (unused, instead the SENA audio system has been
used with better efficiency)

-

Outer garment (orange beige outer garment that protects the pressure
holding layer)

-

Comfort garment (personal undergarment, head cover, sensors cover)

2.4.3 Cognitive Ergonomics
Sensation, perception, comprehension and projection are affected by the physical
ergonomics of the suit as well as by the inclined position simulating microgravity. In the
spacesuit, the physical ergonomics influence the cognitive ergonomics through the limited
motion, field of view through the spacesuit visor, airflow, and noise of the life support
system. Confinement is one of the major concerns and hence cognitive performance
drivers of the spacesuit usage, next to thermal comfort, physical fitness requirements, and
overall unfamiliarity with the system.
Each spacesuit type provides different cognitive performance limitations and drivers. As a
result, future commercial spaceflight will require a familiarity of the untrained general
public with spacesuit technology and other technological advancements.
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2.4.4 Subsystems Connectivity
The spacesuit is a system that depends on life-supporting media and on a number of
subsystems to be fully operational. IVA suits are primarily developed for umbilical
connectivity operations and do not possess autonomous resources to be operating without
a spaceship’s infrastructure. NASA STS spacesuits are the exception. In fact, NASA was
operating IVA suits that had emergency subsystems providing a few minutes of autonomy
in case of a total spaceship subsystems failure.

Figure 41: Spacesuit - Simplified scheme of the pressure garment on the left (credit Final
Frontier Design), FIT’s pressurized spacesuit used during the simulations (demo at FIT).
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The main resources required are air supply, radio communication and volume control.
Optional secondary resources are cooling or heating media, drinkable water and power.
The spacesuit used for this project is connected using two umbilical lines, wireless
communication and volume control radio (for more details see Appendix C4. Procedures:
HSF Laboratory Procedures Description).

2.5 Human Spaceflight Laboratory
The ASCA project entails experimental interaction of hyperbaric and variable gravity
environments for simulation of HSF commercial transportation. These environments are
recreated by FIT’s custom-order adjustable spacesuit and by FIT’s custom-built motion
base. Due to the complexity and the unfamiliarity of the research subjects with these
extreme environments, the HSF Lab team developed custom facilities that introduced the
environments to the research subjects, step-by-step, to maximize safety and minimize any
possible risks. This set of facilities has been named the HSF Laboratory or HSF Lab.

2.5.1 HSF Laboratory Research Areas and Components
The ASCA project is divided into three main research areas. The areas were defined based
on the possible usage of the experimental hardware. Both the spacesuit and the ASCS can
be used independently, but they were custom developed and integrated to be used together
in the scope of the ASCA project. The facility layout reflects the research areas division
(see more details in Appendix C1. Procedures: HSF Laboratory - Research Facility
Description):
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A1 - Research Areas:
1. Variable gravity using motion simulator (ASCS research)
2. Hyperbaric environment using spacesuit (IVA spacesuit), air pump (<10psi),
tanks (>3000psi)
3. Simulation of a very short duration human spaceflight (e.g., ASCA research)
(i.e., integration of areas 1. And 2.)

A2 - Main Hardware Components:
1. Simulator (ASCS) with 2x80 ft3 high pressure tanks
2. Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit)
3. Air pump
4. Simulator Qualification Station with 1x19 ft3 high pressure tank

2.5.2 Facility Layout
The laboratory layout described in this document does not correspond to an existing HSF
Lab at FIT. The office area that was used for the ASCA simulations no longer exists, but it
serves as a proven working template for the establishment of any HSF laboratory. Hence,
the description below corresponds to the past laboratory layout used successfully during
the execution of the experiments.

The HSF Lab comprises two wall separated areas (see Figure 42), F1 and F2. The first
functional area, F1, is accessible freely for the personnel with a card reader access, but
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the entry is supervised by the Safety Officer. This area is further separated in five zones
(Z1-Z6):
Z1 – Safety Officer Station (med kit, extinguisher, PC with cloud access to data
and training material, research data record, printer)
Z2 – Spacesuit Storage Cabinet
Z3 – Spacesuit Donning
Z4 – Microgravity Qualification Station
Z6 – Instructions Zone and Spacesuit Doffing

The second functional area F2 is located next to F1 (HSF research). This room is
accessible by the PI and by security only. This area contains the Adaptive Spaceship
Cockpit Simulator motion base, the control station, the TCPs, manuals, development data,
hardcopies of all data, an electronics assembly station and parts storage:
Z5 - ASCS

Spacesuit maintenance (Z7) is performed outside of areas F1 and F2 due to the limited
facility space. The suit maintenance requires a large table for its unpressurized
deployment. After each use, the suit is disassembled and thoroughly cleaned, according to
the spacesuit provider requirements and FIT procedures. Extra caution is given to all the
export control rules that are followed during the spacesuit operations, maintenance and
disassembly.
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A specific signage has been developed to ensure maximum safety and situational
awareness of the operators, guests and research subjects (for more information, see
Appendix C1. Procedures: HSF Laboratory - Research Facility Description).
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F2

F1

Figure 42: HSF Laboratory and its equipment layout.
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2.6 Data Collection and Analytics
The Human System Interfaces or Human-System Integrating Input Device of a spaceship
should provide a three-axis control (3AC) of the vehicle: yaw, pitch and roll. The system
should also be able to recognize the user’s input through Tracking (T), Dragging (D), and
Out of Range (OR) (Buxton’s 3-state model (3SM)). Since the space vessel personal
cockpit should support full operator control, the issue of dexterity while wearing a
spacesuit needs to be addressed. For example, the design or selection of an input device
has to consider and be tested with an operator in a pressurized or unpressurized spacesuit.
Furthermore, control and input systems should either be fixed in place in the cockpit or the
seat area or be integrated within/on the spacesuit. Since this project is not focused on
spacesuit systems, only external input devices were considered. Through personal
communications with the spacesuit designer, important considerations emerged, such as
the limitations related to wearing head-mounted devices due to electromagnetic
interferences and to air circulation requirements inside the helmet (Southern, 2014).
Therefore, this type of input devices was omitted.
Two selected input devices were tested in a functional ASCS, and their performance was
compared in nominal (boarding) position and in simulated microgravity environment. The
overall goal was to compare the performance of individual input devices and to assess the
difficulty to operate them in simulated hypergravity environment and microgravity
environment, in comparison to a normal 1g boarding position environment.
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Control to Display ratio (C/D) is the difference between the motion on the display and the
motion performed by the input interface. When the C/D ratio is high, the control may be
too slow but more precise. When the C/D ratio is low, the speed of motion is higher but
the precision may be lower (Hinckley, Sears, Jacko, & Erlbaum, 2010). The C/D gain
should be adjustable for personal need in variable gravity environment. The C/D ratio is
not adjustable during the simulation due to the complexity of the baselining process.
In this project, indirect input devices and combinations of indirect and direct input devices
were considered. The fixed position of a person in the space vessel cockpit is constrained
by numerous external factors. As a result, human motion might be disabled during
hypergravity, but unconstrained motion might be enabled in microgravity. Therefore,
multi-channel or multi-modal input devices may be favorable for different variable gravity
levels, directions and different phases of the flight. Nonetheless, their integration must be
performed so that they complement each other rather than exclude each other. Input
devices must not interfere with each other.
One of the unique solutions for spaceship control is the use of full body haptic displays
that provides pilots with force feedback according to external acting forces. With this
feedback, astronauts could theoretically steer and control the vessel in total darkness
without any acoustic feedback. A number of simulations have been successfully
performed with astronauts in dark environments, in centrifuges and human gyroscopes.
The goal given to the research subjects was to mitigate the g-load by using a joystick and
getting tactile feedback on their body. However, the complexity of the feedback device is
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considerable, and such a system is not available COTS (Clément, Fundamentals of Space
Medicine, Second Edition, 2011).
Bimanual wireless or indirect wired (exoskeleton) input is also a possible solution.
Emergency situations may disable astronauts senses and/or hand motion, preventing them
from using a traditional tangible computer input. Gesture input is one of the techniques
that could be incorporated as a redundant or backup control technique and as a bimanual
input e.g., in hypergravity environment using a data glove system or an exoskeleton.
The user should be able to fully control the onboard systems by performing the following
basic tasks:
•

Selection and execution – of a command, object on a display

•

Positioning, pointing, targeting in 3D – on the screen or display system

•

Orienting in 3D – regarding internal cockpit reference frame and external

environment sensing 6 degrees of freedom
•

Quantify – or in other words, select or input numerical or text value

Several COTS input devices has been considered and assessed for applicability in the
ASCS using a pressurized spacesuit. The three most common devices were selected to
baseline the ASCS hardware and the ASCA normative framework (see Table 8): the
joystick, the trackball, and the keyboard.
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Table 8: Analysis of applicability of variety of input devices for the ASCA project and for the
ASCS system. COTS list of input devices that could be tested for spaceship applicability in
the future. Two input devices were selected for experimental research (Joystick, Keyboard).

Fixed in place

Assumed
applicability
for ASCS

3AC

3SM

#

Absolute / Relative

Assumed Applicability based on
user experience in 1 G

Input device

Mouse
Joystick
Stylus
(Wacom,
2015)
Trackball
Tablet /
Touchpad
Touchscreen

NO

Micro G
Unstable

Hyper G
Unstable

Tumbling
TBD

R

No

NO

NO

1

Y

Applicable

Applicable

TBD

R

Yes

YES

YES

2

N

Applicable

TBD

A

No

YES

NO

3

Y

Applicable

Holding
discomfort
Notapplicable
TBD

TBD

R

Yes

YES

TBD

4

Y

Applicable

Applicable

TBD

A/
R

Yes

NO

TBD

5

Y

Applicable

Applicable

TBD

R

NO

TBD

6

ShuttleXpress
Brain
interface
(Brainfingers,
2014)
Feet interface
(Bilbo, 2014)
Head tracking
(Orin, 2014;
SmartNav,
2014)
DuraPoint
(DuraPoint,
2014)
SpaceMouse
(3dconnexion

Y

Applicable

Applicable

TBD

-

Yes
Secondary
Yes

YES

TBD

7

H
M

unknown

TBD

TBD

-

Yes

YES

TBD

8

Y

Applicable

N/A

TBD

-

No

NO

TBD

9

Y

Applicable

N/A

TBD

-

TBD

YES

TBD

1
0

N

Applicable

Applicable

TBD

-

TBD

TBD

TBD

1
1

N

Applicable

TBD

TBD

-

TBD

YES

TBD

1
2
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, 2014)
Air mouse,
Digital glove
Eye tracking
With
activation
button
(InclusiveTLC,
2014)
Haptic display
(TBD)
Keyboard

N

Applicable

TBD

TBD

-

TBD

YES

TBD

1
3

Y

TBD

TBD

TBD

-

TBD

YES

TBD

1
4

Y

TBD

TBD

TBD

-

TBD

TBD

TBD

1
5

Y

Applicable

TBD

TBD

Applicable

TBD

TBD

Custom input
device

TB
D

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

YES

TBD

1
6
1
7

-

The experimental use of the selected devices will support the understanding of
fundamental human-system integration principles through their qualitative and
quantitative performance evaluation.
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Chapter 3: Human Spaceflight Simulations
The simulations using the ASCS and executed in scope of this project are described in this
chapter. The original data collected using this novel simulation tool are providing insight
in fundamental HCD system architecture of spaceship cabins and cockpits. The simulation
focuses on a holistic process of the flight with a limited fidelity in an office room
environment. The simulation with human research subjects has been approved by the FIT
IRB, (see Appendix C12. Complete Approved Human Subject Research IRB, 02-2018).
The simulation coordination team consisted of the three members:
•

PI (author), Laboratory Director

•

Safety Officer (scientific diver and extreme survival specialist)

•

Flight Test Officer (experienced airline pilot with medical background)

The first five simulations were supervised by all three team members, the second portion
of the simulations was organizationally streamlined and only two of the team members
were executing the simulation procedures. The call for research subjects was sent only to
NASA. The simulation gained popularity even before it started. The excess of research
subject volunteers enabled adjustment of the total count of research subjects (RS) from
initial number of 9 to 14 research subjects. Simulations were executed from April 6 till
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April 28th, 2018 at the Human-Centered Design Institute’s freshly established HSF
Laboratory.

3.1 Simulation Preparation
3.1.1 Simulation Schedule
The simulations were scheduled once per day due to possible unexpected delays and the
need for the air tanks re-fill once per simulation. Nonetheless, due to the research subjects’
availability, the HSF Lab team did perform two simulations per day twice in the later
phases of the research.
Simulation process is divided in a short introduction and administration, medical
screening, qualification phase and simulation phase. A maintenance and cleaning of all the
research hardware is done after each simulation. Each simulation required re-filling of the
air tanks for the “pressurized phase” of the simulation. One re-fill of two 80ft3 mounted to
the ASCS provided roughly 20 minutes of simulation time using spacesuit with airflow of
6ft3/min. Although the CO2 washout requirement is given by the spacesuit provider at
minimum at 3.5ft3/min, the simulation team decided to use higher air flow to pressurize
the suit faster and save both time and air (spacesuit releases small amount of air). Lower
airflow would require further optimization of the flow control and distribution system to
mitigate flow/pressure losses in the distribution system (e.g., the most affordable one-way
valves used in the system were lowering the pressure by 5psi).
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3.1.2 Subsystems preparation
Each simulation with human research subject used basic wireless vitals monitoring
hardware. Heartrate and temperature wireless sensors require Bluetooth pairing. The audio
headsets also required re-set and Bluetooth pairing. The spacesuit must be un-adjusted,
sterilized and deployed near the lab. Air tanks must be refilled, and air pump deployed.
Motion base must be initiated, and the motion base software and both emergency switches
tested for a flawless operation. Input devices required pairing and installation according to
the simulation steps flow.

3.2 Simulation Flow
Simulations of HSF HSI have many potential variations. The research subjects
experienced the spacesuit environment for the first time and therefore variety of
unexpected responses such as fatigue, claustrophobia, sweating and other discomforts can
be encountered. For the purposes of an efficient and fast data record without overloading
the research subjects, following phasing of the research has been used, dividing the
simulation in six mini-missions (see Table 9) each operated with two different input
devices. Later, due to the time constraints, only phases 1,2,5,6 were executed during the
simulation although all six phases are relevant to the human spaceflight simulation.
Simulation of the four phases span over 4 to 8 hours depending on the comfort and speed
of interaction with the research subject. The duration also depends on maturity of practice
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of the simulation crew. The actual simulation order has been modified to effectively
utilize the air from high pressure air tanks (see Table 9). While the RS is initially trained
to pressurize and depressurize the spacesuit using the air compressor, the ASCS is
operated with air tanks that are refilled by a professional provider. Procedures developed
for the ASCS operations prevent nominal use of the air compressor for other than
boarding (0°) position. But in case of emergency, the air compressor can be connected to
the ASCS in any phase of the simulation. Also, for this reason the pressurized simulations
start in the microgravity (-124°) position using the air tanks (phase 5) and simulation
continues seamlessly with the boarding position (phase 6). In case of pro-longed
operations in microgravity position, the air volume in tanks should suffice for both minimissions in microgravity. The simulations in boarding position are operated with the air
compressor, i.e., the RS depressurizes once returned in the boarding position, the highpressure system main valve is closed and then the RS re-pressurizes using the air
compressor. The ASCS design allows for connection of both air supply systems (high
pressure tanks and compressor) to provide air supply redundancy. In case that the
pressurized microgravity simulation runs according to simulation schedule without any
delay, the boarding pressurized simulation uses air from tanks as well (13 out of 14
simulations success rate).
Each simulation step followed dedicated procedure for the HITLS. After arrival of the
research subject, he/she was informed and walked through the simulation facility.
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Table 9: Phasing of the experiment for comparative data record

Actual
Phase
simulation #
order

No
spacesuit

Spacesuit
Spacesuit
unpressurized pressurized

Boarding
(0°)

Microgravity
(-124°)

1

1

X

-

-

X

-

2

2

X

-

-

-

X

-

3

-

X

-

X

-

-

4

-

X

-

-

X

4

5

-

-

X

X

-

3

6

-

-

X

-

X

RS signs informed consent, HIPAA consent and spacesuit health consent. RS medical
qualification data are collected and if the RS passes, the RS is proceeds to qualification
station where he/she is tested on the inversion table, breathing rate is measured. If the RS
passes qualification, the first two phases of simulation are executed (see Table 9). After
completion of the un-suited simulations, the RS is requested to answer questions using
modified NASA TLX questionnaires. One questionnaire is requested per one type of input
device and one type of environment, i.e., in total four questionnaires for the suited,
pressurized operations and the unsuited, unpressurized operations (see Appendix C11.
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Modified NASA TLX Questionnaire). A successful unsuited simulation is followed by
the spacesuit operations training and qualification using inversion table and air
compressor. Qualification success enables the RS to perform another two phases of the
simulation (phase 5&6, see Table 9) using high pressure air from the tanks. The
completion is concluded with a spacesuit doffing and subsequent questionnaire filing (one
questionnaire per one input device) where the research subject focuses on distinguishing
suited vs. unsuited, microgravity vs. boarding configuration while operating two different
input devices. See the flow of individual step on Figure 43 and the input devices test flow
on Table 10.
Table 10: Input devices test flow.

Actual
Phase
simulation #
order

RS Pilot
Data ID
Key

Input Device
Joystick (J)

Boarding
(0°)

Microgravity Spacesuit
(-124°)
on and
pressurized

Numpad (N)
1

2

3

4

1

2

6

5

RS01

J

X

-

NO

RS02

N

X

-

NO

RS03

N

-

X

NO

RS04

J

-

X

NO

RS07

J

-

X

YES

RS08

N

-

X

YES

RS05

N

X

YES
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RS06

Start

J

X

• Inform RS about the simulation process

Prep 1

• RS signs consent

Prep 2

• Qualification health data are verified

Prep 3

• HDT qualification

Sim 1

• Simulation of Phase 1 and 2

Quest 1

• First set of questionnaires

Prep 4

• Spacesuit training

Prep 5

• Spacesuit qualification

Sim 2

• Simulation of Phase 6 and 5

Quest 2

End

YES

• Second set of questionnaires

• Data archiving and systems maintenance

Figure 43: Chronological simulation steps for one research subject performing complete
simulation set.
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3.3 Research Subjects
3.3.1 Research Subjects Selection
The call for the research subjects was used only for outside FIT participants (see
Appendix C8. Call for Research Subjects).
The Research Subjects were further selected (screened) against a health data questionnaire
(see Appendix C9. Health Data Form For Human Spaceflight Simulation), generated
together with medical doctors to exclude all possible pathologies that could cause any
problem during the spaceflight simulation extremes such as: HDT, hyperbaric
environment, motion, confinement etc. The RSs were also selected against their
anthropometrical data due to the spacesuit limitations.

3.3.2 Research Subjects Categorization
Initial intention to test only nine research subjects has been modified due to the high
interest and the high maturity of the simulation team. The team managed to perform
higher number of simulations than expected. Industry, government, students as well as
faculty and FIT staff were represented (see Figure 45). Final count of the research subjects
scheduled over period of 3 weeks was 14, out of which only one RS did not arrive for the
scheduled simulation (RS #5) (Figure 44 right). Organic distribution of the gender
indicated 100% equality (Figure 44 left).
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PARTICIPANTS
GENDER

Male
RS
50%

PARTICIPATION
Female RS

Female
RS
50%

Male RS

46%

54%

Figure 44: Research Subjects' gender and participation.

PARTICIPANTS' AFFILIATION
FIT student

FIT staff

FIT faculty

NASA

Industry

3, (23%)
4, (31%)

3, (23%)

2, (15%)

1, (8%)

Figure 45: Distribution of the research subject types.
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Two sets of research subjects were targeted (Figure 46). Professional airline pilots as
experienced vehicle operators who could be representing Spaceflight Crew and who were
asked about the system updates and simulation operations. The second set was
representing Spaceflight Participants (SFPs). This set had no or minimum experience with
flight simulators. This group could have experience with gaming flight simulators. This
SFP set was following prescribed simulation and answering questionnaires without any
expectation to provide system updates or further simulation modification suggestions.

PARTICIPANT COMPETENCIES (2 SETS)
Spaceflight Participants - Non-pilots

Flight Crew - Pilots

Flight Crew Pilots
23%
Spaceflight
Participants Non-pilots
77%

Figure 46: Participant competencies (2 sets).

It was expected that the two sets provided different level of feedback and exhibited
different level of familiarity with the input devices. While the flight test officer spent
additional time with feedback on system updates, other trained pilots (Flight Crew –
Pilots, Figure 46) provided the same amount or less feedback per individual than the
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second set (Spaceflight Participants). The pilot set expressed highly disciplined approach
to the task with bias towards use of the joystick. Spaceflight participants set provided
more operational critical and constructive feedback also for the cockpit controls possibly
due to an operational “un-bias” i.e., no flight training.

Research Subject number

Participants' age
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#5
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Figure 47: Research Subjects' age, and limit indicated and given by the IRB approved for the
HITL research (70 years limit indicated by the red dashed line).

Overall, the research subject sample sets fulfilled their function beyond expectations also
thanks to the high diversity. Not only all subjects were highly motivated and followed all
procedures, but all provided invaluable feedback.
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3.4 Input Devices Tested using ASCS
Two COTS input devices were used for the system control experiments. The preference
for the COTS systems is related to simplification of the simulation preparation and the
system construction. There is quite limited spectrum of devices on the market that would
comply with ASCS operational requirements. The two input devices are both Bluetooth,
battery powered and can run independently using nominal operation system Win7 and
regular PC with i3 processor and 6 MB RAM:

Joystick (ID#1): Logitech Freedom 2.4 cordless

Numpad (ID#3): 2.4G Number Pad, Jelly Comb 18 Keys Wireless Silent
Original intention to test also the handheld trackball (ID#2) was omitted due to the risks of
ergonomic un-compatibility with the spacesuit glove and also due to the overall longer
duration of the simulation. The ergonomic of the device is possible but time consuming.
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3.5 Data Collection
The digital and the analogue data were recorded and analyzed separately and together.
Confidentiality of the data is secured using an anonymous numbering of the RSs and
encryption and storage of the data in a secured location.

3.5.1 Type of Data Recorded
The data recorded are of qualitative and quantitative character. The qualitative data are
based on:
- Immediate feedback of RS during the simulation
- Answers in the NASA TLX derived questionnaires
- Observed emergent, usability, behavioral, cognitive and physical ergonomics character
data by the simulation crew
- Video and photography data record of the experiments using cameras pointed at the RS’s
hand, screen and profile (de-identified)
The quantitative data are referring to input devices efficacy usage measuring time to point
at a target through a repetitive 3-minute trials (counting number of completed target hits in
given time and the use of the propellant per a mission or a target hit).
The data recorded using video cameras are used for identification of qualitative or
quantitative behavioral or system function
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The task performed by the research subjects can be described as a simple 2D targeting
exercise in microgravity using four directions: up, down, left, right. The RS used input
device to re-position the vehicle’s coordinate system and match it with a randomly
appearing “docking port”. To achieve that, the RS had to use number of thrusts to
accelerate the re-orientation of the vehicle and then to decelerate to stop the vehicle on the
target. The position of the vehicle relative to the target was available in form of
coordinates to provide an orientation and motion reference (Figure 48). The amount of
fuel and number of successful hits was recorded by the software. This task was repeated
with two different input devices and in two different positions (boarding and
microgravity) using the ASCS simulator.
In addition, this task was performed using a pressurized, size-adjustable IVA suit designed
and built by Final Frontier Design (FFD) corporation. The previous studies using a similar
IVA suit indicate decrease in an arm mobility compare to unsuited operations by
approximately 20% (James, Kobrick, & Kitmanyen, 2017). The novelty in fabric joint
design of the FFD suit though provides high number of neutral positions and thus limits
the human motion less than older spacesuits that were subject to pressure points,
significant decrease in fine motoric functions and higher energy requirements when
struggling against the internal pressure of the suit.
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Docking port (randomly
appearing)

Vehicle’s coordinate
system

Figure 48: Targeting task screen interface (highlighted from left to right: position of the
vehicles front (crosshair), amount of fuel used, successful hits, time). Arrow indicates the
direction of the required motion.

3.5.2 Data Storage
The results of individual simulations are de-identified and are recorded in form of a
numerical data set, video data and hand-written feedback. Numerical data is recorded
directly by the foreground simulation software. Video data is recorded during the
simulator operations using fixed cameras; Sony Action Cam (left 120° view on the pilot’s
screen, control flow board and input device), Sony HD providing top left view on the
pilot’s screen, overall overview of the simulation as a side view. A wide field of view
camera CamPark 180° provided the top right and the top left view on the pilot’s screen
and the input device and the helmet.
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Each research subject required different amount of time to pass each phase of the
simulation. High redundancy of recording systems enabled post processing and analysis
for every situation during the simulations.
The qualitative data are acquired using modified NASA TLX questionnaire. Information
and emergent properties and functions elicitation is performed also during the simulation
when possible or when suitable using the same questionnaire by the PI. Each input device
and each suited operation was evaluated by individual questionnaire.

3.6 Simulation Results
The recorded data are analyzed and compered to existing human spaceflight research and
against each other to identify gaps and patterns that could support definition of the new
HSF architecture requirements. The individual sets have number of data points that may
indicate a new input system requirement, overall cockpit design properties or emergent
functions. Operations in spacesuit are given special attention since one of the main interest
of the simulation was a comparison of suited and unsuited operations.

3.6.1 Simulation Test Flight (ASCS)
The first simulation has been performed with a designated Space Flight Test Officer, a
retired pilot with an academic HCD experience, a practicing diver and a health
professional knowledgeable of hyperbaric environments age 59. Suited and unsuited
operations were tested using the approved IRB application procedures. The tests were
performed safely and following suggestions were noted and considered (Table 11).
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Table 11: Suggested changes and feedback by the first research subject of the ASCS the flight
test officer.

#

Suggestion

Implemented

Not implemented

1

Use inverted joystick configuration Yes
according to aviation.
DOWN=Forward=nose down,
UP=backward = nose up

-

2

Provide significant feedback about
the input device activation

Yes, thruster
sound effects
were added
and amplified
to be heard
inside the
spacesuit

-

3

Provide total volume of air
available gauge

-

No, limited
budget

4

Use procedural flash card, or
integrated troubleshooting tool

-

No, due to limited
time

5

Provide very fine input device
ergonomic adjustment and input
device stability

Yes, stability
of the input
device was
improved

Fine adjustment
was not
implemented due
to budget and
time

The test pilot who did not use a spacesuit before but who is highly skilled airline pilot
noticed that his perception of the environment and the stress level changed moderately
after completion of pressurization of the suit in comparison to non-pressurized simulation.
The IVA suit was only mildly affecting the fine motoric function for use of the input
device no vision obstruction was noted at all. Only very mild discomfort was noted due to
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the lack of the spacesuit cooling system. Otherwise, the spacesuit did not generate any
physical nor cognitive problems that could occur during the simulations and cause any
complications. The test pilot confirmed 100% confidence about the usability of the
spacesuit physical and cognitive performance during the human spaceflight simulation and
the simulator/vehicle control. The test pilot confirmed suitability of the joystick as an
effective input device and numpad as unsuitable in provided configuration due to limited
precision and haptic feedback. The numpad was placed horizontally on the input device
plate and the hand homing was difficult due to limited sense in the fingers to lock down
the palm position. Overall, the simulated microgravity using HDT did not influence
trained pilot’s performance at all. The test pilot emphasized a high potential for the
cockpit usability with a spacesuit.
No safety or other procedural issues were found that would not be previously addressed by
the risk mitigation and procedure plan. (See Appendix C3. Procedures: Risks and
Mitigation Procedures Reference Guide, and Appendix C4. Procedures: HSF Laboratory
Procedures Description, for more details). Therefore, the simulations were cleared for the
start and were initiated the next day according to the research schedule.

3.6.2 Surface Air Consumption Data
Prior the suited operations, each research subject has been tested for a Head Down Tilt
(HDT) position and for breathing in HDT using a modified scuba apparatus (without
spacesuit). The purpose of this experiment was twofold. First, the determination of a
mental stability and breathing function in the HDT position and second verification of the
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air consumption and establishment of a baseline data set for surface air consumption
during simulated microgravity environment. The table below (Table 12) indicates air
consumption differences between the individual research subjects and the mean air
consumption over period of 5 minutes
Table 12: Surface air consumption in HDT 34°

1

M

Diver (D)
Pilot (P)
Medical
professional (M)
Knowledgeable of
Hyperb. (H)
H

2

F

M

169/56/19.6 197

39.4

3

F

H

160/52/20.3 261

52.2

4

F

H

165/56/20.6 200

40

6

M

D, H, P

186/82/23.7 318

63.5

7

M

D, H

175/74/24.2 219

43.8

8

M

D, H, P

170/77/26.6 240

48

9

M

D, H, P, M

178/88/27.8 357

71.4

10

F

D, H

168/57/20.5 435

87

RS #

M/F

Height /
weight/
BMI

PSI consumed
per 5 minutes,
HDT 34°

188/90/25.5 236

47.2

HDT 34°
PSI/minute

5
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11

M

D, H, P

170/70/24.2 255

51

12

F

H

163/59/22.2 265

53

13

M

D, H

188/84/23.8 320

64

14

F

D, H

170/73/25.3 164

32.8

Average

M, F

267

53.4

Average

M

277.9

55.58

Average

F

253.7

50.74

The baseline data indicate that average surface consumption in rested position (reading a
display information, controlling input device in 34° HDT) is roughly 267 psi per 5
minutes i.e., 53.4 psi/min. It is interesting to note that the same condition operating our
“FFD Terra” spacesuit required in average 2500 psi per 15 minutes i.e. 167 psi/min
including the spacesuit pressurization which points out significant inefficiencies of the
spacesuit operation. This air consumption difference indicates spacesuit related design
topic in preservation of invaluable atmosphere e.g., conserving the air for breathing rather
than for an envelope pressurization. The air consumption measurement process had
important function of familiarization of the breathing behavior of the research subjects and
verification of their health (breathing from air tanks in HDT). No anomalies were
identified, and all RSs were cleared for the further steps of the simulation.
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3.6.3 General Results Based on Immediate Operational Feedback
Three experienced airline pilots (5000 hours plus) recommended the use of a joystick
controller in the same manner as it is used in an aircraft. Interestingly, this configuration
was the main source of confusion during most of the simulated flights when navigating up
and down directions for almost all research subjects i.e., including some professional
pilots who expressed uncertainty in the HDT position. The RSs commented on this topic
during the simulation very often. Therefore, the first generic ASCA guide is derived from
the general observation of this simulation phenomena related to the aviation culture
because it has a significant impact on the cabin and cockpit design operability (Table 18:
Guide No.1 – No use of aviation cockpit and control logic.; see Chapter 4.1 for more
details).
Any instructions provided by spoken word appeared to be more important, convenient,
explicit and user friendly than information displayed on the screen. This conclusion is
based on numerical, on screen, versus spoken navigation. Although the author is aware
that different graphical user interfaces, input device feedback, and environmental
conditions can create situations when the voice feedback is not useful, it should be
provided as an option to enhance the system feedback redundancy and clarity in form of a
co-pilot culture. Significance of this phenomenon during the simulations is implying
Guide No. 2.
An additional general feedback was recorded and abstracted in individual concepts from
the recorded videos and conversations during the simulations (Table 13).
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Table 13: Qualitative feedback captured during and after the unsuited and suited
simulations.

RS #

M/F

1

M

Immediate feedback and external observations or
problems identified by PI or RS
- RS was looking for more gamification in the simulation,
looking for performance stimuli
- Finer ergonomic adjustment and positioning of the
joystick was requested with or without spacesuit

2

F

- When using keyboard, spacesuit allows use of only one
finger
- Switching of input devices for the same action is
distracting. Due to their directional control unintuitive
manner
- Joystick (due to its inversion) requires more training for
non-pilot RS
- Joystick – spacesuit is too restrictive to use joystick at all
- Procedure for multi-way communication should be
developed to ensure and separate instruction channel
from commentaries or feedback channel (repeated by
other RSs)
- Ensure that input device feedback is understandable
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inside spacesuit while pressurized
- Sound is a great feedback mechanism. It should be used
- Suit is too heavy unpressurized
-

Suit functions as an ergonomic support, almost as an
exoskeleton

-

Suit feels cozy

-

Suit provides comfort padding and feels as protection

-

Arm motion is still too restricted by the spacesuit

3

F

-

No qualitative comments

4

F

-

The rate/speed the device functions at should be
indicated, displayed or anyhow to be told to the user

-

Input devices should have better haptic and clear visual
feedback to ensure user that it has been active. Do not
rely on sound feedback

-

Providing visual or acoustic support of what task could
be optimal is highly desirable. PI provided this during
the simulation (co-pilot function)

-

The joystick home position was difficult to identify

-

Keyboard felt more natural, haptic feedback in form of
“click” was great. Number represented by number of
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moves is useful. No homing needed is better
5
6

M

-

No feedback

7

M

-

Contact lenses need to be optimized for increased head
pressure

8

M

- If the controls are to be used for atmosphere flight, they
should match airplane controls. If they will only be used
for spaceflight the keypad is superior due to arm
position and the ability to avoid “bumping the stick”
- Ideally electronic controls would be toggled to
individual pilot preference to avoid re-training time.
Ideally controls follow the pilot to each vehicle

9

M

- Spacesuit restricted movement in elbow area. ID#3 in
spacesuit required also head movement due to low
visibility of the input device and its un-intuitiveness

10

F

- Vizor should not be distorting image
- 5-point seatbelt must consider smaller RS, SFPs, pilots.
Standard belt is too thick and wide for smaller people,
limits motion and hurts
- Wrist and arm support would be very useful

11

M

- Joystick wrist support would be very helpful
- Joystick should have been mounted vertically i.e., in 90°
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plane to horizontal to be more intuitive (aka Soyuz or
STS docking controls)
12

F

- Keypad is perceived as a good input device. Just make
sure only relevant keys are on the keyboard to minimize
mishap - typos. Joystick is perceived more suitable from
perspective of lesser typos

13

M

- Elbow and feet support must be improved they are
essential for precision input

14

F

- Joystick should have restricted motion envelope or
replace it with a device that has less motion requirement

The PI observed general directional (side and up-down) confusion when using joystick
after repositioning from the boarding position to the HDT microgravity position. This
random cognitive “glitch” was often quickly corrected but it was frequently appearing
phenomena. The reason was not identified. Therefore, the Guide No.3 suggest better
feedback and control in directional control input (Table 26: Directional input strategy.).
Further, Guides 3 through 10 are the fundamental componentas of the Adpaptive
Spaceship Cockpit Architecture derived from qualitative evaluation of the simulations
(Table 13) and the initial interviews with STS Orbiter pilots.
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3.6.4 Unsuited operations
Following qualitative feedback is a result of interpretation of the NASA modified TLX
questionnaires using selected input devices ID#1 and ID#3 without use of the spacesuit.
The data about ease of use, device precision, need for a hand/arm reference, cognitive
workload, feedback quality, input and control satisfaction are all summarized in the
following diagrams on Figure 49 through Figure 55. Data regarding negative effects of the
HDT that could affect the RSs performance as well as actual feedback are summarized on
Figure 56 and Figure 57.

3.6.4.1 Input Devices Ease of Use, Precision and Reference Points
A certain difference between the two sets (RS with a “P” stands for a trained pilot research
subject) indicates that pilots were naturally evaluating the ID#1 (joystick) as a device that
was easier to use. But overall the ID#3 (numpad) was roughly by 10% easier to use than
the ID#1 (Figure 49) without the spacesuit and the difference in ease of use in 0° and HDT
is almost negligible.
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Input Devices Ease of Use (2.2) (0 difficult, 10 easy)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of usability
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (0°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (0°))

Figure 49: Input devices ease of use, general perception.

It is possible that RS#3 had problem critically judging the input device operation and
evaluating specific features discussed in the questionnaire, according to obvious extreme
disagreement in the questionnaires (written vs. graphically indicated ease of use in the
questionnaire). Pilot, RS#6 indicated joystick as a rather un-usable input device which
contradicted to general pilots’ feedback.
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Input Devices Precision (2.3) (0-unprecise), 10-precise)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of Precision
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 50: Perceived input devices precision. ID#3 was appreciated for additional haptic click
feel that was provided when pressed and added to the precision feel as well.

Similarly, to the ease of use, the input device precision was perceived to be higher with
the ID#3 (Figure 50). Also, the reference structure or reference points (Figure 51) were
lesser required for the numpad (ID#3) than for the joystick. Therefore, overall, it appears
that the numpad was from perspective of physical ergonomics more suitable input device
for unsuited operations in variable gravity environment. Almost all RSs reported request
or at least 50% of more supporting structure to the input devices. Therefore, Guide No. 10
is proposed (Table 35).
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Need for Supporting Structure/Hand reference (2.4)
(0 no, 10 yes)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

Level of need
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 51: Need for hand supporting structure.
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10

Spare Cognitive Capacity (3.0) (0=high workload,
10=no workload)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of need
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-134°)

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (-134°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (0°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (0°))

Figure 52: Cognitive ergonomics, spare capacity using selected input devices.

Spare cognitive capacity was measured using the Bedford scale. Two RSs were not able to
navigate the scale: RS#3 and RS#10 (Figure 52). Interestingly, the highest workload was
registered for ID#1 (joystick) in HDT (inverted -124° orientation). A directional confusion
caused by HDT contributed to the lower spare cognitive capacity and therefore this
phenomena should be considered for the variable gravity input devices.
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Perceived Input Feedback (3.3) (0=high, 10=no)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of feedback
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 53: Perceived Input Feedback using selected input devices without spacesuit (RS#14
did not respond to ID3 questions).

The perceived physical input feedback is an information provided to the user as a
confirmation of a device activation after the action of the use of the device. A keyboard
type system appears to be communicating this feedback better than a joystick but both
devices should have better feedback as per Figure 53. Over 60% of cases, on average, was
reported to improve their input feedback.
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Input control satisfaction (3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8) (0=no,
10=excellent)
AVERAGE

RS#14

Research Subject number

RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level satisfaction
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 54: Input control satisfaction (Rs#14 Did not respond to ID3 questions).

Overall satisfaction with the input control was significantly higher using the keyboard and
that in both, HDT and 0° boarding positions (Figure 54). Regarding intuitive use, both
input devices are significantly more intuitive in 0° position (Figure 55). The numpad overperformed joystick. The overall higher directional control satisfaction is demonstrated
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with numpad. This phenomenon appears logical because the reorientation into the
microgravity position caused confusion in arm motion/proprioception perceived by certain
research subjects, while the directional control using only fingers was not affected. This is
another reason why significant arm movement using aviation logic should be reconsidered
for control of vehicles operating in microgravity (Figure 55).

Intuitive use (3.7) (0=excellent, 10=bad)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of un-intuitivness
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (0°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (0°))

Figure 55: How intuitive were the selected devices (RS#14 Did not respond to ID3 questions).
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3.6.4.2 HDT Influence
Overall, the HDT influence was minimal. The RSs were evaluated for the HDT simulation
on an inversion table. None of the RSs requested to withdraw from the simulation and no
complications were observed. The following data indicate that the negative HDT influence
was not prominent since 79% of subjects indicated the stress increase low to none, (Figure
56, Figure 57), and the observed and measured (pulse, temperature), information did not
provide significant data to raise any concerns.

Stress increase due HDT (G4.1.2)
(All research subjects)
High
8%

None
21%

Medium
13%

Low
58%
High

Medium

Low

None

Figure 56: Subjectively reported stress and irritation due to HDT. Emergent: RS#4 notes that
HDT helped better performance.

The biggest, but still very small concern was related to usability and ergonomics of ID#1
followed by visibility of both input devices during their use (Figure 57).
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HDT -124° negative effects on ... (G4.3 - G4.6) (0 no,
10 yes)
AVERAGE

RS#14
RS#13

Research Subject number

RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

Level of negative effect
vision ID1

breathing ID1

physical ergon. ID1

usability ID1

vision ID3

breathing ID3

physical ergon. ID3

usability ID3

2 per. Mov. Avg. (usability ID3)

2 per. Mov. Avg. (usability ID1)

Figure 57: Negative effects of HDT without spacesuit.
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10

Only few anomalies appeared during the HDT simulations that should be further
investigated. RS#4 noted that breathing was mostly affected in HDT compare to all other
functions/features listed on Figure 57. This anomaly has not been perceived by the other
RSs and currently there is no explanation why the RS felt breathing complications
(possible sinus / head pressure related). RS#7 reported slight problem with eye contact
lenses (eyes irritation) operating in HDT. But another RS#2 operating in HDT with
contact lenses did not note any problem at all. In conclusion, the HDT, simulated
microgravity effects are very individual, and every person should test their capability to
adapt to it. Therefore, a new guide was proposed Guide #12 (Table 19: Emergent
phenomena prevention.) to address this design issue.
Overall, the qualitative assessment of the two input devices indicate that none of the
devices is ideal in their nominal configuration but both input devices have quality features.
The numpad (ID#3) overall over-performs the joystick (ID#1).

3.6.4.3 Quantitative Data Unsuited Operations
Quantitative data recorded by the software indicate higher success rate in completion of
the mini missions of simulated docking using ID#3 in both boarding and HDT positions.
Overall ID#1 data confirm that this input device is slow by its design and this data only
confirm already established guide regarding the motion range and physical input device
ergonomics.
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Considering relative efficiency in terms of amount of fuel burned per target (EF), the ID#1
indicates, surprisingly, no difference in the two positions while there is significant
difference in performance for ID#3. ID#3 is more effective by almost 50% in HDT. This
difference in ID performance has currently no explanation (Table 14). It is highly
recommended that this phenomenon is investigated further with different research
subjects.
Table 14: Data record by simulation software during unsuited operations. Each column
under the input device name indicates number of targets and amount of fuel burned to
achieve the number of targets. EF – relative efficiency (lower figure indicates better
performance).

3.6.5 Suited Operations
Operations in the pressurized spacesuit (Figure 58) were heavily dependent on training
and short experience of the HSF Lab team. Our team developed operational and
maintenance culture over the set of 15 simulations and it was getting faster and more
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efficient over the time. In general, the spacesuit environment is unknown to the most of
general public, but it is also very easy to adapt to. Following data sets are for boarding and
microgravity simulations using the ASCS with space suited RSs.

Figure 58: One of the research subjects operating the ASCS in boarding position using ID#1.
Table 15: Qualitative feedback captured during and after the space suited simulations.

RS #

M/F

1

M

Immediate qualitative feedback and external observations or
problems identified by PI or RS
-

Joystick was often not used in neutral position but in prone
position although there was no visible obstruction. This can
be related to locked spacesuit wrist position – glove lock

-

Numpad was not well visible, RS struggled with use of the
four arrows as used without spacesuit. Used only one finger
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instead of three without spacesuit.
-

Place both input devices (input device control panel) in the
center in front of the pilot/SFP, not on the side. The side
position is very difficult to reach in the spacesuit (similar to
space shuttle controller for landing, limitation given by the
spacesuit design)

2

F

-

Operations were easier due to practice during the unsuited
simulations. Unsuited operations served well as a training

3

F

-

Research subject was below standard operating height of the
spacesuit, but it was approved by spacesuit designers for
simulation as per their spacesuit tests. Minimum
recommended height is 165cm, research subject’s height was
160cm

-

Research subject never complained about any of the features
including temperature. Provided sometimes inconsistent input
and sometimes did not respond to questions in the
questionnaire

4

F

-

Pressurized environment challenged my motor skills

-

Felt less focused

-

No preference for physical support at all

-

Highly familiar with Joystick input

5
6

M
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7

M

-

Operations in HDT with contact lenses caused discomfort.

-

ID#1 was generally more difficult to use in spacesuit

-

ID#3 should be repositioned in other position to enable
multiple finger input, i.e., design keyboard for spacesuit.

-

Wrist position and the dexterity/motion of the wrist was very
limited due to the fixed wrist joint – glove lock

8

M

-

Input devices require adjustment of position in reference to
unpressurized configuration. In other words, when
pressurized the arm is pushed forward and hence the previous
input device location is not suitable anymore.

9

M

-

No comments

10

F

-

Noted visual distortion due to visor material

-

Keys, push buttons are cleaner way of inputting data in
spacesuit gloves. Gloves did not cause to much trouble when
targeting keys, but the wrist mobility limited precision input/
required more force. The input in numpad required lesser
effort than using joystick

-

Spacesuit usage concerns about clarity of visibility and
motoric of gloves

11

M

-

Adaptation to spacesuit environment takes only couple of
minutes, it is not difficult process.

12

F

-

No comments
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13

M

-

Having a pressurized glove, it is not possible to use individual
fingers. Therefore, traditional keyboard is not useful, and
fingers have to be used one by one or just use one finger

14

F

-

No comments

Concerns about the change of perception wearing the spacesuit were expected. One third
of the research subjects described the perception changes as significant, one third as
moderate and on third as negligible or none. There was no calibration or selection of the
perceptual performance markers and therefore a broad range of answers was recorded (see
Figure 59). The Ease of Adaptation data (Figure 60) indicate very clearly that almost all
research subjects had no problem adapting to the spacesuit environment. This is a very
positive message for the commercial spaceflight that may be dependent on commercial,
simple and affordable spacesuits. Comments during and after the simulations that
described

the

spacesuit

environment

as

“cozy”,

“protective”,

“supporting”,

“comforting”, “exoskeleton” were not expected at all and indicate that spacesuit does not
fulfill only its physical protection function but also mental or cognitive protection and
supporting function.
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Perception change after the spacesuit pressurization
(both input devices, boarding and HDT on
average/subject) (1.3)

22%

30%

11%

High
Medium
Low

37%

None

Figure 59: Perception change after pressurization.

Ease of adaptation to spacesuit (1.4)
4%
0%

Very easy

26%

Somewhat easy
Not easy

70%

Difficult

Figure 60: Ease of adaptation to the spacesuit.

The data on Figure 60 and Figure 61 also indicate a new trend that the spacesuit
adaptation is easier in HDT than in nominal un-inverted position. i.e. spacesuit performs
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better in simulated microgravity than in gravity environments and the cockpit systems
should be tested to verify their performance in HITLS while in hypergravity, microgravity
or hypogravity as in integrated flight profile rather than individually. The overall stress
increase was low to medium. This phenomenon is also related to unfamiliarity with the
system. Nonetheless, all research subjects performed excellent without a need for any
simulation interruption either due to stress or any other psychological condition. The RSs
comments indicate that the stress increase stemmed mostly from a limited movement and
not from confinement. The RSs usually answered the same way regarding the stress
increase (Figure 61) due to the spacesuit or HDT, meaning, the effects were perceived
exerting almost the same amount of stress increase i.e., the same level.

Stress increase due to
Spacesuit (G4.1.1)
(All research subjects,
all orientations 1/input
device)

High

Medium

Low

None

Stress increase due
HDT in spacesuit
(G4.1.2)
(All research subjects,
all input devices)

High

Medium

Low

None

Figure 61: Expression of individual stress increase by HDT or wearing spacesuit.
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Comfortable / interested
to use spacesuit during
real HSF for 1.5h (G4.2)?
(Asked before suited)
NO
0%

MAYBE
29%

Comfortable / interested
to use spacesuit during
real HSF (G4.2)? (Asked
after suited)
NO
0%

MAYBE
30%

YES
70%

YES
71%
YES

MAYBE

NO

YES

MAYBE

NO

Figure 62: Spacesuit use projection before and after simulation in spacesuit.

No research participant responded negatively to the question about use of the spacesuit
over longer period of flight during commercial human spaceflight trip (Figure 62). Overall
very clear positive feedback was complemented by a third of responses that conditioned
use of suit by training or definition of activities.
RS#4 noted that if there would be training and less motion restriction then the answer to
G4.2 would be a clear “yes”. RS#10 noted that the usage of the spacesuit over 1.5h
spaceflight would not be a problem if there are no operations to be performed in the
pressurized configuration because it could be quite tiring. Also, the ASCS subsystem “the
shoulder straps” were interfering with the personal spacesuit ergonomics. They were too
wide and were uncomfortably limiting the spacesuit performance of smaller RSs in
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general. Smaller, especially female RSs require thinner harness belt straps. Again,
pressurized spacesuit HITLS confirm compatibility of the individual cockpit subsystems.

3.6.5.1 Input Devices Performance Using Spacesuit
The spacesuit limits not only overall dexterity but also the range of motion, visibility and
fine motoric functions. On average, the easier use has been reported with ID#1 (Figure
63). Although the FFD spacesuit gloves are fitted and perform well even when
pressurized, the keys of the COTS PC numpad were too small for pressurized glove
fingers. Nonetheless, the ID#3 as a generally preferred input device, would deserve to be
redesigned for a pressurized spacesuit glove with a larger span of individual keys.
Similarly, the ID#1 was considered a more precise than the ID#3 due to the requirement
on fine motoric performance using pressurized glove fingers and due to the lack of sense
supporting proprioception/position of fingers and palm (Figure 64) regarding the input
device (homing function). Possibly, a physical reference point or structure could mitigate
this problem.
A better ease of use and precision was reported for the ID#3 (Figure 63, Figure 64). A
supporting structure that would enable hand-homing function (searching or sensing
fingers, palm position) may improve the both ease of use and precision for the ID#3.
While the ID#1 precision could be resolved by different orientation and shorter movement
range. Only negligible difference was reported when using input devices in different
orientation (boarding and HDT).
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SPACESUIT : Input Devices Ease of Use (2.2) (0
difficult, 10 easy)
AVERAGE

Research Subject number

RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

Level of usability
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 63: Input devices ease of use using spacesuit. (RS14 had difficulty using both
controllers when pressurized and did not respond to any questions.)
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10

SPACESUIT: Input Devices Precision (2.3) (0 bad, 10
good)
AVERAGE

RS#14

Research Subject number

RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

Level of Precision
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 3 (0°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (-124°))

2 per. Mov. Avg. (ID 1 (0°))

Figure 64: Input devices perceived precision using spacesuit.
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10

SPACESUIT: Need for Supporting Structure/Hand
reference (2.4) (0 no, 10 yes)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10 (P)
RS#9
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of need
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 65: Need for supporting structure for input device while in pressurized spacesuit.

Number of individual comments were provided regarding un-stability or motion range of
the spacesuit arm / elbow area. Possibility of locking elbow while wearing pressurized
spacesuit outside or inside the spacesuit (arm of some users was floating inside the suit
laterally) is extremely useful for precision and usability of any input device (Figure 65).
Hence proposed Guide No. 16 (Table 32: Pressurized spacesuit elbow locking.) and Guide
No. 17 (Table 33: Definition of a pressurized spacesuit motion envelope.).
The Bedford scale evaluation data for both devices indicate very small cognitive effort,
hence, both could be recommended for cockpit / cabin operations (Figure 66). Both,
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joystick and numpad are common input devices used in nominal office conditions. No
emergent phenomena were discovered.

SPACESUIT: Spare Cognitive Capacity (3.0) (0=high
workload, 10=no workload)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

Level of cognitive effort
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 66: Mental demand to use input devices (RS#3, RS#10 unresponsive)
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10

SPACESUIT: Perceived Input Feedback (3.3) (0=high,
10=no)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of feedback
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 67: Clarity of input feedback using ID#1 or ID#3 (RS#3 most probably misunderstood
the question).

Input device feedback was an important feature sought by all research subjects. ID#1
performed slightly better due to better sensation of the hand movement. While the keys of
the numpad provided only minimal feedback through the pressurized glove and sometimes
they stuck in position without knowledge of the operator (Figure 67). Guide 18 (Table 27:
Feedback in variable gravity.) is suggested for cockpit concept design regarding the
spacesuit operated input devices feedback. Although the input feedback was reported
lower for the ID#3, this device was overall considered to be more satisfactory from the
perspective of the control than the ID#1 (Figure 68). This information corresponds to unAdaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture by Ondrej Doule, 2018 | page 143 /264

suited operations. It has been noted by some RSs the joystick in general is not suitable
for precise and rapid input at all.

SPACESUIT: Input control satisfaction (3.4, 3.5, 3.6,
3.8) (0=no, 10=excellent)

Research Subject number

AVERAGE
RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level satisfaction
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-124°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-124°)

Figure 68: This data set is merging answers to questions on overall vehicle control quality,
efficiency of the input, precision input and related to overall satisfaction of the input and
usefulness of the input device.

The ID#3 was considered to be less intuitive (Figure 69). Also, its haptic feedback and
hand homing function was on average less user friendly in pressurized spacesuit in
comparison to the ID#1.
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SPACESUIT: Intuitive use (3.7) (0=excellent,
10=bad)
AVERAGE

Research Subject number

RS#14
RS#13
RS#12
RS#11 (P)
RS#10
RS#9 (P)
RS#8 (P)
RS#7
RS#6 (P)
RS#4
RS#3
RS#2
RS#1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Level of un-intuitivness
ID 1 (0°)

ID 1 (-134°)

ID 3 (0°)

ID 3 (-134°)

Figure 69: Intuitiveness of use of selected input devices.

The spacesuit effects on perception and on cognitive performance is generally few percent
higher in HDT but otherwise copying the trend in the boarding position. Hearing
limitation outside the spacesuit was the major perception problem. Visual distortion due to
the PCB material of the visor was also noted. Any confinement issues are related to the
physical motion limitation not to a psychological discomfort (Figure 71). Some research
subjects noted that spacesuit was comforting, cozy and even more comfortable for HDT
operations, since it provided sort of cushioning and protective layer. An exoskeleton
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function of the spacesuit has been noted couple of times. The spacesuit held the RSs limbs
in a comfortable neutral position. The internal structure of the suit well served as a resting
structure.

Visor obstructing
sensory perception (3.9)

Yes

Partially

Slighlty

No

Performance limited due
to confinment (3.10)

Yes

Partially

Slighlty

No

Figure 70: Spacesuit limiting sensory performance and confinement effects. RS#2 and #4 note
high comfort of the suit when pressurized.

Performance limited
due to thermal
discomofort (3.11)

Performance limited
due to spacesuit misfit
(3.12) Yes
4%

Slightly
12%

No
60%

No
84%
Yes

Partially
24%

Partially

Slightly

No

Yes

Slightly
12%
Partially

Slightly

No

Figure 71: Thermal comfort without conditioning / cooling system and overall performance
limited by the spacesuit anthropometry.
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The pressurized FFD IVA spacesuit has generally very small impact on cognitive and
physical ergonomics. Concerns about thermal discomfort due to the lack of air
conditioning system were unjustified (Figure 71).

3.6.5.2 Suited Operations Quantitative Data
Suited operations quantitative date records a similar trend that can be observed in
quantitative data of unsuited operations. The difference appears in data consistency of
ID#1. The ID#3 performs very well at average efficiency EF=31, while the ID#1
underperforms and its performance in boarding and HDT configurations is significantly
different (Table 16). This phenomenon that is related to cognitive function of operator and
its “control confusion” only confirms previous concern that the ID#1 joystick type input
device may not be suitable for directional control in variable gravity, hyperbaric
environments although it better performs in terms of ergonomic usability. This data
confirms the proposed guides emphasizing significant need for ID testing in variable
gravity prior its implementation.

3.6.6 Comparison of Suited vs. Unsuited Operations, Boarding vs. HDT
Small performance changes were observed by the author during the system repositioning
which indicate that a gradual transition from one to another g direction of small magnitude
is not significantly affecting or limiting human wellbeing or performance.
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Table 16: Numerical data recorded by simulation software. Two columns under each input
device indicate number of successful mini missions and amount of fuel used. EF stands for
relative efficiency per mini-mission.

The questionnaire and quantitative data indicate that each environment has specific
characteristics that require different cabin features and specific or new input devices to be
implemented for safe and efficient commercial spaceflight control to mitigate potential
human input errors. The main concepts proposed below stem from the comparison of the
different environmental characteristics of a spaceship cockpit.

3.6.6.1 Concept 1 – Sensory Changes in Variable Gravity
The most prominent difference in 0° and -124° was noted with regards to use of the ID#1,
joystick. Operators’ confusion related to directional use of the input device in stable
gravity and most importantly after repositioning in HDT indicate that use of joystick type
device in variable gravity environments should be supported by thorough testing and
possibly its use should be reconsidered. Overall, input devices such as keyboard (finger
controlled rather than wrist controlled) seem to be preferred for variable gravity,
hyperbaric environments.
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3.6.6.2 Concept 2 – Positive vs. Negative Features of the Spacesuit
Spacesuit has lots of positive effects on operators’ performance that should be considered
as cockpit enhancing features including: enhancement of safety feeling, protective
cushioning, thermal comfort, exoskeleton like support. Spacesuit’s negative effects are
well known and are mostly related to physical ergonomics during short duration
spaceflight such loss of fine motoric movement and sensation in fingers and a limited
motion range.

3.6.6.3 Concept 3 – Difference in Unpressurized and Pressurized Spacesuit
Ergonomics
A spacesuit, as an essential part of the spaceship cockpit, is a subject to significant
volumetric changes after pressurization is complete. These changes have to be considered
in the cockpit layout as well as in the input device configuration and placement. The
cockpit layout must be able to accommodate unpressurized arm as well as a pressurized
spacesuit glove and elbow.

3.6.6.4 Concept 4 - Input System by Minimal Movement and Clear Feedback
Based on the research results collected, it appears that an input device based on minimum
motion and multimodal feedback, not relying on motion of wrist nor fingers, may be the
most suitable mean of input. Three modes of feedback at minimum in form of acoustic,
haptic and visual stimuli is recommended due to the extreme environment that can cause
attenuation of the feedback modes.
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Chapter 4: Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture
(ASCA)
A relevant research study comparing input devices was performed by a NASA LRC team
in 1990, using a high-fidelity Crew Station Systems Research Laboratory, Advanced
Display Evaluation Cockpit. Three input devices were evaluated: CRT touch screen,
joystick thumb ball and voice control (Figure 72) (NASA TM-4173, 1990).

Figure 72: Research simulator cockpit at NASA LRC equipped with the three input devices
(joystick, touchscreen, voice control), Credit NASA TM-4173, 1990.
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The simulation software environment was of much higher fidelity than the ASCS system
in terms of control of the vehicle, but it did not take into consideration the hyperbaric
environment of the spacesuit and the variable gravity conditions during the HSF. The
simulation systems were static. The conclusion of this experiment provided interesting
data. The research subjects performed on average the best with the touch screen and their
performance was the least efficient with the voice control. However, certain RSs
performed the best with voice or thumb ball devices. Interestingly, all RSs preferred the
voice control in terms of means of input and as a potentially most promising future
technology.
Obviously, the voice control was not mature enough in 1990 for the full implementation in
comparison to 2018 e.g., Google assistant. The touch screen concept was evaluated as the
fastest mean of input for simple indication of concepts on the screen, but not fast enough
for typing. This study points at interesting phenomena of input device redundancy and
combined input device efficiency, as each input task may be more effectively performed
with a different input device. This conclusion suggests that cockpit environment cognitive
functions and their context may need further analysis and definition, prior to selecting or
designing an input device. Finally, the researchers suggested that all three input methods
should be available for the highest efficiency of the vehicle system control as different
levels of redundancy (Denise Jones, 1990).
The principle of System Architecture, as a general set of rules, is usually derived from
empirical data of well proven solutions for the most safety critical scenario. Therefore,
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this project’s newly generated normative guide is formulated via a set of guide categories
and recommendations that stem from identified risks and gaps in variable gravity
integrated with hyperbaric environment. These guides can be regarded as results of
empirical and experimental knowledge following factors that are perceived as most
critical in HSF:
1. Safety
2. Redundancy (Possibilities of input)
3. Human Control & Communication (Priority)
The ASCA guides could be summarized in one principal or word governing the
fundamental design requirements of the HSF vessel: the LIFEBOAT. The individual
guides are, as noted, derivative of the experimental, empirical normative research. In other
words, the lifeboat in open space is required to mitigate the negative effects of the
spaceflight context and extreme environments, and its design can be supported through 23
ASCA Generic Design Guides. The guides numbering is only related to their emergence
and evolution throughout this project and has no reference to importance or priority.
Guides are categorized in five groups and are listed according to design priority:
4.1 General Design Strategy for Spaceship Cockpits
o

Guide No. 22: Emergency scenario as a primary design requirement

o

Guide No. 1: No use of aviation cockpit and control logic

o

Guide No. 12: Emergent phenomena prevention

o

Guide No. 6: Pressure suit input device feedback
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o

Guide No. 8: Automated personalization of cockpit

o

Guide No. 13: Input device location complies with range studies

o

Guide No. 23: Adjustable autonomy of control systems

o

Guide No. 11: HITLS research subjects demographics and
competences

4.2 Variable Gravity
o

Guide No. 21: Cockpit and flight profile dependence

o

Guide No.3: Directional input device strategy

o

Guide No.18: Feedback in variable gravity

4.3 Hyperbaric Environment
o

Guide No. 20: Spacesuit as an enhancing cockpit component

o

Guide No. 4: Input device compliance with pressure glove operations

o

Guide No. 9: Seatbelt hyperbaric environment

o

Guide No. 14: Spacesuit wrist joint ergonomics

o

Guide No. 16: Pressurized spacesuit elbow locking

o

Guide No. 17: Definition of pressurized spacesuit motion envelope

4.4 Modified Physical Ergonomics
o

Guide No. 5: Input device kinematics and ergonomics / motion range
limits

o

Guide No. 10: Precision input ergonomics requirements

o

Guide No. 15: Field of view using spacesuit

4.5 Modified Cognitive Ergonomics
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o

Guide No. 19: Intuitive input devices

o

Guide No. 2: Use of voice navigation and feedback

o

Guide No. 7 Sound color coding

All guides are explained in the following subchapters including their evidence resources.
Many of the guides overlap the listed categories. Many more guides should be defined
through more intensive and higher fidelity HITLS to develop a robust ASCA framework.

4.1 General Design Strategy for Spaceship Cockpits
Table 17: Emergency scenario as a primary design requirement.

Guide No. 22
(Evidence: Astronauts’ Interviews )

The design of a HSF vehicle should be developed around a robust
emergency system and driven by emergency scenarios assuring that the
crew can be supported in all potential life-critical scenarios throughout
the vehicle’s life cycle.
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Table 18: Guide No.1 – No use of aviation cockpit and control logic.

Guide No. 1
(Evidence: A - Experimental Fig. 46, 47 ; B - Recommendation by
astronauts)

Do not use aviation flight control logic in microgravity or hypergravity
environments by default, test input devices in all gravity environments
first. Use either different input devices for atmospheric flight and
microgravity flight or identify reconfigurable system for directional
control for aviation derived input device.

Table 19: Emergent phenomena prevention.

Guide No. 12
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Figure 57)

Simulated or real microgravity is an extreme environment that should be
experienced by every spaceflight participant prior to the spaceflight.
Every individual adapts differently to this environment and we do not
have a comprehensive database of ergonomic features that could
mitigate all possible issues. Only HITLS can assure SFPs or crew’s
safety and comfort. A high number of HITLS is recommended for new
variable gravity and hyperbaric spacesuit environments due to the
expectation of emergent HSI phenomena.
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Table 20: Pressure suit input device feedback.

Guide No. 6
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Table 13, Figure 53)

Input device feedback must be understandable with or without a
pressurized spacesuit envelope or glove. Sound feedback is
recommended to be coupled with visual and haptic feedback
Table 21: Automated personalization of cockpit.

Guide No. 8
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Table 13)

Consider electronic account system that transfers pilot’s or SFP’s
physical and cognitive ergonomics parameters to the spaceship cockpit
system to automate the adjustment of physical and digital features and
preferences including requirements on health and life support resources.

Table 22: Input device location complies with range studies.

Guide No. 13
(Evidence: A - Experimental Ref. RS#1 and #8, Table 15:

The range for input
unsuited and suited
envelope), or the
Spacesuits change
pressurized

devices placement must be defined based on the
user requirements (pressurized spacesuit motion
input devices must be easily re-positionable.
cockpit ergonomics when pressurized or de-
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Table 23: Adjustable autonomy of control systems.

Guide No. 23
(Evidence: Assumption

Strive for maximum autonomy and possible manual override at the
same time, without need of ground control inputs (Long-duration HSF).
Adaptive or adjustable levels of system autonomy may improve human
operator’s decision making and increase overall mission performance.
Ethical rules must be integrated with autonomous systems (see example
Appendix A.
Degrees of Automation vs. Ethics Relevant to Spaceship Design)

Table 24: HITLS research subjects demographics and competences.

Guide No. 11
(Evidence: Experimental; B - Recommendation by astronauts)

When designing an input system, or an entire cabin/cockpit ensure that
the test subjects will be able to provide input regardless of their
specialization. Even educated individuals may not be able to provide the
required feedback. It is recommended to perform a Qualified Human
Tester test to prove that the test subject can appropriately respond to
questions after HITLS. When evaluating a cockpit concept design, do
not rely on tests and experiments with trained professionals. It appeared
highly valuable to include completely unexperienced participants in the
tests, because they provide more complete and unbiased feedback than
trained operators. Diverse sets of participants (experienced pilots, not a
pilot, engineers, humanities experts or scientists) appear to be very
useful for discovering emergent design complexities and avoid
professional bias.
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4.2 Variable Gravity

Table 25: Cockpit and flight profile dependence.

Guide No. 21
(Evidence: Experimental)

Couple the cockpit design from the flight profile of the transport vehicle
or mission. Gravity environments are essential for human-system
interactions methods, hence both. Both, the vehicle and the mission
should be conceptualized at the same time. Assure maximum controls
usability and functionality in omni directional, magnitude variable
gravity. By default, all input devices that are currently being used on
Earth are not applicable for space since they were developed for and in
terrestrial gravity environment.

Table 26: Directional input strategy.

Guide No. 3
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Table 13)

Directional controls should have direction indicators on the input device
as well as on the display. Variable gravity environment experiments
proved that the changes in vestibular system orientation perception can
cause confusion between up and down but also left and right sides. An
ideal input system pairs clearly distinguishable symbology with
directions and/or motion of body parts.
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Table 27: Feedback in variable gravity.

Guide No. 18
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: )

Input device haptic feedback must be understandable with or without a
spacesuit. The homing function (automated return of the input device in
neutral position) must also function well while using pressurized suit.
Input device must not get stuck locked in any position e.g., due to
uncontrolled forced motion while in variable gravity environment. A
mechanical homing function is subject to misreading due to the user’s
mis-perception in variable gravity environment. This issue can be
addressed by eliminating homing function or by using adaptive force
feedback that supports identification of the homing function.

4.3 Hyperbaric Environment
Table 28: Spacesuit as an enhancing cockpit component.

Guide No. 20
(Evidence: Experimental)

Use the spacesuit as a valid component of the cockpit since it can
effectively overtake certain ergonomic features such as protection,
physical support, resting support, and comforting support. An IVA
spacesuit should be required for any space vessel at least until the
vehicles’ maturity or until commercial spaceflight reaches similar
accident statistics as the aviation industry nowadays.
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Table 29: Input system complies with pressure glove operations.

Guide No. 4
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Table 13)

Ensure that the input controller can be operated with a pressurized glove
with sufficient comfort. The input system performance must be verified
in a fully pressurized suit. The use of a normal computer keyboard as an
input device is not recommended if you are using traditional airpressurized spacesuit.

Table 30: Seatbelt hyperbaric ergonomics.

Guide No. 9
(Evidence: Experimental)

Every cockpit input and display system must be designed, tested and
verified with a pressurized spacesuit that is compatible with the seat’s
seatbelt system. The seatbelt system must also accommodate small users
and the strap width and seat connectors must correspond to the spacesuit
size and user size.
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Table 31: Spacesuit wrist joint ergonomics.

Guide No. 14
(Evidence: – Experimental, Ref.: Table 15)

The spacesuit’s wrist joint can be fixed. The position can be selected
before pressurization. A fixed position limits the use of some devices
depending on the orientation of the input device (neutral or pronation).
Carefully investigate what spacesuit wrist joint will be part of the
spaceship system and design input devices accordingly.

Table 32: Pressurized spacesuit elbow locking.

Guide No. 16
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Figure 65 )

Spacesuit volumetric changes after pressurization may cause a freely
“floating” arm in the elbow area. A locking mechanism, structure or
other support preventing lateral movement and front-back movement for
the elbow area after pressurization is an important cockpit feature. It
ensures a constant position of the arm in regard to the input device
(inside or outside the spacesuit). The operator must be able to sustain a
stable arm position at the neutral position of the input device.
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Table 33: Definition of a pressurized spacesuit motion envelope.

Guide No. 17
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: )

The pressurized spacesuit motion range or motion envelope changes
significantly based on the cockpit seat, spacesuit personal adjustments,
and user size. Define a cockpit or cabin specific hyperbaric spacesuit
motion envelope prior to starting of the cockpit design process.

4.4 Limited Physical Ergonomics
Table 34: Input device kinematics and ergonomics / motion range limits.

Guide No. 5

(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: Table 13, Figure 49, Figure 50)

The input device must not require a significant movement of arm, palm,
leg, head, or shoulder. The motion range should be minimal. Traditional
joystick type input devices were criticized for the energy required to use
them while in a pressurized spacesuit and therefore are not
recommended. On the contrary, keyboard-like device is considered
efficient and precise if adapted to spacesuit dexterity.
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Table 35:Precision input ergonomic requirements.

Guide No. 10
(Evidence: A – Experimental, Figure 51)

Arms, wrists, palms and feet require additional reference and
stabilization points to enable precise system input, especially in variable
gravity and hyperbaric environments.

Table 36: Field of view using spacesuit.

Guide No. 15
(Evidence: Experimental)

Cockpit input and display systems must be in the visible range of the
operator wearing a specific spacesuit helmet. Verify the field of view in
the pressurized suit that will be used in the concerned spaceship.
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4.5 Limited Cognitive Ergonomics
Table 37: Intuitive input device.

Guide No. 19
(Evidence: Experimental, Ref.: )

The input device should be intuitive, primarily in life critical scenarios,
in emergency situations, in pressurized spacesuit environment and
during cognitive overload. Intuitive use means that the input device
does not allow for an ambiguous interpretation of the required function
to be performed by the operator. An intuitive input device couples with
the human body as if it were an extension / prosthesis.

Table 38: Guide No.2 - Use of voice navigation and feedback.

Guide No. 2
(Evidence: Experimental)

When possible, the use of clear voice (automated spoken) instructions
and (spoken) voice feedback a confirmation of an intended action along
with the displayed information is highly recommended, especially in
nominal or off-nominal scenarios, or when a visual distortion, vestibular
confusion or cognitive overload due to stress or information overload
could cause operational errors. A co-pilot style feedback is
recommended.
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Table 39: Sound color coding.

Guide No. 7
(Evidence: Experimental)

Use sound color coding for communication in pressurized spacesuits to
quickly distinguish who is being addressed in a multi-way conferencing
system, or to indicate what system is generating feedback without a
descriptive explanation of the system.
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Chapter 5: Application of ASCA
To demonstrate how the 23 ASCA Guides can be applied, this chapter provides simple
examples and introduces application of these drivers through a creative design process as
an example of a possible concept solution in spaceship cockpit design. An ASCA Guides
flashcard was developed to simplify the guides application for design in nominal scenarios
(Powered Spaceship Systems) and off nominal/emergency scenarios (Unpowered
spaceship systems.) The goal is to respond positively to as many as possible guides in the
ASCA design flashcard table summarizing all current design guides (Table 40).
Table 40: ASCA Guides flashcard with all 23 guides.

No. Guide DESIGN PRINCIPLE
No.

1

G22

2

G01

3
4
5

G12
G06
G08

6

G13

7

G23

Emergent scenario as a primary
design requirement
No use of aviation cockpit and
control logic
Emergent phenomena prevention
Pressure suit input device feedback
Automated
personalization
of
cockpit
Input device location complies with
range studies
Adjustable autonomy of control

POWERED
SYSTEMS
CHECK BOX

UNPOWERED
SYSTEMS
(EMERGENCY
SCENARIOS)
CHECKBOX
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8

G11

9

G21

10
11
12

G03
G18
G20

13

G04

14
15
16
17

G09
G14
G16
G17

18

G05

19

G10

20
21
22

G15
G19
G02

23

G07

systems
Research subjects demographics and
competences
Cockpit
and
flight
profile
dependence
Directional input device strategy
Feedback in variable gravity
Spacesuit as an enhancing cockpit
component
Input device complies with pressure
glove operations
Seatbelt in hyperbaric environment
Spacesuit wrist joint ergonomics
Pressurized spacesuit elbow locking
Definition of pressurized spacesuit
motion envelope
Input
device
kinematics
and
ergonomics / motion range limits
Precision
input
ergonomics
requirements
Field of view using spacesuit
Intuitive input devices
Use of voice navigation and
feedback
Sound color coding

The proposed design approaches the spaceship cockpit holistically through the adaptive
architecture guides. Therefore, the demonstrated concept design is divided in two parts in
the next two subchapters: a higher level architecture concept, and the input design
concept.
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5.1 Space Pod / Lifeboat Concept
This cockpit concept provides a solution in the form of a single person space industrial
pod that serves as a secondary and tertiary layer of safety in case of a spaceship accident
or system failures. The pod (see Figure 73) should be capable of fully independent
operations off the spaceship for a short duration of time (hours) to enable re-entry,
docking or landing. The tertiary safety system is the spacesuit connected to the pod
(Figure 74). The pod itself is composed of the seat with integrated input devices that are
ergonomically fitted in the armrests, a deployable display screen (see through capability)
and a visor screen that functions independently of the pod control systems. The life
supporting system is located under the seat and at the back of the seat. A deployable
reentry heatshield is located at the back side of the seat, and two landing parachutes are
included in the armrests. Thrusters are in the peripheral structure of the pod. Some of the
subsystems are not depicted, for example the propellant tanks. This concept also considers
the pairing of pods (see Figure 75). The following ASCA guide flashcard addresses both
the concept of the pod and the concept of the Armrest Input Device (AID) V-GRIP.
No. Guide DESIGN PRINCIPLE
No.

1

G22

POWERED
SYSTEMS

Emergent scenario as a primary YES

UNPOWERED
SYSTEMS
(EMERGENCY
SCENARIOS)
CHECKBOX
YES

design requirement
2

G01

No use of aviation cockpit and YES

YES

control logic
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3

G12

Emergent phenomena prevention

Considered

Considered

4

G06

Pressure suit input device feedback

Possible

Possible

5

G08

Automated

personalization

of YES

YES

Input device location complies with YES

YES

cockpit
6

G13

range studies
7

G23

Adjustable

autonomy of

control Considered

systems

software

– N/A – software
dependent

dependent
8

G11

Research subjects demographics and N/A
competences

simulation

- N/A - simulation
dependent

dependent
9

G21

Cockpit

and

flight

profile YES

YES

dependence
10

G03

Directional input device strategy

Considered

Considered

11

G18

Feedback in variable gravity

YES

Uncertain
Considered
spring loaded

12

G20

Spacesuit as an enhancing cockpit YES

YES

component
13

G04

Input device complies with pressure YES

YES

glove operations
14

G09

Seatbelt in hyperbaric environment

YES

YES

15

G14

Spacesuit wrist joint ergonomics

YES

YES

16

G16

Pressurized spacesuit elbow locking

YES

YES

17

G17

Definition of pressurized spacesuit YES

YES

motion envelope
18

G05

Input

device

kinematics

and YES

YES
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–

ergonomics / motion range limits
19

G10

Precision

input

ergonomics Considered

Considered

requirements
20

G15

Field of view using spacesuit

YES

YES

21

G19

Intuitive input devices

YES

YES

22

G02

Use

of

voice

navigation

and Considered

No

Considered

No

feedback
23

G07

Sound color coding

Main, disposable, VR, AR,

Positioning thruster
Inflatable heatshield

Light protective
deployable
pressure shell

Feet input device

Life-support
Armrest Input Device
(AID)
Main thruster

Parachute/raft
storage

Ship attachment pedestal
allows for g-load
positioning (SS2 style)

Figure 73: ASCA based industrial space rescue pod system concept.
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Hull of the
spaceship

Figure 74: Scheme - Individual personal pods attached as seats to the spaceship hull (cabin).

Pairing adapter
(sharing ECLSS
resources)

Figure 75: Scheme - Emergency pod deployment configuration outside spaceship and paired
with another pod.

5.2 Input Device Concept
The Application of ASCA principles is possible on any scale. The following input device
“Armrest Input Device” (AID) concept illustrates the design of a custom AID for variable
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gravity. Due to its close integration with the arm and the hyper and microgravity
requirements, the system is called Variable Gravity Resistant Input Prosthesis (V-GRIP).
Current input techniques and devices used in spaceships include joysticks, side sticks, kill
switches, push buttons and sliders with protective frames against accidental execution due
to less controlled motion in microgravity. Private enterprises are considering touch screens
as part of the input devices (Boeing, Space-X). Touch screens are very convenient for
their direct input capability and account for a very fast input; However, their efficacy in
hyper and microgravity is highly doubtful. Their use will be possible only during stable
phases of flight without any extremes or dynamic changes of gravity vectors and
magnitude, therefore this mean of input can only be considered as secondary. Voice
communication should be considered as a control system as well. The spaceship systems
are highly automated and can respond to commands executed from the ground;
Nevertheless, noise, vibration, maturity of the voice recognition system, and possible loss
of voice of the astronaut must be considered and therefore such input system should also
be considered as secondary or tertiary.
Human’s adaptation to the extreme environments of space is accompanied by changes in
perception/sensing of the environment that causes a distortion of human’s perception of
the surrounding environment (NASA, 2010). The perception/sensing that can be “utilized”
for human-system integration and spaceship control considered by NASA includes:
-

Visual: size, shape, contrast, direction, field of view and training

-

Vestibular: orientation sense
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-

Haptic: force feedback, hand, arm, feet control

-

Auditory: voice command, control

-

Proprioceptive: orientation, motion and control

The space vessel input systems should provide strong and redundant cognitive and
physical supports to all possible negative effects of space travel, especially in the area of
sensorimotor functions such as:
Spatial disorientation due to poor or no visual feedback of space vessel motion
(roll, pitch yaw) and acceleration
-

Degraded vision

-

Haptic / manual control problems

Motion / locomotion problems and self-motion / surrounding motion feeling –
disabling motion (e.g., hypergravity)
To ensure and enhance humans’ safety and ensure vessel’s control, it is apparent that due
to the individual space adaptation differences, the vessel input systems or human system
integration will require a high level of redundancy and/or system adaptation to human
condition and cognitive functions. In other words, the spaceship input devices, should to
some extent, function as physiological and mental prostheses (NASA, 2010).
The AID is suggested to complement other input devices such as those tested in this
project with the ASCS. The AID custom input device will follow the main ergonomic
rules for a safe and efficient input device as well as all 23 ASCA guides:
-

Repetition reduction

-

Minimum force required
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-

Respecting neutral, natural and comfortable body or body part postures

-

Natural, intuitive use

The ASCA derived AID system is also primarily designed with regards to support of
human motion in microgravity and hypergravity, while providing strong physical support.
The following proposed concept of a Variable Gravity Resistant Input Prosthesis (VGRIP) (Figure 76) is based on all environmental constraints and input devices’
requirements. It is a V shaped armrest instrument that provides ergonomic support for
arms and thus the whole body, and at the same time provides means of input to the
spaceship systems in the following ways:
-

Extension of arm forward = Acceleration, deceleration

-

Arm movement upwards and downwards (wrist extension and flexion) = Pitch

-

Arm pronation and supination = Roll

-

Wrist ulnar and radial deviation = Yaw

-

Translation mode = Thumb activation
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V-GRIP
EXOSKELET
HUMAN

Figure 76: Scheme of the V-GRIP concept installed as a part of the spaceship cockpit seat.

The main hypothesis behind the V-GRIP (Figure 76, Figure 77) design is its applicability
in any gravity environment, as its structure would provide powered support as a prosthetic
exoskeleton thus minimizing proprioceptive illusion, providing hyper-g support and
enabling vehicle systems navigation with minimum motion. The device’s configuration is
based on a fixed position of the elbow in an arm-resting position – specifically, fixation of
the Proximal end of Ulna bone while vertical Humerus bone and horizontal Radius and
Ulna are in motion but also supported by exoskeleton components. The palm is supported
from the bottom by a specifically formed grip-platform that provides maximum comfort in
a strong and intuitive grab-and-hold geometric form that is necessary for extreme
situations such as tumbling or hypergravity. The palm support has only two switches that
can be activated by thumb for the execution of command and for switching from pointing
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to translation motion mode in a physical form, similar to a motorcycle headlight switch or
ignition. The V-GRIP system is depicted on Figure 76 as a part of the astronaut’s upper
body fitted with the astronauts’ spacesuit and integrated with the seat, replacing nominal
armrests supports. It is composed of three parts (see Figure 77): an elbow support [1] with
adjustable angle, a central part [2] supporting the arm similarly to an armrest, but also
preventing lateral movements of arms outside the V-GRIP and a possible arm slip.

[1]
[2]

PITCH

[3]

ROLL

YAW
Figure 77: V-GRIP description with graphic explanation of motion control and movable
parts of the control system. Structural components are depicted with different hatch
patterns.

The last part of the system is the palm controller [3] that is composed of a palm support,
finger grip, and thumb switches and grip. The palm controller can be extended forward
allowing for adjustment of the length to the astronaut’s arm. Each of the components
allows and supports different movements. All the components are supporting the listed
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motion modes functioning together. The elbow support is the main connecting structure
that holds all the V-GRIP components together. Its main purpose is to enable pitch by
moving the whole arm up and down, enabling rotation through a joint that is connecting
the V-GRIP to the rest of the seat or spaceship structure. V-GRIP will be identical and
symmetrically configured for both hands. The system may be adapted for both
ambidextrous operations.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
This project investigated two distinct HSF system design areas: a normative part and a
product development part. The normative part was focused on a gap analysis and on the
development of a new design theory / design guides, that expanded the existing normative
knowledge base through experimental research. The results of this part were synthesized
in the Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture (ASCA). The second part described the
application of the ASCA through the design of a spaceship cockpit and the design of an
input device.
1. Problem Statement
A spaceship cockpit is an artificially designed and built environment that
functions as an interface between extreme environment, spaceflight profile,
and human functions. The spaceship cockpit and cabin environment are
designed and built based on experimental prototyping. There is currently no
“standardized” framework in the form of architecture guides for the
development of a highly redundant, safe, variable gravity and hyperbaric
environment accommodating human passengers. There are limited means of
simulating integrated space flight scenarios, specifically in situations
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requiring human input in a variable direction and magnitude of gravity. This
project addressed this specific need.
2. Research Findings
•

Empirical or experimental data were required for the development of an
architectural framework. A novel tool was developed (ASCS) to address
the lack of office-size HSF simulation tools that would allow for rapid
and repetitive simulations of the entire space flight profile. All the
collected qualitative data have potential for further interpretation.

•

The experimental use of the ASCS provided the required research
environment to collect qualitative and quantitative feedback through the
HITLS, summarized in the 23 ASCA Guides addressing:
i. General Design Strategy for Spaceship Cockpits
ii. Variable Gravity Requirements
iii. Hyperbaric Environment Requirements
iv. Modified Physical Ergonomics
v. Modified Cognitive Ergonomics

•

The input device features that were preferred helped determine the form
and functions of an ideal input device for spaceship cockpits. A concept
of such device was presented.
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3. Importance of the Research and Design Results
•

The need for a new simulation tool fostered the development of a unique
custom simulator that allows for the simulation of an entire flight profile.
This tool that may become an essential office space simulator for
commercial human spaceflight.

•

The fundamental architecture guides (23 ASCA Guides) derived from the
HITLS create a basis for a spaceship cockpit architecture that will enable
faster, safer and more effective spaceship design and development in
commercial human spaceflight.

Furthermore, this project delivers a strong and important message (based on experimental
evidence) regarding the use of a spacesuit in HSF. The spacesuit is a tool that is welcomed
by the spaceflight participants and pilots. The initial concerns the research team had about
“what could go wrong” during the HDT, motion, and pressurized spacesuit simulation,
i.e., “what could be actual emergent behaviors of the spacesuit un-trained participants
inside the spacesuit”, completely disappeared after the first few simulations. The
participants provided an overall positive feedback, including a preference for simulations
in the spacesuit rather than without it.
During this study, time was mostly dedicated to the development of the new custom HCD
tool, the ASCS. The major challenge of the project was the collaboration with several
subcontractors and the search for the right technical solutions. Furthermore, the most
complex part of this project was the definition of the operational procedures for the human
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research simulator. Running HITLS is a demanding safety topic, especially when executed
through an alpha prototype simulator (ASCS).
In conclusion, the results of this research have indicated a very positive trend that will
support the development of commercial space transportation. This progression can be
significantly enhanced by the use of the 23 ASCA Guides, HTILS using ASCS, and
general considerations for use of any spacesuit system as an additional safety system.

6.1 Future Work
The 23 ASCA Guides serve as a fundamental designer’s guide to spaceship cockpit
concept design. Their applicability need to be further verified and demonstrated through
the development of higher design stage prototypes and hardware. Based on future
findings, the guides should be expanded, detailed or reduced. They may serve as a base for
development of industrial standards.
Future ASCA applications
•

Further simulations, and higher fidelity hardware and software are highly
recommended, as the current ASCS system proved to be a very valuable tool.
Clear and explicit design guidelines will support a safer, faster and overall
more efficient development of commercial human spaceflight.
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Future ASCS applications
•

The ASCS research and HCD tool has enormous application potential. The
author’s strategic plan includes continuing to work on the ASCS alpha
prototype that will further be updated and re-developed towards a beta
prototype.

Commercial applications in the domains of commercial HSF

industry (simulation and test platform) and computer gaming industry are also
considered.
•

The next updates to implement to increase the simulation fidelity are:
o

Microgravity thrust force feedback

o

Better arms and feet support adjustability

o

Software integration with gyroscopic sensors monitoring the system’s
motion

o

Hardware and software cockpit improvements (dashboard placement,
on-screen controls and feedback)

•

The ASCS enables design, testing and development of new input devices. The
custom, seat integrated input device or other existing data input and display
methods can be integrated with the ASCS. For example, the control by eyes
using eye tracking devices should be thoroughly tested and verified for
operations in variable gravity and hyperbaric environment.
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Industrial Space Pod and V-GRIP Concepts
•

The industrial space pod concept and the V-GRIP input device concept are
examples of a nontrivial space system that requires further design stages
development, evaluation and testing. Demonstration of its applicability and
convenience specifically in terms of safety/cost/performance ratios will be critical
for its applicability. The primary goal of this system is to enhance HSF safety,
vehicle controllability, and systems control in the extreme environment of human
spaceflight.

Future human-centered design research and development should address a higher fidelity
simulation software and hardware, longer duration simulations, with many more research
subjects. The use of the ASCS in an office environment enables research about spaceflight
systems control, input devices manipulation, emergent behavior of spaceflight participants
and ultimately leads to the definition of a more specific design theory for the spaceship
cockpit and cabin. For the FIT’s ASCS, this step is dependent on future improvements
including higher fidelity software, the implementation of force feedback, head and helmet
mounted input and display devices, and additional mechanical engineering components
for better adaptation of different flight profiles and anthropometric requirements.
.
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Appendix A.
Degrees of Automation vs. Ethics Relevant to
Spaceship Design
The table below derived from Sheridan is complemented by suggested ethical rules (by
author) that may accompany automation decision platforms as one of complementary ASCA design guides. Human-system ethics should become essential part of the systems
automation design.
Level of
automation

Computer

Human

Ethical reasoning
and context

0 – Manual

No action

All decision and
action

Need for manual
control due to
emergency and/or
failure of computer

1 – Advisory

Decision making support Action

Life critical
decisions requiring
human action or
incomplete or faulty
computer actions

2 – Decisional

Decision selection and
action execution upon
approval

Nominal operations

Approval of action

Decision selection and
Supervision and
execution before timeout possible interruption
of action
3- Informed
Execution

Decision selection,
execution and
information provision

Supervision

Human delegates
nominal operations.
Human is incapable
of as precise
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execution, control as
computer
4 – Transparent
Execution

Decision selection,
execution, information
upon request

Requested
supervision

5 –Automatic

Decision selection and
execution

No action

Automatic system
cannot make
decision without
human’s approval
unless, it was
programmed to do
so by human in the
same context of
action
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Appendix B1. Statement of Work and Design
Requirements

Statement of Work – Design Requirements
Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Simulator
Florida Institute of Technology
June 1, 2015
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This document puts forth a Statement of Work (SOW) for the Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit
Simulator. This is a preliminary SOW.
For this SOW, the following information was supplied by Florida Institute of Technology.

Section 1 - Primary Use of the System
The primary use of this system is research into the ergonomics of a cockpit in relation to
the pilot for a spaceship. Therefore, certain items need to be considered.

Section 1.1 - Tasks for the Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Simulator
I.

Full motion control while operating input devices and perceiving information from
output devices.
II. Test of the different input and output devices for a period of 2 to 4 hours based on
tech restrictions.
III. Test of different seat configurations, spacesuits and portable life support systems
during full motion control.

Each of the above tasks shall be used to evaluate the test subject’s ability to accomplish
the task successfully, time required, and physical effort exerted. If the test subjects are
unable to accomplish the desired tasks, the system shall be used to evaluate alternate
methods for successful completing the tasks.

Section 1.2 - Items to be considered for the ASC Simulator
The Florida Institute of Technology has asked for the following items to be accounted for
in design of the system for their use in their environment:
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1. The ability to change out the display system so that various cockpit type displays
can be used.
2. The ability to change out the seat for different seat configurations (see section 1.1,
item 3).
3. The ability to add/delete and change the input/output devices.
4. Full motion control from inside and outside the simulator i.e.200 control
redundancy.
5. Size
6. Power supplied to the system
7. Portability
8. The ASC Simulator shall support rotation about all three (3) axes (i.e. X, Y, Z).
with 360˚ omni-directional motion continuous.
9. Each axis shall rotate independently of each other in direction, velocity and
acceleration.
10. Each axis shall change directions within XX rotations once commanded.

Rotational Velocity Limits
Each axis shall support the following rotational velocities. See Table 1.2.1. The objective
is to provide maximum fidelity/responsiveness possible while keeping mass to a
minimum.
Table 1.2.1 - Rotational Velocity Limits
Velocity

Limit (deg/sec)

Minimum

1

Maximum

250

ATTENTION: the table above gives MAXIMUM rotational velocity limit which will be
according to engineering and cost solution e.g.: rotational speed will be between <0, 90>
deg/s where 90 deg/s will be the maximum of such design. If the system can reach 250
deg/s it will be of course better and then the rotational speed will be between <0, 250>
deg/s. We should not allow the system to rotate over 250 deg/s – estimated safety / you
may suggest any speed in the range between 90 and 250 driven by requirements on motors
or safety.
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Rotational Acceleration Limits
Each axis shall support the following rotational accelerations. See Table 1.2.2. The
objective is to provide maximum fidelity/responsiveness possible while keeping mass to a
minimum. If the gimbal accelerates at 200 deg/sec^2, it will reach 200 deg/sec velocity in
one second. The achievable acceleration depends on the gearbox output torque and the
moment of inertia of the gimbal and the moment of inertia of the motor reflected to the
gimbal. When the outer gimbal accelerates, the moment of inertia is the combined
moments of inertia of all the gimbals. For inner gimbal acceleration, only the inner
gimbal inertia is relevant. However, when the inner gimbal is accelerated, the motor
reaction torque tries to accelerate the outer gimbals, and the servos must be stiff enough to
resist this reaction torque. Plan on Mega drives and blowers in the motors and encoders.
Also plan on having accelerometers on each axis to measure angular acceleration.
Table 1.2.2 - Rotational Acceleration Limits
Direction

+X

-X +Y -Y

Magnitude

2Gs

1G

Onset

0

Duration (impact versus sustained)
Impact - accelerations with a
duration of less than 200 ms.
Sustained - accelerations with a
duration greater than or equal to 200
ms.

2s

Sequence/reversals

no impact simulation required.

TBD

Size, Weight and Power Requirements
The Florida Institute of Technology has asked for the following size requirements when
designing the ASC Simulator. The system needs to be as small as possible.
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Table 1.2.1.3 - Size Requirement.
Length

3 meters max

Width

3 meters max

Height

2.4 meters max

Weight

TBD

The system needs to run on 208V at 100 amps or less. The performance will be parametric
with more than one motor size and/or gear ratio considered in the analysis. For example,
one motor and gear ratio will do 90 deg/sec. Another motor and gear ratio will do 150
deg/sec. A third motor and gear ratio will do 250 deg/sec. The motor and gear ration for
each gimbal will probably be unique for that gimbal due to the large variation in moment
of inertia.

Section 1.3 - Installation
The Florida Institute of Technology has requested that the Vendor ship, install, setup and
provide technical support and training for the ASC Simulator. A hard requirement is to
build the system in components that can be transported through nominal office doors. The
ASCS will be in existing building with possibly only single wing doors.
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Section 2 - ASC Simulator Requirements

This section will cover what is expected of the Vendor for this system. This section has
input from the Vendor in regard to what will actually be made.

Section 2.1 - Axis Requirements

The ASC Simulator will require the following axis, their velocities and accelerations.
Axis

Direction (deg)

X

continuous rotation either right
or left

Y

continuous rotation either right
or left

Z

continuous rotation either right
or left

Velocity (max
- deg/sec)

Acceleration (max deg/sec2)

250 the G requirement in
table 1.2.2 needs to be
changed to an angular
unit
250

250

Table 2.1.1 - Axis Requirements

Section 2.2 - Size, Weight and Power Requirements
Size and Weight
The ASC Simulator will be as small and lightweight as possible. The Vendor will strive to
make the system as lightweight as possible. The Vendor currently does not know the
actual weight of the system. Since the system will be required to be attached and anchored
to the floor prior to use, either a pallet jack or furniture dollies will be employed to move
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the system into position. The Vendor will consider the use of a pallet jack for installation
and a mounting system for the floor.

Power Requirements
The system will require 220VAC 240 VAC single phase at 60 amps for service to the
ASC Simulator. If this is unavailable, the Vendor can accommodate a 110VAC 120 VAC
service. Additional engineering will result if the Florida Institute of Technology would
like the 110VAC option. The computer system for the ASC Simulator will require
110VAC.

Section 2.3 - User/Trainer Stations and Software
The Florida Institute of Technology has asked that either the actual person in the
Simulator and/or a trainer/researcher has control over the ASC Simulator. The Vendor
needs to know what type of control that the user/trainer requires for this. Therefore,
I.

Does the user require a joystick control? Yes, joystick will be one of the input
devices, but it should b replaceable e.g., with track ball, combination of eye tracking
and hand controller etc.

II. Does the trainer require a joystick control? Yes.
III. Is FIT supplying the Joysticks or do they wish for Vendor to develop appropriate
types? FIT welcomes vendor’s suggestion. Their system could be considered as a
“nominal configuration” of the simulator (safety).
IV. Does the user/trainer require a playback function so that a prepared “situation” can be
played back for multiple test runs? Yes.
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V. Does the trainer require a way to input rates for each axis directly and then save those
rates for playback? Yes. The test subject should have option to slow down the
simulation or interrupt for exiting simulation anytime.
VI. Does the system require an interface to a Host system? This Host provides the cues to
the ASC Simulator and then the Simulator performs those actions. Yes, so the system
can be monitored and controlled remotely, e.g., from office nearby.

The joystick puts in rate inputs into the gimbal controller that are in a joystick axis system:
roll, pitch, and yaw rate about the pivot point of the joystick. The gimbal controller than
translates them into gimbal axis rates. This has to be done by software /driver of the
device that is part of the computer system and software for programming the simulator
i.e., joystick. Joystick should be plug and play configurable device ideally via USB. The
reason for that is the need for change and test of high number of off-the-shelf devices and
the USB port is considered as standard for connectivity.
From the Vendor’s perspective, there is a multitude of ways in which this Simulator can
be used. The software can be designed to allow for a multitude of uses. It is up to Florida
Institute of Technology to provide a concise software specification for how they want to
use the system. Once this specification has been provided and approved, any
modifications to the software specification after approval will require an Engineering
Change Order and agreement between the Vendor and Florida Institute of Technology.
Therefore, the Vendor has proposed the following:
Vendor will provide a GUI interface for both astronaut and trainer and provide the
following:
1. Ability to enable/disable the system
2. View current gimbal angles (GUI TBD)
3. View Gimbal rates (GUI TBD)
4. View Joystick rate inputs (GUI TBD)
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5. During development of actual joystick controls, provide input(s) via standard
joystick for astronaut as well as trainer
6. Trainer will have ability to switch between astronaut control and trainer control
7. Trainer/astronaut will have ability to set ring position for ease of ingress and
egress
8. Spaceship cockpit displays and scene view coding platform (expected to be
developed by students)

Software I/O will provide the necessary outputs to the ring positioning such that astronaut
will at any time, can use controls to position his ring in any attitude without the possibility
of gimbal lock.
Safety interlocks will provide input to software/hardware such that:
•

For emergency(s), depressing an E-STOP switch at either the astronaut or trainer
stations will immediately bring the system to a halt and lock the motion simulator
at its current position.

•

For non-emergency situation(s), depressing a SoftStop switch or GUI button will
bring the motion simulator gently to a stop and position the rings for safe egress.
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Figure 1 – example of a GUI screen for discussion purposes only

Section 2.4 – Preliminary Design Phase of the ASC Simulator
The Vendor will perform the following tasks during the preliminary design phase of the
four-axis gimbal project:
1. Engineers will perform a preliminary analysis of the gimbal dynamics and drive
motors. The dynamics will be programmed in Visual Basic. The physical
constants for this analysis will come from the CAD design of the gimbal.
2. Engineers will do a structural analysis to have a dynamic analysis of the structure
so that the servos can be designed to cope with the structural dynamics.
3. Software Engineers will design and program a controller for the four-axis gimbal.
4. The controller and gimbal models will be tested using a software Bode analysis
tool. The Vendor has technology developed for the Bode analysis tool.
5. The preliminary design for the servos will be included in the gimbal analysis
dynamics.
Work beyond the preliminary phase:
1. After the controller software is written, integrate the software and control
computer with the gimbal.
2. Using a Bode analyzer (BAFCO 916AXH which is available to Vendor
engineers) verify the performance of the servos.
3. Test the software to verify that the gimbal meets its performance specifications.
4. Verify that all of the safety items work properly.
5. Check ingress and egress of the gimbal.
6. With a man in the gimbal, check the operation and controllability of the gimbal
using a joystick.
7. It may be necessary to modify the controller for the gimbal based on comments
from the pilot (astronaut?).

Section 2.5 - Actual Gimbal Manufacture
The ASC Simulator requires an actual four (4) axis gimbal. The reason for this is to keep
the ASC Simulator from going into gimbal lock. The ASCS system with radial tooth
wheel is not as prone to gimbal lock as human gyroscope and it is considered sufficient for
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our purposes. It gets in gimbal lock mainly during LAUNCH and LANDING positions
when the person is positioned along horizontal.
Since the system will require a four-axis gimbal, this determines the size of the gimbal.
Therefore, the Vendor cannot fit the system into the size requirement. The Vendor will
make the system as small as possible for both the size and the weight problems.
To ensure that the gimbal is properly balanced, each axis of the gimbal will have a motor
on either end of the axis. This insures that the axis is balanced and allows for smaller
motors to be used. It eliminates the need for bearings at one end of the axis.
To ensure that each axis is at the proper position and moving at the proper rate (i.e.
velocity and acceleration), sine-cosine potentiometers and encoders will be used.
To bring signal and power into each axis, slip-rings will be used. These are expensive, but
required, to allow for continuous rotation in either direction on all axes.
The entire framework is steel and painted (powder-coated) for indoor use. If FIT the
Vendor would like the system to be used in an outdoor environment, please inform the
Vendor of this requirement. I don’t think we should suggest using the system out of
doors.
The Vendor will require drawings or actual seats that will be used in the gimbal system.
The Vendor would prefer actual solid models of the seats. The Vendor needs to make sure
that the seat(s) will fit in the gimbal and that there is a safe and secured (not secured but
secure) way of installing the seat.
The Vendor will work with Florida Institute of Technology’s display Vendor in creating a
display mounting system for the inner gimbal. This mounting system is shall be
reconfigurable and removable. Florida Institute of Technology needs to supply how many
displays and the type of displays that they would like to use with the system so that the
Vendor can check clearances and design a mounting system that is safe and secured (not
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secured but secure) and adaptable. FIT requires positioning system for two displays above
each other. One main display in the field of view ~ 40 inch diagonal max and second
small control display above or below the main display on the axis of symmetry of the
simulator. The field of view should also accommodate above or below display eye
tracking system, and additional mounts for small sensor hardware located symmetrically
around above and below the display (will be specified).
Most of the items that are used in this system are commercial off the shelf items and are
readily available. The only items that are custom for the system are the slip-rings.

Section 2.5.1 - Electrical System
Other power for the seat and the displays will be engineered and accounted for. If the
displays and the seat require more power than the 220VAC 60-amp circuit can supply, a
new specification will be sent to Florida Institute of Technology.
A drive amplifier controls the motors. The drive amplifiers provide power to the motors.
These will be located in a rack mountable chassis near to the gimbal system. Cabling is
shall provide between the drive amplifier chassis and the gimbal system. The drive
amplifier chassis have indicators to inform the operator that the system has power, it is
enabled and if there is a fault with a drive amplifier.
A 19” rack shall be provided for the drive amplifier chassis have and a capacitor chassis.
The capacitor chassis is used to recover power from the system and then re-supply that
power to the system when required.
The computer is shall be rack-mountable. The cable between the computer and the gimbal
electrical system is shall be provided.
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Section 2.5.2 - Safety Systems
Entire system will be backed up with UPC backup power for smooth termination of the
system operation in case of power outage.
The motors on the gimbal shall have an integrated braking system that is engaged when:
• there is a loss of power.
• there has been an emergency condition and the E-STOP has been depressed.

If the Florida Institute of Technology would like additional safety (E-STOP) switches
installed, please let us know. We typically provide one for the user and one at the trainer
station.
Consider powerless stop and ring adjustment from both inside and outside the simulator.
The system seat should be adjustable and should accommodate wide range of human sizes
as well as man in unpressurized and pressurized analog space suit. Test subject should not
be lifting arms and legs or doing excessive head movements. The only movement should
be done by palms and forearms’ sweep range mostly horizontally.

Figure 78: Seat is required to be adjustable between Min - Max to provide maximum safety.
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Figure 79: Test subject anthropometric data, minimums maximums - seat should
accommodate the ranges indicated in the table.
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Appendix B2. Motion Base Concept

Figure 80: Motion base framework design, courtesy of Servos and Simulations corporation.
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Appendix B2. Motion Base - Seat Concept
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Appendix B3. Custom “Anti-gravity” Screen Arm
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Appendix B4. Custom “Anti-gravity” Tank Holder
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Appendix B5. Custom “Anti-gravity” Dashboard
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Appendix C1. Procedures: HSF Laboratory Research Facility Description

The Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture (ASCA) project entails experimental
interaction of hyperbaric and variable gravity environments for simulation of human
spaceflight commercial transportation. These environments are represented by FIT’s
custom-built adjustable Spacesuit and FIT’s custom-built motion base.
Due to the complexity and unfamiliarity of the extreme environments to research subjects,
the HSF Lab team developed custom facility that introduced the environments to research
subjects step-by-step, to maximize safety and minimize any risks.
A – HSF Laboratory Research Areas and Components
The ASCA project is divided in three main research areas. The areas were defined based
on the possible usage of the experimental hardware. Both Spacesuit and Simulator can be
used independently but they were custom developed to be used together primarily for the
use in scope of ASCA project. The facility layout and the corresponding procedures
reflect the research areas division (simulation hardware):
A1 - Research Areas:
1. Variable Gravity using Simulator (ASCS)
2. Hyperbaric Environment using Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit), air pump
(<10psi), tanks (>3000psi)
3. Simulation of a Very Short Duration Human Spaceflight (ASCA)
(Integration of areas 1. +2.)
A2 - Main Hardware Components:
1. Simulator (ASCS) with 2x 80cuft high pressure tanks
2. Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit)
3. Air pump
4. Simulator Qualification Station with 1x 19cuft high pressure tank
B – Facility Layout
The HSF laboratory comprises of two wall separated areas (see Figure 42) F1 and F2.
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First functional area F1 with entry supervised by Safety Officer, is accessible freely and
is locate inside room 331 (Harris Commons third floor) for personnel with card reader
access to the room 331. This area is separated in five zones Z1-Z5:
Z1 – Safety Officer Station (med kit, extinguisher, PC with cloud access, printer,)
Z2 – Spacesuit Storage Cabinet (accessible only with electromagnetic card / list of
personnel with access is located in Technology Control P (TCP) of the Spacesuit.
The TCP is updated by PI and Export Control director)
Z3 – Spacesuit Donning
Z4 – Microgravity Qualification station
Z6 – Instructions and Spacesuit Doffing
Second functional area F2 is located inside room 333 (HSF research). This room is
accessible by PI (O. Doule) and security only. This area contains the Adaptive Spaceship
Cockpit Simulator motion base, control station, TCPs, manuals, development data, and
electronics assembly station and parts storage.
Z5 - ASCS
Z7 - Spacesuit maintenance is performed outside areas F1 and F1 due to the limited
facility space. The suit maintenance requires large table for its unpressurized deployment.
The suit is disassembled and thoroughly cleaned, and dried after each use according
to procedures in Appendix_4. Extra caution will be taken that all export control
rules are followed during the Spacesuit disassembly.
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F2

F1

Figure 81: HSF Laboratory and its equipment layout.
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Figure 82: F1 functional area description. Safety Officer’s station is equipped with a fire
extinguisher class C and with a med kit.
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Figure 83: Functional area F2 description

C - Signage
According to the TCP for both Spacesuit and ASCS, all areas that are being used for
storage, maintenance and research have to have designated limited access warning sign to
ensure maximum safety (injury prevention) and security (export control) of the facility.
The limited access to areas F1 and F2 is controlled by PI and Safety Officer.
Personnel with access must be verified by FIT’s export control director. All export control
hardware is labeled with information warning sign as per Figure 84.
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Figure 84: Export control warning sign.

The access to areas F1 and F2 is labeled with warning (Figure 85) regarding limited
access, requirements to wear closed-toe shoes and eye protection, and requirements on
export control as per TCP.

Figure 85: Facility entrance warning and information sign.

During the simulation process, dedicated illuminated warning signs are used to indicate
type of operations and research being executed. Each warning sign indicates specific type
operations that follow well described procedures (see Table 41):
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-

Variable g – Warning, motion base is in use
Hyperbaric – Warning, high pressure tanks are in use
Spacesuit + air pump – Warning, operations with spacesuit in progress
Space Flight Simulations – Warning, simulation in progress, do not interfere
Table 41: Operations dependent illuminated warning signs

Illuminated
sign

warning Application, effects

Color
indicating
operations

Warning, motion base (ASCS) is Amber
in use. Motion base is equipped
with powerful electric servos.
The motion base is not equipped
with protective guards or mesh
preventing entry in a way of the
motion. Floor and wall signage
indicates what areas must be
cleared.
Warning,
operations
with Amber
spacesuit and/or air pump are
ongoing. Noise caused by the
pump may disturb surrounding
environment. Pump does not
operate over 5 psi of nominal
pressure. Pump can operate up to
15 psi in off-nominal situation.
Warning, high pressure tanks are Amber
in use. High pressure tanks
(>3000psi) can be used during
research subject qualification on
inversion table, simulations with
spacesuit
or
space
flight
simulation
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Complex
simulation
using, Red
spacesuit, air pump and high
pressure tanks is in progress.
Stand by with any action until
Safety Officer disables the
warning light.
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Appendix C2. Procedures: ASCS Components
Description
The Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture (ASCA) project entails experimental
interaction of hyperbaric and variable gravity environments for simulation of human
spaceflight commercial transportation. The goal of ASCS project is to identify main
architecture design requirements for development of the efficient human-system
integration practices. These environments are represented by FIT’s custom-built
adjustable Spacesuit and FIT’s custom-built motion base ASCS.
Due to the complexity and unfamiliarity of the extreme environments of the HSF, the HSF
Lab team developed custom facility that introduces the environments to research subjects
step-by-step to maximize safety and minimize any risks. The ASCA project is composed
of three main research areas (variable g, hyperbaric environment of spacesuit and their
combination). The areas were defined based on the possible usage of the experimental
hardware. Both Spacesuit and Simulator can be used independently but they were custom
developed to be used together primarily for the use in scope of ASCA project.
SUMMARY OF MAIN COMPONENTS:
1. Simulator (ASCS)
A. Motion base structure
B. Amplifier 1, Amplifier 2
C. Motion control computer
D. Motion control station with MAIN POWER cut off switch, ESTOP
switch
E. Transformer
F. External Encrypted Hard Drive with ASCS development data
(undisclosed)
G. Software
2. Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit)
a. Suit components
b. Air supply
c. Storage
3. Simulator Qualification Station
a. Inversion table
b. Air system with 1x 19cuft high pressure tank
c. Regulator with replaceable mouth piece
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d. Sanitization station
e. Container in event of accidental vomitus
f. Computer with inverted and regular screen
4. Safety Officer Station
a. MAIN POWER cut off switch for ASCS motion base
b. Status lights controller
c. Operational procedures (paper and digital form)
d. Computer
e. Extinguisher
f. Med kit
g. Paper archive
h. External Encrypted Hard Drive with RS data
For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
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Appendix C3. Procedures: Risks and Mitigation
Procedures Reference Guide
The ASCA project risk assessment is divided in three risk areas. The areas were defined
based on the possible usage of the experimental hardware in an academic research context.
Both, Spacesuit and Simulator can be used independently but they were custom developed
primarily for combined use in scope of ASCA project.
RISK AREAS:
1. Simulator (ASCS)
1.1 ASCS External Participant Hazard Analysis
1.2. ASCS Internal Participant Hazard Analysis
2. Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit)
2.1 Spacesuit External Participant Hazard Analysis
2.2 Spacesuit Internal Participant (Occupant) Hazard Analysis
3. Interaction of 1.& 2. (ASCA)
3.1 ASCS + Spacesuit External Participant Hazard Analysis
3.2 ASCS + Spacesuit Internal (Occupant) Participant Hazard
Analysis

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
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Appendix C4. Procedures: HSF Laboratory
Procedures Description
Procedures in this document are defined according to the criticality of scenario as:
I. NOMINAL PROCEDURES [black color coding and number]
II. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES [red color coding and number]
All procedures are addressing either general operations or dedicated, hardware relevant
operations regarding four different laboratory components:

PART 0. General Operations Rules
PART 1. Simulator (ASCS) with 2x 80cuft high pressure tanks
PART 2. Spacesuit (IVA spacesuit)
PART 3. Simulator Qualification Station with 1x 19cuft high
pressure tank

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
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Appendix C5. Informed Consent Form and HIPAA
Consent Form

Informed Consent
Study Title:
ADAPTIVE SPACESHIP COCKPIT ARCHITECTURE
(Human-System Integration in Spaceship Cockpit for Commercial Space
Transportation)
Purpose of the Study: Analysis of computer input devices such as joystick,
keyboard and trackball in simulated environment of human spaceflight and finding
their positive and negative features.
Procedure for research participant: Participant will provide feedback on use of
input devices in simulated microgravity environment using spacesuit and motion
simulator. Following are the main steps participant will go through:
1. Participant agrees to provide certain medical data and provide yes/no
answers regarding medical history to confirm eligibility for simulation.
2. Participant will schedule 6-8h study session with the research team
o Briefing on spacesuit and hyperbaric environment (+2psi): 4h (2h
spacesuit operations + 2h hyperbaric chamber training)
o Preparation and simulation by rotating participant 34° head down:
4h (2h spacesuit training and inclination test + 2h simulation and
data collection)
3. Participant will be trained to use spacesuit.
4. Participant will try simulation of microgravity environment using 34° head
down tilt on inversion table and inside the simulator and will be trained to
use spacesuit
5. Participant seated in the simulator, pressurizes spacesuit. Simulation in
normal seating position is followed by inclined position. Participant will
interact with software resembling shooting game with pressurized and
unpressurized suit. Once completed, the input device will be changed
(keyboard instead of joystick) and the “game” will be repeated. Depending
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on time and comfort of the participant, 2-3 input devices (joystick,
keyboard and trackball) will be tested with pressurized and depressurized
spacesuit.
6. Participant will fill one questionnaire regarding their experience per input
device.

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com

HIPAA Authorization to Use and Disclose
Protected Health Information for Research
Purposes
Title of Study: Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit Architecture
Principal Investigator: Ondrej Doule
Investigator’s Contact Information: odoule@fit.edu, 321 806 7505
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HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996/2003, a federal
law related to privacy of health information.
What is the purpose of this form?
You have been asked to take part in a research study. The consent form for this study
describes your participation and all that information still applies. The purpose of this form
is to obtain your permission to use health information about you that is created by or used
in conjunction with this research.

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
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Appendix C6. IRB Application Front Page
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Appendix C7. Research Description
GENERAL PURPOSE - PART 3/1
1. Introduction
Commercial Space Transportation is a new domain that seeks establishment of logistic
infrastructure using suborbital and orbital flights. This research project is addressing area
of human-system integration in systems that transition variety of gravity environments in
near-future human spaceflight and require use of pressurized spacesuit for safety purposes.
The reason for this research focus is a complexity of the variable gravity environment that
is limiting or modifying nominal performance of human senses that are adapted to earth’s
gravity environment as well as limiting physical and cognitive interaction. Current space
travelers are mostly years-trained astronauts who has been selected from thousands of
applicants as the most endurable, adaptable and efficient space-workforce. Domain of
Commercial Space Transportation seeks to provide services to the complete opposite part
of society, i.e., most of the population. Training for space tourists would be only few days
long. There would not be a stringent selection process and the overall training and
selection process would focus focusing on human health, human-system interaction and
comfort in variable g and spacesuit in the first place.
The human interest or need for suborbital or orbital space transportation infrastructure lies
in three main areas:
1. Need for faster intercontinental travel - Instead of 7h from New York to London with
conventional aviation, suborbital flight may provide faster mean of transportation cutting
down the transport time two less than 2h. This applies to any intercontinental flight on
Earth. Companies that target suborbital travel as their market see the intercontinental
travel as an ultimate goal that could bring enormous revenues.
2. Suborbital tourism – Tourism, in general, owns the largest market of the world.
Suborbital tourism has been estimated to be very successful (also based on the five years
sold out of Virgin Galactic space tourism seats) if a technical solution (any sort of shuttle)
I provided. Short flights beyond the Karman Line (unofficial trash hold of space ~ 100km)
appears to be very attractive activity and there is currently few competitors that area
approaching feasible demonstration of this activity with their vehicles such as Blue
Origin, Virgin Galactic, World View, XCOR. The main attractions of a short maximum 2
hours spaceflight are in experience of rocket propulsion (high g-load), microgravity
experience, interaction with objects/fluids/others in microgravity, spectacular views on
Earth and experience of darkness of space from the Karman Line.
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3. Orbital transportation – NASA is currently operating through agreements with
Roscosmos to deliver US astronauts using Russian Soyuz spacecraft. There are no seats
for space tourist. Although the first space tourist has visited International Space Station
already in 2001, the lack of technical solutions for space transportation disabled this
opportunity for the upcoming years. Nonetheless there are currently orbital vehicles under
development such as Orion, Starliner, Dragon II that should enable commercial space
transportation in the near future also for space tourists (officially titled by FAA: Space
Flight Participants (SFP)). Nominal flight to the International Space Station that is
orbiting above the Earth in 350 km, takes roughly 2 days but with current technology, the
Soyuz vehicle already demonstrated much faster approach to ISS in just few hours.

Figure 86: Example of transcontinental suborbital flight trajectory (Google Earth)

This research is addressing
primarily
suborbital
transportation or very fast
orbital transportation (hours)
trajectories. As attractive as the
short
duration
spaceflight
sounds
it
is
inevitably
connected with risks and
unknown we are not exposed
on Earth or during commercial
aviation. The main phases of
the short duration spaceflight
every passenger will be
exposed to are:
-

Figure 87: Example of Take-Off, Ascent, and
microgravity phase of suborbital vehicle flight
profile.

Take-Off and Ascent:
Vertical or horizontal
take-off (Figure 87) during which the passenger experience high acceleration
(high g-load) in interval between 2-7gxz – it is highly probable that each
passenger will need to go through high g-load training to ensure performance of
its cardiovascular system. It is important to note that g-load below 3gx may not
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-

require special training while higher g-load will require special training. The
reason for higher g-load is purely economic – saving fuel during the accelerated
ascent. E.g. USA STS (Shuttle) or Russian Soyuz launchers do not expose
astronauts to more than 3.5gx while the current vehicle design from Virgin
Galactic or XCOR are exposing its occupants to 6.5gxz.

-

Microgravity: The short period (2-5 minutes for suborbital flight, minutes-days
for orbital flight) of microgravity follows after the take-off. It is accompanied by
Space Motion Sickness (SMS) that is represented by nausea, headaches, head, and
ear-pressure discomfort. The SMS can be largely mitigated by medication taken
prior the flight.

-

Entry, Descent and Landing:
This sequence follows after the
vehicle completes its microgravity
cruise and is ready for return to
Earth. In suborbital flight, this
sequence follows quickly after the
microgravity period (few minutes
free fall in the peak of the parabola
of the flight). EDL may be
perceived similarly as the TakeOff. High acceleration in range
between 1.5-7gxz is possible. It is
very important that SFP is seated Figure 88: Example of Entry, Descent and
and all body parts are well Landing flight profile for horizontal take-off
vehicle.
supported during the high g-load,
to prevent any injuries.

Note that there are different vehicles with different flight profiles and phases:
-

Horizontal take-off, vertical take-off
Horizontal landing, vertical landing
Single or multiple stage vehicles
Powered descent or glide
Reusable and non-reusable vehicles.

Each vehicle has different cabin and cockpit configuration based on the parameters of the
flight profile. To be able to simulate variety of flight profiles, a major part of this research
effort was to develop an HCD tool in form of a complex simulator that could
accommodate variety of flight profile phases. This simulator titled “Adaptive Spaceship
Cockpit Simulator” (ASCS) has variety of adjustable components and can initiate take
off or perform landing in either horizontal or vertical configuration. The ASCS together
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with 2psid spacesuit, represents the main simulation platform for the research on human
system interaction and integration in spaceship cockpit/cabin (see Appendix_1 and
Appendix_2 for the system description).
The human-system integration in spaceship/spacecraft cabin/cockpit has been largely
biased towards the domain of aviation where it originated. Heavily trained fighter pilots
and test pilots who were very influential in the cabin, avionics and interfaces design, were
requesting interfaces they would be well familiar with also for the space vehicles. Later
on, the complexity of orbital flight and extreme environment parameters disabling human
interaction or even perception and response determined, that certain processes will be
automated. d in the spaceship cockpit thus prevailed for orbital flight that was more
prominent than suborbital. Orbital flights served to supply the orbital stations and
scientific operations supported, almost solely, by government. Commercial space flight
was mostly focused on the robotic or satellite missions. This situation has recently
changed, when the Virgin Galactic Spaceship I flight initiated a move by US government
that passed Commercial Space Amendments Act in 2004 and thus enabling and promoting
commercial human spaceflight in USA.
Human-system integration in commercial space transportation is therefore a young
research field that is mostly profiting of publicly available standards from NASA and
GOST (Euro-Asian HSF standardization) and knowledge base adapting them to the
human and market needs of 21st century.
This project contributes to the development of the past HSF research practices as well as
generates empirical and normative knowledge by bringing the complex environment of
human spaceflight in office environment and simplifying the short duration flight
experience while preserving high fidelity in
• User
areas of variable gravity and hypobaric
• Scenarios
environment. The custom ASCS HCD tool
• Concepts
for Humans-In-The-Loop Simulations
Research • Functions
• Requirements
(HITLS) is thus a custom tool which
capacity is not fully explored yet. The
• Concepts
ASCS that has been developed in the scope
• HW, SW integration
• Stakeholders feedback
of this research project, is used in very
Design • Optimize
short simulations for fundamental research
on
Human-System
Integration
in
• Expert reviews
spacecraft. The ASCS can be utilized as
• Testing
cockpit or passenger cabin and as such it
Simulatio • HITLS
• Findings and improvements
will serve during the experiments ran in
n
this project. The ASCS can be used by
both untrained but medically pre-screened
research subjects or experienced pilots.
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2. Research and Experiment Methodology
The research approach follows traditional iterative HCD process that starts with thorough
state of the art research, understanding of users, concepts scenarios and deriving
fundamental design requirements. Since the research does not involve actual product but
rather focuses on normative, quantitative and qualitative data, the HCD process is
developed around definition of a new tool for investigation of the research interest. The
phase that provides a design solution, is a design of a new HCD tool to identify design
requirements of complex variable g, hyperbaric environment. This tool enables HITLS
that will provide data for answering main research questions.
Human subjects will be placed in simulated situation of human spaceflight (HSF) in form
of very short parabolic flight transferring all
phases from take-off to microgravity to landing. (
Table 42) HSF environment is simulated by use
of pressurized spacesuit and motion platform.
While in microgravity phase of the flight, the
human subject will navigate through number of
targeting tasks using on-board controller to
verify efficiency of interaction with the space
vessel. The interaction will be tested with three
different input devices (joystick, trackball, and
keypad). Each interaction will be 5 minutes
short. The uniqueness of the ASCS is that human
research subject will experience the transition
from nominal gravity to the perceived
microgravity that is simulated by the head down
tilt (NASA empirical studies) (Figure 89) and
hence the research subject’s cardio-vascular and vestibular systems will be reacting to the
gravity change. It is assumed that the change of the gravity environment has significant
Figure
89: Head
down tilt
influence on human-system interaction and therefore,
static
simulators
are position
not ideal
simulation
of gravity
microgravity
using
systems for research and design of interaction systems
for variable
environments
ASCS.
required e.g., in suborbital spaceflight.
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Table 42: Simulation sequence using ASCS - Research Subject interacts with the simulator in
position #3.

Position

#1
(no
interaction)

#2
(no
interaction)

Visual description and degrees of rotation

Notes
0°Nominal
boarding position.
Automated sequence.

70° -Nominal launch
position
with
adjustable
leg
support for Soyuz.
Automated sequence.

#3
Microgravity
5 minutes
interaction

124°
- Nominal
Microgravity
environment
simulation for any
spaceship.
Research subject will
have 5 minutes to
interact with the
simulator using on
board controller to
complete a targeting
task.
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#4
(no
interaction)

50° - Entry Descent
Landing

#5
(no
interaction)

0°Nominal
disembarking
position.

Automated sequence.

Automated sequence.

The main research questions:
Research questions are numbered according to scientific priority but they will be
answered in following order: #3, #2, #1.
Research question #1 (NORMATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS): What are the main
architectural or human-system specific solutions for a Commercial Space Transportation
cockpit and cabin design (i.e., variable g, hyperbaric environment)?
Research question #2 (ERGONOMIC RECOMMENDATIONS): What is the most
effective mode of computer interaction input for human?
Research question #3 (ERGONOMIC GAPS): What are the main physical and
cognitive ergonomic constraints and problems for interaction of human with computer in
variable g and microgravity in a pressurized spacesuit?
The HITLS spaceflight research experiment using ASCS and spacesuit will be assessed
from perspective of input system efficiency, physical and cognitive ergonomics by
applying different assessment methodologies:
A: INPUT SYSTEM EFFICIENCY:
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-

-

Handling qualities while using specific input device will be assessed using
Cooper-Harper Rating Scale 1 to 10 and traditional three-level classification.
Handling qualities reported subjectively by the research subject will be
accompanied by the elapsed time between the beginning and the end of the task
assuming validity of the Fitt’s law.
Handling qualities will be analyzed separately for experienced/pilot users and
unexperienced/space tourist users (see Appendix_12)
Note: the input device task, although visually interpreted as a manual docking
procedure on orbit, serves as a general pointing experiment also for space flight
participants who may need to communicate during certain phase of the flight
using an input device and display screen.

B: COGNITIVE ERGONOMICS:
-

Modified NASA TLX questionnaire is used to assess partly cognitive and partly
physical ergonomics (see Appendix_12)

C: PHYSICAL ERGONOMICS:
-

Workload for the targeting task assessment using qualitative Bedford method
Modified NASA TLX questionnaire is used to assess partly cognitive and partly
physical ergonomics (see Appendix_12)

3. Research Subjects
The research subjects are divided in two groups. Prior the simulation start, an experienced
pilot, troubleshooter, will provide feedback prior the first experiment launch.
The research subjects are divided in three sets:
0. Experienced pilot, troubleshooter, providing feedback prior experiments launch - 1
subject – data will be used to optimize experiment quality and hardware safety and
performance.
1. Experienced pilots/astronauts - (3+ subjects)
2. Research subjects with no experience / space tourists (FIT students, staff, faculty) (6+
subjects)
One research subject will be performing simulation per one day. It is estimated that 10 full
days of simulations will be required to complete the basic set of 10 simulations.
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RSEARCH IMPORTANCE PART 3/10
Similar research in office environment has not been performed. NASA is training
astronauts in number of facilities for hypergravity, variable g, and hyperbaric environment
of spacesuit. NASA has been developing number of motion base simulators since the first
Mercury, Gemini projects. These simulation facilities have usually significant
requirements on technology and size of buildings. The most recent simulation facilities at
NASA JSC (static STS cockpit for launch phase of the flight) and at NASA AMES
(adaptive motion base for docking and Entry, Descent and Landing phase of the flight)
require dedicated building with dedicated infrastructure but the most importantly, these
simulators disconnect the launch and orbital flight phases. The FIT HSF lab has developed
original simulation facility that complements NASA JSC simulators and integrates
complexity of variable g (motion – slow - repositioning and system motion response to
research subject's inputs) and also integrates infrastructure for the hyperbaric environment
(spacesuit delta +2psi max). The FIT HSF lab ASCS hardware is consulted with NASA
JSC experts and was compared to current Orion simulation facilities that are currently
separated in four different simulators based on the type of the research and phase of the
flight they are supposed to simulate.
The data collected using ASCS will demonstrate possibility of low to mid-fidelity human
spaceflight simulations and human-system integration research to be performed in
nominal office environment for fraction of the nominal cost. Research results will indicate
emergent research questions, problems and solutions for cabin and cockpit designs in
commercial human spaceflight domain (research topic currently funded by FAA) and will
open many other possibilities related to commercial or scientific HSF including
commercialization of the ASCS system.
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Appendix C8. Call for Research Subjects
Human Space Flight Research – Operating Adaptive
Spaceship Cockpit Simulator
Newly established Human
Space
Flight
(HSF)
Laboratory
at
FIT
is
searching for volunteers for
research on human-system
integration in spacecraft
cabin / cockpit.
We are looking for students, staff
or faculty interested in human
spaceflight simulation experience
(space tourism), learning how to
use a spacesuit, and practicing a
short, simulated microgravity-like
vehicle control using a motion
base Adaptive Spaceship Cockpit
Simulator (ASCS). The ASCS is an
office sized HSF 360° motion
simulator. The ASCS is being
developed with support from
NASA
JSC
and
Aerospace
Corporation.
The goal of this research is to
derive fundamental design
requirements
for
humansystem
integration
in
microgravity, identification of
the most efficient mode of
interaction with spacecraft
systems and discovering new
emergent functions and space
flight properties. You will be immersed in four to six 5-minutes simulations using a 2axis motion base simulator and pressurized space suit. The research results will assist
as recommendations for the development of safer future Space Tourism.
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Participants must be healthy. Previous experience with scuba diving or flying is welcome but
is not necessary.
Time commitment for this experiment is: 2-4 h spacesuit training + 2h simulation
training + 2h simulation.

If you are interested please contact Ondrej Doule at
odoule@fit.edu for additional information.
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Appendix C9. Health Data Form For Human
Spaceflight Simulation

For more information contact the author: Ondrej Doule
doule.ondrej@gmail.com
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Appendix C10. Research Information for Research
Subjects
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Appendix C11. Modified NASA TLX Questionnaire
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Appendix C12. Complete Approved Human Subject
Research IRB, 02-2018
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Appendix D1. Publications: Adaptive Spaceship
Cockpit Architecture (AIAA Space Forum, 2016)
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Appendix D2. Publications: POSTER – Spaceship
Design (2013)
Doule, Ondrej; Bannova, Olga; Haeuplik-Meusburger, Sandra; Boy, Guy. A, 2013,
Spaceship Design: A Subject within Interdisciplinary Design Curriculum [poster], 64th
International Astronautical Congress, Beijing, China.
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Appendix D3. Publications: HUMAN GYROSCOPE
(2018)
– VIRTUAL REALITY MOTION BASE SIMULATOR (International Journal of Modeling,
Simulation, and Scientific Computing c World Scientific Publishing Company), 2018
RANDY C. ARJUNSINGH∗ Mechanical and Civil Engineering Department, Florida Institute of
Technology, 150 West University Blvd Melbourne, Florida 32901, United States of America
MATTHEW J. JENSEN Mechanical and Civil Engineering Department, Florida Institute of
Technology, 150 West University Blvd Melbourne, Florida 32901, United States of America
RAZVAN RUSOVICI Aerospace, Physics, and Space Sciences Department, Florida Institute of
Technology, 150 West University Blvd Melbourne, Florida 32901, United States of America
ONDREJ DOULE Computer Engineering and Sciences Department, Florida Institute of
Technology, 150 West University Blvd Melbourne, Florida 32901, United States of America

Paper undisclosed – currently being reviewed by the publisher
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